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Abstract 
Building a data-intensive web site is a complex task. Ad-hoc rapid prototyping 
approaches easily lead to unsatisfactory results, e. g. poor maintainability and 
extensibility. The situation becomes even more difficult when customization issues arise 
and web sites need to present customized views to individual users. To address this 
problem, a number of model-based approaches have been proposed, which attempt to 
simplify the design and development of data-intensive web sites. However these 
approaches suffer a number of limitations, such as relatively little support for the 
composition of sophisticated user interfaces and the specification of presentation styles 
and little support for customization design. 
In this work we propose and implement an ontology-based approach, OntoWeaver, 
which provides comprehensive support for the design and development of data-intensive 
web sites. In particular, OntoWeaver provides a set of ontologies to represent all aspects 
of data-intensive web sites in a declarative and re-usable format. The declarative nature 
of the specification of web sites opens up a number of possibilities with respect to 
intelligent analysis and management. Moreover, OntoWeaver includes providing high 
level support for developing customized web sites. Finally, it offers a powerful tool suite 
to support the design and development of data-intensive web sites. In the course of this 
research, we have also extended OntoWeaver by addressing the issue of integrating web 
service technology into a high level web site design framework. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
As the web is becoming the major computing platform for accessing, sharing and 
exchanging information, the need to develop sophisticated data-intensive web sites 
which allow the access and management of large sets of data is increasing in 
domains such as electronic commerce, digital libraries, and distance learning [Atzeni 
et al., 1998] [Fraternali, 1999]. Building such web sites is however a complex task 
[Fernandez et al., 1997], which involves not only technical issues, but also 
organizational, managerial and artistic issues [Morville & Rosenfeld, 1998] [Koch, 
1999]. For example, information should be carefully selected, organized, and 
labelled in order to provide an appropriate presentation; functionalities such as data 
retrieving, querying, and updating should be provided to allow users accessing and 
managing the underlying data: and visual appearances such as presentation styles and 
layouts should be properly designed to provide friendly interfaces. Furthermore, the 
role of end users needs to be augmented [Brusilovsky, 1996] [De Troyer & Leune. 
1998] [Gomez et al., 2000] [Kappel et al., 2000] [Kobsa et al, 2001], which allows 
web sites to be responsive to the needs of individual users. This makes the situation 
more difficult, as appropriate customization support needs to be provided which 
allows the specialization of a general purpose of web site towards the profiles of user 
groups or individuals. 
1.1 Web site design through conceptual web modelling 
State-of-the-art web development technologies such as Microsoft's Active Server 
Pages' and JavaSoft's Java Server Pages2 provide comprehensive solutions to the 
1 http: //www. asp. net/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
2 http"//iava. sun. com/products/isp/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
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extraction and manipulation of dynamic data content from underlying databases. 
However, ad-hoc rapid prototyping approaches which are driven by these 
technologies and are adopted in current practice [Murugesan et al., 1999] easily lead 
to unsatisfactory results, e. g. poor maintainability and poor extensibility [Koch, 
1999] [Ceri et al., 2000]. 
To address this problem, a number of model-based approaches have been proposed, 
which aim to simplify the design and development process by allowing web sites to 
be designed at a high level of abstraction and by being able to automatically or semi- 
automatically produce implementations from high level specifications [Fraternali, 
1999] [Koch, 1999] [Retschitzegger & Schwinger, 2000] [Costagliola et al., 2002]. 
Examples include the Hypertext Design Model (HDM) [Garzotto et al., 1993], the 
Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) [Isakowitz et al., 1995], the Object- 
Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [Schwabe & Rossi, 1998], 
ARANEUS [Atzeni et al., 1998], HDM-lite [Fraternali & Paolini, 1998], Strudel 
[Fernandez et al., 1998], the Web Site Design Method (WSDM) [De Troyer & 
Leune, 1998], the UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) approach [Hennicker & 
Koch, 2000], 00-H [Gomez et al., 2000], the Web Modelling Language (WebML) 
[Ceri et al., 2000], OntoWebber [Jin et al., 2001], and Hera [Frasincar et al., 2002]. 
As will be studied in chapter 2, current approaches distinguish different layers to 
describe data-intensive web sites and provide models to address each layer 
accordingly. In particular, they provide comprehensive support for the design of 
navigation structures. Furthermore, most approaches provide abstract user interface 
models to address the design of user interfaces explicitly. Finally, most approaches 
take customization into consideration and provide support for customization. In 
particular, two solutions have been developed in current approaches. They are 
composition-level customization which allows the construction of different site 
views at design time and derivation-level customization which allows the derivation 
of different site views at run time. 
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1.2 Thesis motivation 
While current web modelling approaches do provide support for the design of web 
sites at a high level of abstraction, there are still a number of open issues which need 
to be addressed. 
Firstly, one problem common to current approaches is the relatively little support for 
the specification of site views (i. e. navigation structures and user interfaces). Earlier 
approaches (e. g., HDM, RMM, OO-HDM, and UWE) are only able to provide 
methodological guidance for the specification, due to the lack of explicit meta- 
models. Recent approaches (e. g., WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera) have addressed 
this problem by providing explicit meta-models. Their meta-models however are 
defined at a coarse-grained level, which only model typical user interfaces of web 
pages. No further modelling support is available to allow the adaptation of such 
typical user interfaces, e. g. removing or adding specific web content. Hence, their 
support for the construction of complex user interfaces is limited. 
Secondly, the problem associated with current approaches is the limited support for 
the layouts and presentation styles of user interface elements. Web developers have 
to rely on ad hoc approaches, e. g., Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 3 and 
implementation level coding approaches, to achieve a specification. This becomes 
time-consuming when a web site needs to be rendered in different ways for different 
purposes, such as different devices, user groups, individuals etc. 
The third issue is the limited support for customization both at design time and at run 
time. Firstly, compositional-level customization can not scale up, as when the 
number of user groups or individuals grows, the workload of maintaining a large 
number of site models becomes too heavy. Secondly, the scope of derivation-level 
customization support is limited, as not all aspects of web sites are available for 
customization, due to the lack of expressive meta-models for describing the target 
http: //www. w3. org/Style/CSS/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
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web site. Furthermore, specific support for the specification of derivation 
customization requirements is not available. Finally, some approaches (e. g., WebML 
and Hera) do not separate customization requirements from other aspects of web 
sites, thus forcing web developers to anticipate what can be customized at the stage 
of navigation structure design and user interface design. 
The aim of this research project is to address these issues by applying the notion of 
ontology to model all aspects of data-intensive web sites, including site views, 
presentation styles, layouts, and customization. An ontology is an explicit formal 
specification of the terms in a universe of discourse and relations between them 
[Gruber, 1993] [Neches et al., 1991] [Borst et al., 1995]. By using ontology, web site 
specification is formalized and can be shared during the life cycle of a web site, thus 
easing the job of web site maintenance and management, as all components are 
declarative, re-usable, and represented in shared semantics. Furthermore, the 
declarative nature of web site specifications opens up a number of possibilities with 
respect to intelligent analysis and management. Customization and site design 
critiquing are such examples. Specifically, as the entire site model is available for 
reasoning, the scope of customization is not limited. Moreover, recommendations 
can be produced for web developers to improve their design by applying a set of 
critiquing rules which are able to reason upon the entire site model. Finally, as the 
provided explicit shared semantics, the target web sites can be picked up by 
semantic-aware agents and thus benefit from intelligent services (e. g. indexing, 
searching, and customization) provided by third parties. 
The use of ontologies to drive the generation of software tools has been demonstrated 
in the research area of knowledge acquisition and semantic web portals, where a 
number of tools have been developed which use domain ontologies to drive the 
generation of knowledge acquisition tools [Eriksson et al., 1994] [Grosso et al., 
1999] [Motta et al., 2000] and semantic web portals [Corcho et al., 2003] [Volz et al., 
2003]. This research goes one step further. It applies ontologies to model the target 
software which is data-intensive web sites, thus facilitating the design and 
development process. In particular, as clarified above, our goal is to applying 
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ontologies to address the limitations associated with current web modelling 
approaches. 
1.3 Research approach 
The tool described in this thesis, OntoWeaver, employs ontologies to drive the 
design and development. It models data-intensive web applications by means of i) a 
comprehensive set of site ontologies which support the conceptual specification of all 
aspects of data-intensive web sites and ii) a customization framework which supports 
the specification of customization requirement at design time and the performance of 
customization at run time. 
The site ontologies include a site view ontology which models site views (i. e. 
navigation structures and user interfaces) of data-intensive web sites and a 
presentation ontology which captures the features of the presentation styles and 
layouts of site view components: 
" The site view ontology provides fine-grained modelling support for user interfaces 
and navigation structures of the target web site. It addresses the first issue of 
current approaches described in section 1.2. Unlike current approaches which only 
address typical user interface elements of web pages, the site view ontology 
addresses the specification of atomic user interface elements, generic composite 
user interface elements, as well as typical user interface elements. It realizes a 
composition mechanism and allows web developers to express complex user 
interfaces according to their own requirements. At the same time, it addresses static 
user interface elements, whose content is defined at design time, as well as 
dynamic user interface elements which deal with the back-end data sources 
dynamically at run time. 
" The presentation ontology provides high level support for the specification of 
layouts and presentation styles for user interface elements. It addresses the second 
issue of current approaches. In particular, it allows web developers expressing 
complex layouts and presentation styles at the conceptual level. Web developers no 
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longer need to encode the specification into web page implementations, like they 
have to in other approaches. 
The customization framework addresses the third issue by means of exploiting the 
advantage of the declarative specification of web sites, separating the specification of 
customization requirements from other aspects of web sites, providing support for 
the specification of customization requirements at design time and for the execution 
of customization at run time. Firstly, as all user interface elements and their 
presentation instructions are specified declaratively, the entire site model is available 
to customization. Secondly, the customization framework separates the specification 
of customization from other aspects of the target web site, thus enabling the web site 
design process to be more flexible. Web developers do not need to anticipate what 
can be customized at the stage of site view design, like they have to in approaches 
like WebML, WUML [Kappel et al., 2001,2002], and HERA. Finally, OntoWeaver 
provides comprehensive support for the specification of customization requirements. 
It offers a customization rule model to support the construction of customization 
rules. Thus, web developers do not have to rely on ad-hoc approaches to augment 
individual's roles into site specifications. 
As mentioned earlier, building data-intensive web sites is a complex task, which 
involves not only technical issues, but also organizational, managerial and artistic 
issues. Different roles are thus involved in the design process. Domain experts design 
models that can abstract data of a specific problem domain. Information architects 
structure, organize, and label information. Site designers put the design into practice 
and carry out customization design. Layout designers make decisions on presentation 
styles and layouts. Web administrators manage and maintain the web site. 
The OntoWeaver approach aims to provide comprehensive support for these 
different roles to achieve their tasks. Specifically, it supports information architects 
to structure, organize, and label information at the conceptual level by means of the 
site view ontology, layout designers to specify presentation styles and layouts at a 
high level of abstraction by means of the presentation ontology, site designers to 
specify customization requirements by means of the customization framework, and 
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web administrators to maintain the target web site. These facilities will be illustrated 
in chapter 7 by building a concrete data-intensive web site. The web site design 
process in OntoWeaver involves the following steps: 
" Requirements collection and analysis which identify the objectives of the target 
web sites, data characteristics, user categories, user requirements, and so on. 
" Domain ontology design which develops a data model to abstract the problem 
domain. 
" Site view design which makes use of the site view ontology to specify site 
structures and detailed user interfaces for page nodes. 
" Presentation design which makes use of the presentation ontology to express 
presentation styles and layouts for site view elements in the site view model. 
" Customization design which identifies and specifies customization requirements in 
terms of user ontology and customization rules. 
1.4 Thesis contributions 
The main characteristics of OntoWeaver comprises i) using ontologies to drive the 
design and development of data-intensive web sites, ii) providing a comprehensive 
set of ontologies to support the specification of all aspects of web sites, and iii) 
providing a customization framework to support the specification of customization 
requirements at design time and the delivery of customization support at run time. 
Furthermore, we have developed an OntoWeaver tool suite which facilitates different 
tasks involved in web site design and an OntoWeaver extension called OntoWeaver- 
S which addresses the issue of integration of web services with data-intensive web 
sites. Hence, the major contributions of this research include the following 
components: 
" The site view ontology 
" The presentation ontology 
" The customization framework 
" The OntoWeaver tool suite 
" OntoWeaver-S 
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1.5 Thesis structure 
In chapter 2 we review the key approaches which have been proposed for addressing 
the design and development of data-intensive web sites. We focus on the capabilities 
of these approaches on supporting a number of key modelling activities, including 
domain modelling, site view modelling, presentation modelling and customization 
modelling. 
In chapter 3 we investigate current customization techniques on user modelling, user 
information acquisition, and customization delivery. We also examine tools and 
approaches which support customization design for web applications. Our purpose is 
to motive our work on developing a generic customization framework which on the 
one hand is able to provide comprehensive support for the specification of 
customization requirements at design time and on the other hand is able to deliver 
sophisticated customization at run time. 
In chapter 4 we present an overview of the OntoWeaver design framework. We 
begin by re-stating the limitations of current high level design approaches learned 
from the study carried out in chapter 2. We then clarify the requirements placed upon 
high level design approaches to address these issues. Thereafter, we present an 
overview of our approach with respect to the research goals, assumptions, 
restrictions, and major contributions. 
In chapter 5 we focus on one major component of the OntoWeaver design framework 
- the site ontologies. We first clarify the two components of the site ontologies - the 
site view ontology and the presentation ontology and in particular illustrate how they 
provide comprehensive support for the specification of data-intensive web sites. We 
then describe the generation of web site implementations from ontologies. 
'Thereafter, we relate our work on the site ontologies to existing approaches on 
conceptual web modelling, user interface modelling, presentation modelling, using 
ontologies to drive web site generation, and reference models. 
In chapter 6 we describe the OntoWeaver customization framework which exploits a 
user model, a customization rule model, and a declarative site model to enable the 
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specification of customization requirements at a conceptual level. We explain the 
customization framework components in detail and carry out a case study on 
employing the customization framework to build a conference paper review system. 
In chapter 7 we present the OntoWeaver tool suite which provides comprehensive 
support for the building and maintenance of data-intensive web sites powered by the 
OntoWeaver modelling approach. We begin by describing the facilities provided by 
the OntoWeaver tool suite. We then illustrate how these facilities support different 
design roles to achieve their tasks by building an example data-intensive web site. 
Thereafter, we illustrate the benefits gained by using site ontologies to represent web 
site specifications. Next, we compare the facilities provided by OntoWeaver to the 
facilities provided by other conceptual web modelling approaches with respect to the 
support for web site specification, customization design, web site design critiquing, 
and web site maintenance. 
In chapter 8 we describe our work on extending OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S 
which aims to provide high-level support for the design and development of web 
service powered data-intensive web sites. We begin by describing the research 
motivation. We then present how to move OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S and how 
OntoWeaver-S supports the design of data-intensive web sites which allow access to 
both the underlying domain data and the specified web services. Next, we describe 
the implementation of OntoWeaver-S and the related work. 
Finally, in chapter 9 we summarize our contributions in this work and outline the 
future research directions concerning this work. 
Chapter 2: Web site design through conceptual modelling 
In this chapter we review the key approaches which have been proposed to simplify 
the design and development of web sites by allowing them to be specified at a high 
level of abstraction. We begin by clarifying a set of criteria which should be satisfied 
for high level design approaches to provide appropriate support for web site design 
and development. We then present a brief overview for each key approach. 
Thereafter, we employ the clarified criteria to go through the approaches to 
investigate their fulfilment on these criteria. Finally, we summarize the open issues 
of current approaches which emerge from the review. 
2.1 Review criteria 
Web sites are data-intensive when their primary goal is to allow users to access large 
amounts of data [Ceri et al., 1999a]. They can be characterized by the following 
major design dimensions: 
" Domain data structure, which describes the information that is to be managed and 
presented by the target web site. 
" Navigation, which concerns the facilities that allow end users to browse and 
navigate across the target web site. 
" User interface, which describes the composition structure of the contents of web 
pages that allow dynamic access to underlying data sources. 
" Presentation, which expresses the look and feel (i. e. presentation styles and 
layouts) of user interface elements. 
" Customization, which describes the way to specialize a general purpose of web site 
towards the profiles of user groups or individuals. Please note that we do not 
necessarily distinguish the words customization, personalization, and adaptation, 
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as all of them refer to the process of specialization of web sites towards user 
groups or individuals. 
This architecture is derived from the architectures described in [Fraternali, 1999] 
[Ceri et al., 1999a] [Kappel et al., 2000]. Unlike the previous ones which tightly 
couple contents of web pages and their presentation styles and layouts together, this 
architecture distinguishes the design of presentation styles and layouts from the 
design of web page contents, thus allowing different presentation instructions to be 
easily specified for the same site view (i. e. contents and navigation structures) for 
different purposes, e. g., different devices and different user groups. Furthermore, like 
the one described in Kappel et al (2000), this architecture takes customization as an 
important design dimension, as web sites offer information which is potentially 
interesting to a large number of audiences [De Bra et al., 2003] and web sites need to 
be responsive to the individual needs of end users [Brusilovsky, 1996] [De Troyer & 
Leune, 1998] [Rossi et al., 2001]. 
To provide appropriate support for the design and development of data-intensive web 
sites, high level design approaches should provide comprehensive support for the 
modelling of these design dimensions namely, domain modelling, navigation 
modelling, user interface modelling, presentation modelling, and customization 
modelling. Otherwise, web developers will have difficulty specifying web sites at the 
conceptual level without turning to ad-hoc programming approaches. In particular, 
with only coarse-grained level support for navigation modelling and user interface 
modelling, web developers will have difficulty creating site views (i. e. navigation 
structures and user interfaces) which meet requirements of individual web sites, as 
they can not be simply defined by means of a fixed number of coarse-grained 
primitives without further support for adjustment. Furthermore, without appropriate 
modelling support for presentations styles and layouts, web developers will have to 
rely on ad-hoc approaches, such as cascading style sheets (CSS) and implementation 
level coding approaches, to achieve a specification. This is a time consuming process 
in particular when the same site view needs to be rendered into different 
presentations for different purposes. Finally, web developers will have to rely on ad- 
hoc approaches to augment users' customization requirements into weh site 
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specifications or even into web page implementations to realize customization when 
there is no comprehensive customization modelling support available. 
2.2 Model-based web site design approaches 
In this section, we briefly describe the key high-level approaches to web site design. 
These approaches include the Hypertext Design Model (HDM) [Garzotto et al., 
1993], the Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) [Isakowitz et al., 1995], 
the Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) [Schwabe & Rossi, 
1998], ARANEUS [Atzeni et al., 1998], HDM-lite [Fraternali & Paolini, 1998], 
Strudel [Fernandez et al., 1998], the Web Site Design Method (WSDM) [De Troyer 
& Leune, 1998], the UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) approach [Hennicker & 
Koch, 2000], 00-H [Gomez et al., 2000], the Web Modelling Language (WebML) 
[Ceri et al., 2000], OntoWebber [Jin et al., 2001], and Hera [Frasincar et al., 2002]. 
2.2.1 The Hypertext Design Model (HDM) 
The Hypertext Design Model (HDM) is one of the first design methods that have 
been proposed to support the design of hypertext applications. It is based upon the 
Entity Relationship (E-R) model [Chen, 1976] and extends the concept of entity by 
introducing new primitives such as perspective which describes the concept of 
having different presentations for the same content, unit which models components 
that is associated with a specific perspective, and link which describes navigation 
paths. Thus, HDM allows the description of overall classes of information elements 
and navigational structures of hypertext applications. HDM distinguishes two layers 
to model a hypertext application. They include a hyperbare layer which represents 
the content of the hypertext application and an access layer which provides 
navigation facilities. 
Customization is explicitly pursued in HDM by means of the concept perspective 
which abstracts different presentations for the same content. For example, the same 
content can have different language perspectives, e. g., English and French. However, 
HDM relies on developers to decide how to use the notion of perspective to present 
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information in different ways. JWeb [Bochicchio et al., 1999] is a HDM-based tool 
for the design and development of web sites. 
2.2.2 The Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) 
The Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) addresses the design of 
hypermedia applications by embedding the design concepts of HDM into a structured 
methodology. It proposes a model called Relationship Management Data Model 
(RMDM) and a set of guidelines to support the design and development. 
RMM distinguishes seven steps to the design of hypertext applications. They are the 
E-R design which is describes information of the application domain by means of the 
Entity Relationship (E-R) model, the slice design which groups entity attributes as 
slices for presentation, the navigational design which specifies navigation structures 
through the provided access primitives, the conversion protocol design which 
converts components of the RMDM diagram into physical objects in the target 
application, the user interface design which involves the design of layouts for every 
element appear in the specification, the run time behaviour design which decides 
whether node contents and link endpoints are to be built at run-time according to the 
volatility and the size of the domain, and finally the construction and testing. 
RMM focuses on the design of first three steps. It relies on the E-R model to achieve 
the task of the first step. At the same time, RMM provides a construct called slice to 
facilitate the slice design by splitting an entity into meaningful slices and organizing 
these into a hypertext network, and a set of access primitives to support the 
specification of navigation structures. Example access primitives include uni- 
directional and bi-directional links which specify access between slices of an entity, 
index which lists entity instances and provides direct access to each listed item, 
guided tour which implements a linear path through a collection of items allowing 
the user to move either forward or backward on the path, the grouping primitive 
which is a menu-like mechanism that enables access to other parts of a hypermedia 
documents, and condition which filters instances of an entity. RMC [Diaz et al., 
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1995] is an RMM-based tool for supporting the design and implementation of data- 
intensive web sites. 
2.2.3 The Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) 
The Object-Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) makes use of an 
object-oriented approach for web site design. The development occurs as a four- 
activity process in OOHDM: 
" Conceptual design, which employs the object-oriented modelling principles to 
represent domain models in terms of classes and relationships. Classes are used to 
derive page nodes while relationships are used to derive links in the phase of 
navigation design. 
" Navigational design, which constructs navigation structures. OOHDM provides 
comprehensive support for navigational design. Firstly, OOHDM provides a set of 
navigation classes, such as nodes, links, indices, and guided tours to support the 
construction of navigation objects. Nodes represent logical views on classes 
defined in domain data models. Links connect nodes together to enable navigation. 
Secondly, OOHDM introduces the concept of navigational context to describe 
navigation structures by grouping navigation objects into different contexts for the 
purpose of navigating them in different contexts. 
" Abstract interface design, which specifies user interface objects that users will 
perceive. OOHDM relies on the Abstract Data View design approach [Cowan et 
al., 1995] to specify user interfaces. Specifically, OOHDM maps the navigational 
constructs to Abstract Data Objects (ADO), which are constructs for composing 
user interfaces. Moreover, OOHDM employs Abstract Data Views (ADV) to 
specify the behaviours and the key events associated with user interface objects. 
" Implementation, which maps conceptual objects, navigation objects, and user 
interface objects to the particular run-time environment targeted. 
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The OOHDM approach focuses particularly on the navigation design and the abstract 
interface design. The mechanism of separating the navigational model from the 
conceptual model allows developers to take user profiles and tasks into account and 
build different navigational structure over the same conceptual model. Likewise, 
different user interfaces can be constructed over the same navigation structure. 
OOHDM-Web [Schwabe et al., 1999] is a tool that allows web site generation based 
upon the OOHDM approach. 
2.2.4 ARANEUS 
The ARANEUS approach extends HDM, RMM, and OOHDM by providing support 
for automating the implementation and maintenance of the target web site. It 
distinguishes two interconnected processes namely, the database design process and 
the hypertext design process. Each design process is further divided into a conceptual 
phase and a logical design phase. ARANEUS provides a logical data model called 
ADM (standing for ARANEUS Data Model) which represents an abstract description 
of actual web pages. Furthermore, it provides a language called PENELOPE which 
supports the automatic generation of web pages from databases. 
ARANEUS defines a number of navigation constructs which facilitate the 
specification of navigation models. Furthermore, it provides a set of user interface 
constructs which enable the specification of user interfaces for web pages. However, 
these user interface constructs are defined at a coarse-grained level, as basic user 
interface elements (e. g., output elements and command elements) are missing. For 
example, the user interface elements, which are specified by means of the provided 
constructs, e. g., lists and forms, can not be adjusted and extended, due to the lack of 
further modelling support. 
2.2.5 HDM-lite 
HDM-lite specifies data-intensive web sites by means of a hyperbasc schema which 
describes the underlying data model of the target web site, an access schema which 
specifies navigation structures, and a presentation schema which specifies the 
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appearance of application pages. In particular, the HDM-lite approach provides 
means to support the specification of user interfaces and their visual appearances. 
The basic unit of presentation is the construct page whose appearance is logically 
specified in two levels: 1) the layout level describes page layout: the layout of web 
pages is modelled as a grid whose cell may contain presentation elements, and ii) the 
element level specifies elements appeared in page grid. HDM-lite provides pre- 
defined built-in elements to support the visualization of the main concepts of the 
hyperbare and access schemas. 
The Autoweb system [Fraternali and Paolini, 1998] is a tool based on the HDM-fite 
approach. The system comprises a case tool which supports the input of HDM-lite 
conceptual schemas and their transformation into relational structures and an 
automatic page generation tool which automatically generates application pages from 
web site specifications. 
2.2.6 Strudel 
Strudel applies concepts from database management systems to the process of 
building web sites. The design process in Strudel mainly comprises three steps: 
accessing and integrating data available in the target web site, building site structures 
i. e. specifying data in each page and links between pages, and generating HTML 
implementations of web pages. 
The architecture of Strudel comprises a semi-structured data model which supports 
heterogeneous data sources by providing wrappers that convert data in external 
sources into the Strudel graph format, a data mediator which supports data 
integration by providing a uniform view of all underlying data, a query processor 
which constructs a web site specification, and a site generator which generates 
HTML pages by associating an HTML template with each object in the site graph. 
Strudel provides a declarative query language called StruQL which supports the 
specification of site graphs (i. e. site structures) by means of defining queries over the 
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domain data graphs and a template language which supports the design of templates 
that compile site graphs to HTML pages. 
2.2.7 The Web Site Design Method (WSDM) 
The Web Site Design Method (WSDM) uses the requirements of the intended users 
to drive the process of web site design. End users are classified into audience classes, 
and the available data and navigational structures are modelled from the point of the 
different audience classes. As a result, the target web sites are tailored according to 
their end users, and therefore their usability is greatly enhanced. 
The design process in WSDM starts with defining mission statements which express 
the purposes of the target web site. Web developers then model audiences, which 
produces a set of audience classes together with an informal description of their 
requirements. Thereafter, developers create domain data models and navigation 
models for members from different audience classes. The fourth step concerns 
structures and the `look and feel' of web pages, which aims to design page structures. 
The final step realizes the target web site using the chosen implementation 
environment. 
While the WSDM approach provides comprehensive support for addressing 
requirements of users in the design of web sites, it results in huge amounts of 
redundant information when there are a large number of user groups involved in the 
target web site, as the customization strategy in WSDM is creating a domain model 
and a site view for each user group or each individual user. This makes the target 
web site very hard to maintain. 
2.2.8 The UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) 
The UML-based Web Engineering (UWE) approach is proposed upon the basis of 
RMM, OOHDM, and WSDM. It uses some graphical elements from RMM, e. g. 
index and guided tour. It separates the construction of conceptual, navigation, and 
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presentation models that stems from OOHDM, and continues with the user-centred 
approach of WSDM. 
UWE employs a use case model to capture the requirements of web sites. The 
domain modelling takes use cases into consideration and produces a conceptual 
model in terms of UML class diagrams. The navigation modelling in UWE is 
addressed by means of a navigation space model which specifies which objects can 
be visited by navigating through the web application and a navigation structure 
model which defines how the navigation is supported by access elements, e. g., 
indexes, guided tours, queries and menus. 
The UWE approach addresses the design of user interfaces by means of a set of user 
interface constructs, including a set of navigational construct based elements which 
are mapped from the navigational constructs, a set of primitive user interface 
elements which present text, image, form, button, video and audio, and a set of 
composition constructs which specify composite user interface elements for holding 
sub elements (examples include frameset, frame, and window). However, although 
user interface constructs are provided, there are no explicit meta-models available, 
which provide formal definition for these constructs. Hence, they can only be used as 
guidance to support the design of user interfaces. The specifications of target web 
sites are therefore not entirely declarative. 
Customization modelling in UWE is supported by means of a user model which 
serves as a meta-model for constructing user profiles and an adaptation model which 
comprises a set of adaptation rules to specify the adaptation conditions, actions, and 
principles for upgrading user models and adapting links and contents of web pages. 
This customization framework separates the specification of customization 
requirements from other aspects of web sites. Therefore, web developers do not have 
to anticipate what can be customized at the stage of specifying navigation structures 
and user interfaces, which makes the design approach more flexible. However, as 
discussed above, the specification of web sites in UWE is not declarative. As a result, 
the customization support is limited. 
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In addition to the feature of separating customization requirements from other 
aspects of web sites, the UWE approach covers most aspects of web applications, 
including use cases, content, navigation, presentation, adaptation, and end users, and 
furthermore provides guidelines to support the design and development of each 
design aspect. 
2.2.9 00-H 
00-H is a user-centred approach, which makes use of user navigation requirements 
to drive the design of web sites. It extends the traditional object-oriented modelling 
approach with two new diagrams namely, a Navigation Access Diagram (NAD) and 
an Abstract Presentation Diagram (APD). While the NAD captures navigational 
structures of web applications, the APD gathers the concepts related to presentation. 
In particular, the APD allows developers to make some decisions on how to present 
web pages by choosing navigation patterns and page patterns. In addition, the 00-H 
approach addresses special features of web applications by means of frameworks and 
patterns that are gathered in an 00-H pattern catalogue. 
Regarding support for customization, 00-H takes user requirements into 
consideration from the phase of the navigation design. Developers can define 
different NADs over a single domain class diagram. Each NAD instance reflects the 
information, services, and required navigation paths for the associated user. 
Moreover, developers can define different APDs for the same NAD. However, as 
WSDM, this customization support is efficient only when there are a very limited 
number of user types involved in the target web applications. When the number 
grows bigger, the workload of designing, managing, maintaining, and deploying 
large number of navigation models and presentation models will become too heavy. 
2.2.10 The Web Modelling Language (WebML) 
The Web Modelling Language (WebML) is a conceptual modelling language, which 
distinguishes six perspectives to support the high level specification of data-intensive 
web sites. They are the structural model which expresses the data structure of the 
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site, in terms of the E-R model, the derivation model which extends the structural 
model with redundant data to enable the adaptation according to different user 
requirements, the composition model which concerns the definition of pages and 
their internal organizations, the navigation model which describes the links between 
pages and content units to form hypertext structures, the presentation model which 
uses style sheets to express the layout and graphic appearance for web pages, 
independently of the output device and of the rendition language, and finally the 
personalization model which specifies the requirements of personalization. 
WebML models views of data-intensive web sites by means of a set of navigational 
constructs and a set of user interface constructs which model the typical user 
interface elements of data-intensive web sites for data presentation, data acquisition, 
and data querying. These user interface constructs however can only provide coarse- 
grained level support for specifying web pages. For example, WebML views data 
units which publish dynamic data content of the backend databases as atomic user 
interface elements which can not be further composed of. However, they should 
consist of a number of components, e. g. texts, hyperlinks and images. Thus, more 
fine-grained constructs should be proposed to allow data units to be composed and 
manipulated. 
Customization in WebML is supported at three levels: i) at the composition level, 
different site views can be defined for pre-defined user groups, ii) at the derivation 
level, site designers define derived concepts (e. g. entities, attributes) whose 
definitions depend on user-specific data, and iii) at the business rule level, rules can 
be specified in terms of event-condition-action for e. g. classifying users into pre- 
defined user groups, managing user profiles, assigning the users to user groups based 
on dynamically collected information (e. g., the purchase history, or the access 
device), and updating the site content (e. g., inserting new offers matching users' 
preference). 
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Torrisoft is an environment for the computer-aided design of web sites using the 
WebML approach. The WebRatio Site Development Studio' is a commercial web 
site design tool, hich is based on WebML. 
2.2.11 OntoWebber 
OntoWebber is an ontology-based approach, which uses ontologies to drive the 
design and development of data-intensive web sites. It provides an explicit meta- 
model called site ontology, which models navigation, content, and presentation of 
data-intensive web sites. The major constructs include card, page, link, and site-view 
graph. A card is the basic unit to compose pages which correspond to physical web 
pages. A link connects cards together to form navigation structures. A site-view 
graph is a graphical representation of three aspects of a site view, i. e., navigation, 
content, and presentation. To support the modelling of typical user interfaces and 
their layouts, a set of card and layout primitives are provided in OntoWebber. 
OntoWebber distinguishes a number of models to enable the specification of target 
web sites, including a domain model which represents common concepts and 
relationships in the domain, a site view-graph which describes a simplified 
conceptual model of the target web application, a presentation model which provides 
primitives to define presentation styles and layouts for web pages, a personalization 
model which describes user information, including interest, capacity, and request etc, 
and a site maintenance model which focuses on content maintenance from data 
management point of view. 
The architecture of OntoWebber comprises an integration layer which resolves 
syntactic differences between different distributed heterogenous data sources by 
converting source data into RDF, an articulation layer which resolves the semantic 
differences between the converted source data by relating them to the OntoWebber 
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reference ontology, a composition layer which creates site specifications, and the 
generation layer, which generates a browsable web site. 
Unlike other approaches, OntoWebber explicitly addresses the maintenance issue. It 
identifies two types of maintenance rules. One is the user-oriented maintenance rules 
which target the maintenance of end users' site views. The other is the site-oriented 
rules which allow site administrators to perform maintenances. Furthermore, 
OntoWebber addresses the validation of web site specifications in the process of web 
site generation by providing a set of constraints to verify the navigation, content, and 
presentation aspects. 
OntoWebber also provides two levels of support for customization. First, at the 
coarse-grained level, different site views can be defined for different user groups and 
individuals. Second, at the fine-grained level, a personalization schema is provided in 
terms of the class User to i) describe information about end users, such as age, 
preferred browser type, etc, ii) specify user's view on the three models of the site 
view, and iii) define triggers which will be fired when certain conditions are 
satisfied. 
Although OntoWebber addresses the issues of site maintenance, validation, and 
customization, it does not provide any modelling support for the specification of 
maintenance rules, validations constraints, and user's view and triggers in 
customization. Furthermore, the modelling support for user interfaces is not 
comprehensive, as only a fixed number of primitives are provided. Hence, the user 
interfaces it can describe are limited. The OntoWebber system [Jin et al., 2002] 
provides a software environment to allow the constructrion of data-intensive web 
applications using the OntoWebber approach. 
2.2.12 Hera 
The Hera approach is proposed upon the basis of the RMM approach. It distinguishes 
several steps to design a data-intensive web site. They include the conceptual design 
which produces a conceptual model describing data structures of the problem 
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domain, the application design which focuses on the specification of the presentation 
and navigation aspects, the adaptation design which annotates the application model 
by adding appearance conditions to components of the application model, and the 
presentation design which maps models produced in the previous steps to a 
presentation diagram which describe how to render the target web site. 
The HERA approach extends the concept slice of RMM by introducing the property 
slice-ref to the class Slice. As a result, it allows developers to specify compositional 
structures for slices which are major components of web pages in Hera. Furthermore, 
the HERA approach introduces adaptation design into the design process of web 
sites. The adaptation design is carried out by adding user specific conditions to 
components of the application model to compute their visibility according to profiles 
of end users. 
2.3 A comparison 
In section above, we have presented a brief overview of each key web modelling 
approach. In this section. we compare their support on the modelling activities which 
as described earlier in section 2.1 are crucial for providing appropriate support for 
the design and development of data-intensive web sites. 
Although current approaches share a similar goal of offering high level support for 
web site design and development, they have different focuses. Some approaches, 
e. g., ARANEUS, Strudel, WSDM, UWE, 00-H, WebML, and OntoWebber, try to 
address many aspects in the design and development process, whereas others, e. g., 
HDM, HDM-lice, and RMM, concentrate on some of them. For example, while 
HDM mainly focuses on the navigation structure design, the UWE approach aims to 
cover as many design aspects as possible. Furthermore, conceptual web modelling 
approaches are alA ays under constant development, because web sites, their target, 
are evolving all the time. These features make comparing web modelling approaches 
a very difficult task. 
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In this section we present a comparison of the approaches from the perspective of 
high level support for the specification of web sites as clan fied in section _'. I. Table 
2.1 shows the comparison. We used four categories to classify support. including 1) 
full support ( ), ii) fair support ( ), iii) poor support ( ), and iv) 
none support at all ( ). In the following sub sections, we \ýill explain thc 
comparison result in more detail. 
Table 2.1 A comparison of the reviewed approaches on their modelling support tier the ke" de. ign a, ttýiue, ui 
data-intensive weh sites 
imensions 
Approach 
Domain 
modelling 
Navigation 
modelling 
User interface 
modelling 
t'rc, entalion 
modelling 
('ustondcation 
modelling 
HDM 
RMM 
OOHDM 
ARANEUS 
HDM-lite 
Strudel 
WSL)M 
00-H 
UWE 
WcbML 
OntoWebber 
Heia 
2.3.1 Domain modelling 
Domain modelling concerns the semantics of the untied in,, Biomain 
data-intensive web sites. It has been explicitly addressed by most approaches. The 
support is achieved by allowing the abstraction of domain data structures and by 
allowing the specification of navigation structures and user interface, for accessing 
the underlying domain data. In particular, in WebML domain data content is not only 
readable, but also manageable, as WebML has defined a set of operation constructs 
to support the management of the underlying domain clata. 
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Other approaches, including HDM and WSDM, on the other hand do not support 
dynamic access to underlying domain data, as they target static web sites, where 
information is pre-defined at design time and the presentation of dynamic data 
content is not an issue. Nevertheless, they separate domain data from the 
specification of other aspects of the target web site. 
In addition to allowing the presentation of domain data represented in a pre-defined 
data structure, approaches like Strudel and OntoWebber take things one step further. 
They introduce the facility of data integration into the design and development loop, 
thus supporting the presentation of heterogeneous data sources represented in 
different schemas. Such facility can be re-used in other approaches. 
2.3.2 Navigation modelling 
Navigation modelling concerns the navigation structures and navigation behaviours 
of the target web sites. A number of comprehensive methods and primitives have 
been proposed to support this modelling activity. Examples include the access 
primitives (e. g., index, guided tours, uni-directional links, and bi-directional links) in 
RMM and Hera; the navigational classes in OOHDM; the navigational conceptual 
model (NCM) in ARANEUS; the navigation model in UWE, WebML, and 
OntoWebber; and the Navigation Access Diagram (NAD) in OOH. However, except 
most recent approaches, including WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera, other 
approaches do not provide explicit meta-models to support the specification at the 
conceptual level. As a consequence, they can only provide methodological support 
for the creation of navigation structures. 
2.3.3 User interface modelling 
User interface modelling concerns the composition of contents of web pages. It has 
been addressed in many approaches. For example, OOHDM employs an external 
approach to describe abstract user interface objects of web applications; ARANEUS 
makes use of the logical data model ADM to represent an abstract description of 
actual web pages; Strudel relies on the template language to support the design of 
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pages; UWE provides an abstract user interface model; and finally approaches like 
OOH, WebML, and OntoWebber propose comprehensive primitives to describe 
typical user interfaces of data-intensive web sites, such as the user interfaces for data 
presentation, data acquisition, and data querying. 
However, as the situation discussed above in the navigation modelling, except the 
most recent approaches (including WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera), other 
approaches do not provide explicit meta-models which allow user interfaces to he 
specified at the conceptual level. Thus, they can only be used as guidance to support 
the design of user interfaces. 
For the most recent approaches, even though comprehensive coarse-grained 
primitives are proposed to model typical user interfaces of web pages and explicit 
meta-models are provided to support the conceptual specification, no further 
modelling support is available to allow the adaptation of typical user interfaces. For 
example, no modelling support is provided to address atomic user interface elements, 
which are components of typical user interfaces of data-intensive web sites, such as 
elements that i) present static information, ii) present dynamic information, iii) allow 
input from end users, and iv) allow the invocation of available services. As a 
consequence, web developers are only able to express a fixed number of typical user 
interfaces in terms of the provided primitives. The creation of complex user interface 
is out of reach at the conceptual level. 
2.3.4 Presentation modelling 
The modelling of presentation styles and layouts has not been fully addressed in 
current approaches. Most approaches rely on external approaches (e. g., style sheets) 
to realize a specification. This is mainly because the components of web pages are 
not entirely represented in a declarative format and thus not all available for 
associating presentation instructions at the conceptual level, due to the lack of 
explicit expressive meta-models for user interface specification. As a consequence, 
web developers still need to do a lot of low-level work to create complex 
presentation styles and layouts for web pages. 
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HDM-lite partially addresses the specification of layouts for web pages by using grid 
to position sub-elements of page nodes. OntoWebber proposes a set of layout 
primitives (e. g., flow layout and grid layout) to describe typical layouts of user 
interface elements. However, these primitive do not support the expression of 
complex layouts, e. g., the composition of different layouts. 
2.3.5 Customization modelling 
As web sites offer information which is potentially interesting to a wide range of 
audiences, they are required to be capable of presenting customized views to 
individual users. This requirement has been addressed in current approaches. 
Firstly, composition-level customization is made possible by all the approaches 
mentioned in this section by strictly separating domain data models from site view 
models, thus allowing different site view models to be defined over the same domain 
model for different user groups or individuals. Approaches like WSDNI and OOH 
exploit this advantage and provide comprehensive customization support for user 
groups and individuals by using the requirements of the target users to drive the 
design and development of web sites. End users are classified into user groups. 
Navigation structures and user interfaces are then designed for each user group. As 
discussed earlier, one major problem of this method is that it cannot scale up. As the 
number of user groups grows, the workload of designing and maintaining a large 
number of site models becomes too heavy. 
Secondly, derivation-level customization is developed in approaches like UWE, 
WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera, which allows the derivation of customized views 
for individual users according to their profiles and customization requirements at run 
time. It provides dynamic customization support. Two major solutions have been 
developed. One is the solution employed in approaches like WebML, OntoWebber, 
and Hera, which annotates the specification of the target web site with user 
information. The other solution is the one adopted in UWE, which relies on rules to 
specify customization requirements. However, this kind of customization support is 
limited in current approaches, as not all aspects of web sites are available for 
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customization due to the lack of expressive meta-models for describing the target 
web site. Furthermore, specific support for the specification of customization 
requirements is not available. For example, in annotation-based approaches, no 
specific models are available to support the specification of user annotation and the 
association of annotations with site specifications. Analogously, in rule-based 
approaches, although generic modelling support such as UML is provided, no 
specific modelling support is available to allow, e. g., the definition of customization 
conditions and adaptation actions. Finally, the annotation-based approach does not 
separate the specification of customization requirements from other aspects of data- 
intensive web sites. As a consequence, web developers have to anticipate what can 
be customized at the stage of navigation structure design and user interface design. 
Approaches like HDM, RMM, OOHDM, ARANEUS, and HDM-lite do not provide 
explicit customization support. They rely on web developers to resolve the issue of 
customization design by using ad hoc approaches to create user models and assign 
different site views for different user groups and individuals. 
2.4 Open issues 
In summary, current approaches typically distinguish three layers to describe data- 
intensive web sites, including a data layer which describes the underlying domain 
data of the target web site, a navigation structure layer which describes the 
navigation structures of the target web site, and a user interface layer which 
describes the user interfaces of the target web site. They provide models to address 
each layer accordingly. Firstly, current approaches provide comprehensive support 
for the design of navigation structures. Secondly, most approaches address the design 
of user interfaces explicitly or implicitly. Finally, most approaches take 
customization into consideration and provide customization support for the target 
web site to a variety of levels. Furthermore, some advanced approaches add it 
presentation layer (e. g., WebML and OntoWebber) and a customization layer (e. g., 
UWE) to the typical architecture. The presentation layer separates the specification 
of contents of web pages from that of layouts and presentation styles, thus allowing 
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different presentation instructions to be easily specified for rendering the same site 
view. The customization layer separates the specification of customization from 
other aspects, thus overcoming the problem caused by mixing site specifications with 
customization specifications, which is forcing web developers to anticipate what can 
be customized at the time of specifying site views and their presentation instructions. 
However, there are still a number of limitations, which need to be addressed: 
" Relatively little support for the specification of site views (i. e. navigation structures 
and user interfaces). Although recent approaches like WebML, OntoWebber, and 
Hera overcome the problem of earlier approaches (e. g., HDM, RMM, OOHDM, 
HDM-lite, WSDM, and UWE) which is only able to provide methodological 
support for the specification of site views, only coarse-grained primitives are 
provided to model typical user interface elements of web pages, such as elements 
for data presentation, data querying, and data acquisition. No further modelling 
support is available to allow the adaptation of such typical user interfaces. As a 
consequence, web developers are only able to express a fixed number of typical 
user interfaces in terms of the provided primitives. The creation of complex user 
interface is out of reach at the conceptual level. 
" Little support for the specification of the layouts and presentation styles for user 
interface elements. Although recent approaches like WebML and OntoWebber 
explicitly separate the user interface elements of web pages from presentation, they 
do not offer comprehensive support for the specification of presentation 
instructions. As a consequence, web developers still have to rely on ad hoc 
approaches, e. g., CSS, and low-level programming, to define and maintain the 
specification. 
" The lack of comprehensive customization support. Although two major 
customization solutions have been developed in current approaches to address the 
issue of customization, only limited support is provided. Firstly, as discussed 
earlier, the compositional-level customization can not scale up, as when the number 
of user groups or individuals grows, the workload of maintaining a large number of 
site models becomes too heavy. Secondly, the scope of the derivation-level 
customization support is limited, as not all aspects of web sites are available for 
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customization, due to the lack of expressive meta-models for describing the target 
web site. Furthermore, specific support for the specification of derivation 
customization requirements is not available. Finally, some approaches, e. g., 
WebML and Hera, do not separate customization requirements from other aspects 
of web sites, thus forcing web developers to anticipate what can be customized at 
the stage of navigation structure design and user interface design. 
Chapter 3: Customization design of web applications 
In addition to the research field of conceptual web modelling (as described in chapter 
2), customization design for web applications has also been addressed in a number of 
other research areas, including adaptive user interfaces [Good et al., 1984] [Fink et 
al., 1998] [Langley, 1999], adaptive hypermedia [Brusilovsky, 19961 [Kobsa et at. 
2001], information customization systems [Maurino & Fraternali, 2002] [Mostafa, 
2002], and ubiquitous computing [Dey & Abowd, 2001] [Kappel et al., 20031 
[Landay & Borriello, 2003]. In this chapter, we examine techniques developed on 
user modelling, user information acquisition, and customization1. Furthermore, we 
investigate tools and approaches which share the goal of supporting the design and 
development of customized web applications. Our purpose here is to motivate our 
work on developing a generic customization framework which on the one hand 
supports customization specification at design time and on the other delivers 
comprehensive customization support at run time for data-intensive web sites. 
3.1 Introduction 
As web sites offer information which is potentially interesting to a wide audience 
[De Bra et al., 2003], the ability to customize content for user groups and individuals 
is becoming a major requirement for web site design for improving their usability 
[De Troyer & Leune, 1998], as users with different goals and knowledge may be 
interested in different pieces of information presented and may use different links for 
navigation [Brusilovsky, 1996]. Thus, customization should be addressed which 
1 Please note that as mentioned in chapter 2 we do not necessarily distinguish the words 
customization, personalization, and adaptation in this work, as all of them refer to the specialization of 
web sites towards user groups or individuals. 
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specializes a general purpose of web site towards the profiles of user groups or 
individuals. 
Customization has been an issue in computer science for a long time since the end 
user has been put in the middle of concern when developing interactive applications 
[Kappel et al., 2003] [Maurino & Fraternali, 2002] [Kobsa et al., 20011 [Fink & 
Kobsa, 2000] [Brusilovsky, 1996] [Good et al., 1984]. Substantial efforts have been 
made in developing techniques for customizing software applications towards user 
groups or individuals. 
Firstly, a number of customization techniques regarding user modelling, user 
information acquisition, and adaptation methods have been developed which aim at 
i) tailoring the applications' interactive behaviour to knowledge, skills, tasks, and 
preferences of end users [Langley, 1999] [Fink et al., 1998] [Kobra et at., 19941 , ii) 
providing personalized recommendations or personalized assistant [Perkowitz & 
Etzioni, 2000] [Jenamani et al., 2002] [Menczer et al., 2002], or iii) customizing 
systems towards the access context indicated by the ubiquity of web applications 
characterized as anytime/anywhere/anymedia [Kappel et al., 2003] [Dey & Abowd, 
2001]. 
Secondly, a number of approaches and tools have been developed which employ 
these customization techniques to support the design and development of customized 
web/hypertext-based applications. Examples include i) tools like InterBook 
[Brusilovsky et al., 1998], TANGOW [Carro et al., 1999], AHA [De Bra & Calvi, 
1998], and SETA [Ardissono & Goy, 1999] which come from the area of adaptive 
hypermedia, ii) approaches like WebML [Ceri et al., 1999b], UWE [Hennicker & 
Koch, 2000], the extended OO11DM [Schwabe et al., 2002], and Hera [Frasincar et 
al., 2002] which as described earlier in chapter 2 are developed in the research field 
of conceptual web modelling, and iii) approaches like the Web Unified Modelling 
Language (WUML) [Kappe] et al., 2001,2002] which stem from the area of 
ubiquitous computing. 
In the following sections, we will briefly describe the customization techniques and 
customization tools. 
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3.2 Customization techniques 
3.2.1 User modelling 
Four typical user modelling approaches have been developed, which aim to describe 
information about end users. They include i) the stereotype approach which models a 
particular user by assigning him or her to one of stereotypes defined in advance, ii) 
the overlay model approach which focuses on user's knowledge about the domain 
concepts and defines the user model as a subset of the structural domain model, iii) 
the goal-based approach which identifies user goals, plans, or tasks in order to 
provide appropriate information to meet the requirements of individual users, and iv) 
the context modelling approach which models user's contextual information (e. g., 
time, location, and device). 
The stereotype approach 
According to [Kobsa, 1993], the stereotype approach is used to i) identify user 
groups within the expected user population whose members are very likely to 
possess certain relevant characteristics, ii) identify a small number of key 
characteristics which allow one to identify the members of a user group, and iii) 
represent user groups in an appropriate representation system. 
The effectiveness of this approach depends on the quality of the stereotypes, such as 
the number of different stereotypes known to the system, the accuracy of assignment 
of users to stereotypes, and the quality of inferences that are drawn from stereotype 
membership. This approach has been used in a number of systems such as KN-AHS 
[Kobsa et al., 1994] and AVANTI [Fink et al., 1998]. 
The stereotype user modelling approach has been used as a basic user modelling 
technique in a number of customization approaches. For example, user groups are 
explicitly supported in many conceptual web modelling approaches (e. g., UWE, 
WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera), which classify users according to their roles 
involved in target web sites. In the area of information customization systems, rule- 
based user modelling approaches are developed based upon the stereotype approach, 
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which allow web administrators to define user groups and specify rules based on user 
demographics, information collected during registration or other statistics in advance. 
Rules are used to reason and create particular content to particular users. The most 
typical example may be Broadvision2. This kind of user modelling is usually 
deployed in the situation when there are limited documents, products or services the 
system provide, and the human web administrator can write a small number of rules 
manually for tailoring the interfaces for users. 
The overlay model approach 
The overlay model approach defines the user model as a subset of the structural 
domain model. The domain model is represented as a network with concepts and 
links. Concepts represent different kinds of knowledge elements or objects, and the 
links represent relationships between concepts. For each concept, a user model stores 
some value to represent the user knowledge level of this concept. The measure of the 
value can be Boolean, a qualitative measure or a quantitative one. 
To explore this approach, developers need to construct user models consisting of a 
set of variables. These variables are used to represent the knowledge of a user by 
means of concepts. These user models are typically updated during the process of 
user interaction with systems. This user modelling approach has been employed in 
systems like ELM-ART [Brusilovsky et al., 1996], InterBook, AHA, and KBS- 
hyperbook [Henze and Nejdl, 1999]. 
The goal-based approach 
The goal-based approach identifies user goals, plans, or tasks for providing 
appropriate information to meet the requirements of individual users. The user model 
includes a set of possible user goals, tasks or plans. PUSH [Hook, 1996] and 
TANGOW are typical goal-based examples. 
2 http: //www. broadvision. com (Accessed 18 October 2004) 
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The context modelling approach 
The context modelling approach focuses on capturing features (e. g., time, location, 
and device) of user's contextual information. It is typically used in ubiquitous 
computing systems for enabling customization according to the access context of an 
end user. This modelling approach has been used in WUML. 
3.2.2 User information acquisition 
A number of user information acquisition techniques have been developed, which 
enable the adaptive or customization support. Typical examples include explicit user 
input, acquisition rules, plan recognition, stereotype reasoning, collaborative 
filtering, web usage mining, and context information computing. 
" Explicit user input typically takes place in an initial phase of system usage as a 
format of questionnaire or a form provided to ask users to respond. A number of 
adaptive systems (e. g., KN-AHS, AVANTI, and AHA) employ this approach to 
obtain initial information about users. 
"A number of systems explore acquisition rules to acquire user information during 
the interaction process. In most cases, acquisition rules refer to observed user 
actions or a more or less straightforward interpretation of user behaviour. The 
acquisition rules can be domain-independent and domain-dependent. KNOME 
[Chin, 1989] and BGP-MS [Kobsa et al., 1994] are generic user modelling systems 
which explore domain-independent acquisition rules to obtain user information 
dynamically. 
"A typical plan recognition system consists of a plan library served as a task 
knowledge base, and of a reasoning mechanism to identify the current goal or task 
from the observed interactions. This approach is suitable for systems with a small 
number of possible goals and a small number of ways to achieve these goals. 
" The stereotype reasoning is used to reason about which stereotype the current user 
belongs to by evaluating the conditions of available stereotypes with the observed 
user actions. This approach is mainly used in systems explores stereotype 
modelling and overlay user modelling. 
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" The collaborative filtering approach is developed in the area of electronic- 
commerce systems, which acquires user information from like-minded users. This 
approach takes explicitly user information in the form of ratings and preferences 
and via the collaboration of like-minded users, and makes interface adaptations. 
RINGO [Shardanand & Maes, 1995] is a typical example to recommend items a 
person might enjoy by making predictions about items based on feedback from 
many different users. This method has been used by a number of vendors on the 
World Wide Web, including amazon. com3, to sell books and other items. 
" Web usage mining primarily uses data mining algorithms to automatically discover 
and extract patterns from web usage data and predict user behaviour while users 
interact with web applications. The adaptive web sites [Perkowitz & Etzioni, 20001 
is a classic example of using web usage mining to improve the presentation and 
organization of web sites by learning from visitor access patterns. The main 
advantage of this methodology is that it can reduce the need for obtaining 
subjective user ratings or registration-based personal preferences. 
" Context information acquisition understands and acquires the context information 
of the end user when he or she accesses web applications. WUML is an example 
which uses this kind of technologies to capture user contextual information. 
3.2.3 Adaptation methods 
Adaptation in customization systems typically takes place at two levels: link-level 
and content-level [Brusilovsky, 1996] [Rossi et al., 2001]. Link-level adaptation 
adapts the navigation structure towards end users. Examples of link-level adaptation 
include link sorting which ranks all the links, link hiding which removes irrelevant 
links from web pages, and link annotation which associates additional information 
with the hyperlinks. Content-level adaptation adapts the content of web pages 
towards the needs of end users. Examples of content-level adaptation include: 
http: //www. amazonl. com (Accessed at 16 June 2005) 
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" The conditional text approach which divides a concept into several chunks of text. 
Each chunk is associated with a condition on the level of user knowledge 
represented in the user model. As a result, the system presents only the chunks 
where the condition is true. ITEM/IP [Brusilovsky, 1992] and C-book [Kay & 
Kummerfeld, 1994] follow this approach. 
" The Stretchtext approach which defines additional text as explanations of the 
potential hot words. Clicking on hot-word results in additional text being displayed 
in a pop-up window. MetaDoc [Boyle & Encarnacion, 1994], Anatom-Tutor 
[Beaumont, 1994], and KN-AHS use this approach for content adaptation. 
" The page variant approach which keeps two or more variants of a same page with 
different presentations. Each variant is prepared for one or more of the possible 
user groups. The customization mechanism is realized by selecting the page variant 
according to the user stereotype. Anatom-Tutor [Beaumont, 19941 with background 
stereotypes, and KBS-Hyperbook with knowledge-level stereotypes are classic 
example of page variant adaptation. Composition-level customization developed in 
conceptual web modelling approaches uses this approach to assign different site 
view of the specified page node for different user groups. 
" The fragment variant approach which annotates web pages with a number of 
variants of explanations. Each variant explanation is designed for one particular 
user group. Customization is realized by selecting the appropriate variant for 
content presentation according to the group that an end user belongs to. KN-AHS, 
AHA [De Bra & Calvi, 1998], AVANTI, and ADAPTS [Brusilovsky & Cooper, 
1999] have used this approach for content adaptation. 
" The frame-based approach which represents information about a concept in the 
form of frame. Slots of a frame can contain several explanation variants of the 
concepts. Special presentation rules are used to decide which slots should be 
presented and in which order. This approach has been used in Hypadapter [Hohl et 
al., 1996] and in those conceptual web modelling approaches which employ rules 
to compute the content of particular information fragments. 
Please note that it is often that the link-level adaptation and content-level adaptation 
are combined together to provide customization support. For example, variants can 
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be attached to links, which rely on rules to compute the visibility or the URL of the 
linked web page. 
3.3 Customization approaches 
In this section, we examine approaches developed in a number of research directions 
which support the design and development of customized web (or hypertext-based) 
applications. The purpose is to outline the problems with the current customization 
approaches and motivate our work on customization modelling. 
3.3.1 The authoring tools for adaptive hypermedia systems 
The basic components of adaptive hypermedia systems usually include an 
application domain model, a user model, a set of adaptive methods, and an adaptive 
engine [Brusilovsky, 1996] [Brusilovsky, 2001] [De Bra et al, 1999a]. The 
application domain model describes how the information is structured and linked 
together. The user model describes user profiles (e. g., characteristics, goals, 
preferences). The adaptive methods describe how to perform adaptation towards user 
profiles. The adaptive engine produces personalized views for user individuals 
according to the knowledge, plans, and goals of user individuals. 
Researchers in this area have identified that building adaptive hypermedia 
applications is a time consuming task and developed a number of authoring tools to 
simplify the design and development process. Examples include InterBook, 
TANGOW, AHA, and SETA: 
" InterBook is a tool for authoring and delivering adaptive electronic textbooks on 
the World Wide Web. It relies on the individual order of learning goals and 
adaptive guidance to build personalized adaptive courses from the same course 
material. The major components include a domain model which comprises a set of 
domain concepts (i. e. elementary pieces of knowledge) for the specified domain, a 
student model which maintains an estimation of the student knowledge level for 
each domain concept, a model of student's learning goals which represents a set of 
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concepts to be learned, and a glossary which resembles the pedagogical structure of 
the domain knowledge. Authoring electronic text books with InterBook involves in 
manually structuring and annotating text content. The InterBook Server generates 
adaptive content on the fly according to the profile of students. 
" TANGOW supports the design and development of adaptive web-based coursers. It 
models web courses by means of teaching tasks and rules. A teaching task is the 
basic unit that appears in the learning process, and is modelled by means of a set of 
attributes (e. g., name, content, composition type, and ending requirements). A rule 
defines how a teaching task is divided into subtasks, and specifies the requirements 
for a teaching task to be applicable. The TANGOW approach relies on teaching 
tasks, rules, student profiles and actions to guide the student towards the desired 
goals during the learning process by deciding the next set of achievable tasks step 
by step. The adaptive feature of the target learning environments is implemented 
from three dimensions: task decomposition can be different depending on the fact 
stored in the student profile, rules are defined with preconditions related to other 
tasks achievement, and different multimedia elements are used to generate a weh 
page depending on the student profile. 
" AHA supports the adding of adaptive features to web sites by allowing building a 
domain model which describes the problem domain, creating a user model which 
expresses the user knowledge level of concepts contained in the domain model, and 
annotating web pages using the provided method. 
" SETA supports the construction of adaptive web stores. It exploits taxonomies to 
represent products (with roots describing general product categories and subclasses 
expressing more specific products) and uses stereotypical information to handle 
user models. Customization is achieved by applying the specified presentation rules 
and assembling web pages on the fly. 
In summary, these tools provide comprehensive customization support for their 
target hypermedia applications. They make use of complex user modelling 
techniques to describe information about end users at design time and powerful 
adaptive engines to deliver customized applications at run time. They however target 
specific domain. For example, tools like InterBook, KBS-Hyperbook, and 
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TANGOW support the generation of electronic books and web courses. AHA 
facilitates the building of learning systems. SETA focuses on web store generation. 
Another limitation is that they do not provide high level support for the authoring of 
the target applications. Specifically, no meta-models are provided, which support the 
i) specification of web pages and customization requirements and ii) the association 
of customization requirements with web pages at the conceptual level. Web pages are 
either created manually by developers on their own by means of ad-hoc approaches 
(e. g., in AHA), or generated automatically (e. g., in InterBook, TANGOW and 
SETA). 
3.3.2 Conceptual modelling approaches 
As described in chapter 2, a number of conceptual web modelling approaches 
consider customization issues as an important modelling dimension and provide 
support for customization design. Examples include WebML, OOHDM, UWE, and 
Hera. They support one-to-one web site delivery by providing a personalization 
model or a customization model that describe user groups, individual users, 
customization context, and customization rules. The customization frameworks of 
these proposals offer mechanisms that allow site designers to pre-define 
customization rules or different site views to enable delivering customized web 
applications for user groups or individual users. 
These approaches have already been described in chapter 2. In this section, we 
present the Web Unified Modelling Language (WUML) which dedicates itself to 
customization modelling of web applications and thus has not been described in 
chapter 2. 
The Web Unified Modelling Language (WUML) 
WUML proposes a generic customization model which allows personalizing weh 
applications towards the context implied by ubiquity that can be characterized as 
anytime/anywhere/anymedia paradigm. The customization model comprises two 
components. One is the context model which describes detailed information about 
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the environment of a web application and the web application itself. The other 
component is customization rules which describe customization requirements, e. g., 
when and how to perform customization actions. 
The context model is divided into a physical context model and a logical context 
model. The physical context model represents the level of environmental sensors at a 
very low level. For example, the context of location captures information about from 
which the web application is accessed. The logical context model represents logical 
information in terms of profiles for each component of the physical context model. 
For example, the location profile enriches the semantics of the physical location 
context. 
Customization rules are specified in terms of event/condition/action in WUML. The 
event part describes the events which are able to trigger the corresponding rule. The 
condition part is evaluated when the rule is triggered by an appropriate event. The 
action part describes certain adaptations of the application that should take place 
when the corresponding condition is satisfied. 
The WUML approach does not support the modelling of other aspects of web 
applications, including domain and site views. As a consequence, it requires the web 
applications to be sliced into a stable part which comprises context-independent 
structures and a variable context-dependent part which describes the subjects of the 
adaptations. Furthermore, to realize customization, web developers need to define 
adaptation hooks which represent adaptation actions in web applications. 
3.3.3 Other approaches 
My Yahoo 
The MyYahoo approach [Manber et at., 2000] is a typical example of user specified 
customization methodology, which facilitatesusers to select preferred modules from 
hundreds of those available. This approach provides comprehensive customization 
support for end users only when they are willing to specify their customization 
requirements (such as modules, page presentation styles and layouts templates). As 
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studied in [Manber et al., 2000], many users do not bother to manually customize 
their web pages. Thus, techniques such as automatic user information acquisition 
should be employed to support dynamic customization (i. e., customization according 
to the contextual information of end users). 
Personalized Information Description Language (PIDL) 
The Personalized Information Description Language (P1DL) [W3C, 1999b] is an 
approach, which provides a framework for applications to progressively process 
original contents and append personalized versions in a compact format. The key 
idea of PIDL is to encapsulate both the original contents and the processed 
personalization in a single XML document. It slices the original content into blocks, 
and adds user specified personalization methods to enable produce personalized 
content. While PIDL provides a simple but powerful solution to customizing pre- 
defined documents, it cannot handle dynamic documents whose content is not 
available before run time. 
Customization information systems 
Recently, a number of customization information systems have been developed to 
generate recommendations for end users such as the customized index synthesis 
(Jenamani et al., 2002; Perkowitz & Etzioni, 2000) and adaptive online assistants 
[Menczer et al., 2002]. These systems typically employ the web usage mining 
technology [Mulvenna et al., 2000] to acquire information about end users and thus 
produce useful recommendations. While they employ a number of customization 
techniques for providing personalized help for end users, they do not customize their 
target web applications. 
3.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have examined current techniques on user modelling, user 
information acquisition, and customization methods. These techniques can be re-used 
in our work. Thus we can focus on developing a comprehensive customization 
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framework which supports the specification of customization requirements at design 
time and for the delivery of customization at run time. Specifically, the stereotype 
user modelling approach can be used to define user groups to classify users in the 
target web site. The overlay user modelling approach can be employed to capture 
users' knowledge about domain concepts. The context modelling approach provides 
basis for capturing contextual information of end users. The user information 
acquisition techniques can be used to support the acquisition of user profiles. Finally, 
the customization methods facilitate the derivation of customized views for users. 
In addition to the customization techniques, we have also briefly described tools and 
approaches which support customization design for web applications. In particular, 
we have investigated a number of authoring tools which support the authoring and 
generation of adaptive hypermedia applications. Although as described earlier, they 
lack high level support for the specification, these tools provide comprehensive 
support for user modelling and the generation of adaptive applications. In particular. 
the customization methods developed in these tools can be re-used in our work to 
provide comprehensive support for the derivation of customized views. 
We have also examined a customization modelling approach, WUML, which 
dedicates itself to customization design. It provides a complex context model to 
capture users' contextual information and employs customization rules to enable the 
derivation of customized views for users. WUML provides some valuable principles 
and lessons for us to build our customization framework. Firstly, contextual 
information of end users can be used to drive dynamic customization support by 
means of applying rules and user contextual information to reason upon site 
specifications. Secondly, to provide appropriate support for the design and 
development of web sites, an approach should support the modelling of 
customization as well as other aspects. Otherwise, like WUML, the approach would 
require the web applications to be sliced into a stable part which comprises context- 
independent structures and a variable context-dependent part which describes the 
subjects of the adaptations. Furthermore, to realize customization, adaptation hooks 
need to be defined which represent adaptation actions. 
Chapter 4: An overview of the OntoWeaver design 
framework 
In this chapter we present an overview of our approach OntoWeaver to the design 
and development of data-intensive web sites. We begin by re-stating the limitations 
of current high level design approaches described in chapter 2. We then clarify the 
requirements placed upon high level design approaches for addressing these issues. 
Thereafter, we present an overview of our approach with respect to the research 
goals, assumptions, restrictions, and major contributions. 
4.1 Limitations of current web modelling approaches 
Data-intensive web sites are web applications which provide dynamic access to large 
sets of data typically stored in underlying databases. Building such web sites is a 
complex task [Fernandez et al., 1997], which involves not only technical issues, but 
also organizational, managerial and artistic issues [Morville & Rosenfeld, 19981 
[Fraternali, 1999] [Koch, 1999]. Furthermore, the role of end users needs to be 
augmented into the design [Brusilovsky, 1996] [De Troyer & Leune, 1998] [Gomez 
et al., 2000] [Kappel et al., 2000] [Kobsa et al, 2001]. This makes the situation more 
difficult, as comprehensive customization support needs to be provided, which 
allows the target web site to be responsive to the individual needs of end users. To 
address these problems, a number of approaches have been proposed, which aim to 
simplify the design and development of web sites by allowing them to be specified at 
a high level of abstraction and by being able to automatically or semi-automatically 
produce implementations from high level specifications [Fraternali, 1999] [Koch, 
1999] [Retschitzegger & Schwinger, 2000]. 
As studied in chapter 2, these approaches typically distinguish three layers to 
describe data-intensive web sites: a data layer, which describes the underlying 
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domain data of the target web site, a navigation structure layer, which describes the 
navigation structures of the target web site, and a user interface layer, which 
describes the user interfaces of the target web site. At the same time, they provide 
models to address each layer accordingly. Firstly, these approaches provide 
comprehensive support to facilitate the design of navigation structures. Secondly, 
most approaches address the design of user interfaces. Finally, most approaches take 
customization into consideration and provide customization support for the target 
web site to a variety of levels. 
Some advanced approaches add a presentation layer (e. g., WebML and 
OntoWebber) and a customization layer (e. g., UWE and WUML') to this typical 
architecture. The presentation layer separates the specification of contents of web 
pages from that of layouts and presentation styles, thus allowing different 
presentation instructions to be easily specified for rendering the same site view. The 
customization layer separates the specification of customization from other aspects, 
thus overcoming the problem caused by mixing site specifications with 
customization specifications, which is forcing web developers to anticipate what can 
be customized at the stage of specifying site views. However, as clarified in chapter 
2, there are still a number of limitations, which need to be addressed: 
" Relatively little support for the specification of site views (i. e. navigation structures 
and user interfaces). Earlier approaches (e. g., HDM, RMM, OOHDM, HDM-lite, 
WSDM, and UWE) are only able to provide methodological support for the 
specification due to the lack of explicit formal meta-models. Although recent 
approaches like WebML, OntoWebber, and Hera have overcome this problem, 
only coarse-grained primitives are provided to model typical user interface 
elements of web pages, such as elements for data presentation, data querying, and 
1 As pointed out in chapter 2, WUML does not completely separate the specification of customization 
requirements from other aspects of web sites, as it requires adaptation hooks to be defined in the 
specifications of web sites. 
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data acquisition. No further modelling support is available to allow the adaptation 
of such typical user interfaces. 
" Little support for the specification of layouts and presentation styles for user 
interface elements. Although recent approaches like WebML and OntoWebber 
explicitly separate the user interface elements of web pages from presentation, they 
do not offer comprehensive support for the specification. Web developers still have 
to rely on ad hoc approaches to define and maintain the specification. This is time 
consuming in particular when different presentations are required for rendering the 
same site view for different purposes. 
" The lack of comprehensive customization support. As described in chapter 2, two 
solutions have been developed in current approaches to support customization. 
They are the composition-level customization, which allows the construction of 
different site views at design time, and derivation-level customization, which 
allows the derivation of different site views at run time. However, they can only 
provide limited customization support. Firstly, the compositional-level 
customization can not scale up, as when the number of user groups or individuals 
grows, the workload of maintaining a large number of site models becomes too 
heavy. Secondly, the scope of the derivation-level customization support is limited, 
as not all aspects of web sites are available for customization, due to the lack of 
expressive meta-models for describing the target web site. Finally, specific support 
for the specification of derivation customization requirements is not available. 
4.2 A solution 
To address the issues described above, except adding a presentation layer and a 
customization layer to the typical abstract architecture of data-intensive web sites as 
most recent approaches do, two major components should be provided. 
One is a comprehensive set of meta-models, which captures features of all aspects of 
site views, including navigation structures, user interfaces of web pages, and their 
presentation styles and layouts, thus allowing the target web site to be specified in a 
declarative and re-usable format at the conceptual level. The nature of declarative 
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specification of the entire target web site offers many potential benefits over 
traditional hard-coded specification and partially hard-coded specification. Firstly, it 
facilitates the construction of tools to assist developers at design-time and web site 
administrators and end-users at run-time, for the declarative model provides a 
common representation which can be reasoned about. Secondly, it supports rapid 
prototyping and iterative development. Developers can construct prototype systems 
rapidly using conceptual level specification. Finally and most importantly, it opens 
up a number of possibilities with respect to intelligent analysis and management. 
Customization and site design critiquing are such examples. Specifically, as the 
entire site model is available for reasoning, the scope of customization is not limited. 
Moreover, recommendations can be produced for web developers to improve their 
design by applying a set of critiquing rules which are able to reason upon the entire 
site model. 
The other component is a customization framework, which is able to exploit the 
advantage of the declarative specification of web sites and offers comprehensive 
customization support at design and run time. In particular, the customization 
framework should separate the specification of customization requirements from 
other aspects of web sites. Thus, web developers do not have to anticipate what can 
be customized at the phase of specifying other aspects of web sites. Furthermore, it 
should provide high level support for the specification of customization 
requirements. Hence, web developers do not have to rely on ad-hoc approaches to 
augment individual's roles into site specifications as they have to in current 
approaches. Finally, it should provide a customization engine which performs 
inferences on site specifications and derives customized views for individual users at 
run time. 
4.3 The OntoWeaver approach 
One major goal of this research is to produce an approach which is able to provide 
components as clarified above, thus addressing the limitations of current approaches. 
In particular, in order to allow meta-models to be specified in a format that provides 
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shared semantics which allows knowledge sharing and exchanging in the life cycle 
of web sites, we choose using ontologies [Gruber, 1993] to represent meta-models 
and their instantiations i. e. specifications of web sites. 
An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a conceptualization [Gruber, 19931. 
It supports the formal specification of concepts and relations between them that can 
be shared in a certain domain [Neches et al., 1991] [Borst et al., 19951. By using 
ontology, web site specification is formalized and can be shared during the life cycle 
of a web site, thus easing the job of web site maintenance and management, as all 
components are declarative, re-usable, and represented in shared semantics. 
Furthermore, as the provided explicit shared semantics, the target web sites can be 
picked up by semantic-aware agents and thus benefit from intelligent services (e. g. 
indexing, searching, and customization) provided by third parties. 
The use of ontologies to drive the generation of software tools has been demonstrated 
in the research area of knowledge acquisition and semantic web portals, where a 
number of tools have been developed which use domain ontologies to drive the 
generation of knowledge acquisition tools [Eriksson et al., 19941 [Grosso et at., 
1999] [Motta et al., 2000] and semantic web portals [Corcho et at., 2003] [Volz et at., 
2003]. This research goes one step further. It applies ontologies to model the target 
software which is data-intensive web sites, thus facilitating the design and 
development process. In particular, as clarified above, our goal is to applying 
ontologies to address the limitations associated with current web modelling 
approaches. 
This research has produced both an approach called OntoWeaver and a tool 
infrastructure called OntoWeaver tool suite. The OntoWeaver approach provides a 
comprehensive set of ontologies to model data-intensive web sites, including a site 
view ontology and a presentation ontology. The site view ontology addresses the first 
limitation discussed earlier by providing fine-grained modelling support for user 
interfaces and navigation structures of data-intensive web sites. The presentation 
ontology captures the features of the layouts and presentation styles of user interface 
elements. It addresses the second limitation of current approaches. 
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The provision of expressive meta-models partially addresses the third limitation of 
current approaches, as all aspects of general purposes of data-intensive web sites are 
represented declaratively and are available for customization. Thus, the scope of 
customization is not limited. To exploit this advantage and to provide comprehensive 
customization support, the OntoWeaver approach provides a customization 
framework, which i) relies on rules to specify customization requirements of 
individual users, ii) provides a customization rule model to support the specification 
at design time, and iii) provides a customization engine to deliver customization 
support at run time. 
4.3.1 An overview 
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the OntoWeaver approach. It distinguishes four 
layers to abstract data-intensive web sites, which include a data layer, a . s"itce vie t 
layer, a presentation layer, and a customization layer. Please note that this 
architecture is a logical one not a physical one (in which how data stores). 
Customizes Views 
-- .1 
Customization Layer 
User Profiles 
. Customizabtxi Reywrements 
Presentation Layer 
Presentation Presentation Styles 
Ontology Layouts 
Site View Layer ........................ -.................. .... .............. Web pages 
Navigation elements 
Data Elements 
KA forms 
Query forms 
Basic elements 
Domain Data Layer Data Services 
ontology Domain Model 
Databases 
Figure 4.1 An overview of the OntoWeaver approach 
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Like in the typical architecture of current approaches described earlier, the data layer 
describes underlying domain data models and data objects. OntoWeaver relies on 
domain ontologies to specify this layer. 
The site view layer is the combination of the navigation structure layer and the user 
interface layer. The combination avoids the overlapping between navigation 
elements and user interface elements. For example, web pages can be seen as 
navigation elements as they are navigation nodes in navigation structures, as well as 
user interface elements as they are compositions of user interface elements. In order 
to provide appropriate support for the specification of this layer, an expressive meta- 
model is crucial in web site design. The site view ontology is developed according to 
this requirement. 
The presentation layer describes layouts and presentation styles for site view 
elements. To allow presentation instructions to be specified at a high level without 
having to commit to implementation issues, the presentation ontology is developed, 
which captures features of this layer. Both the site view ontology and the 
presentation ontology will be clarified in chapter 5. 
The customization layer describes the customization requirements of web sites. The 
major components are user profiles and customization rules. User profiles store 
information about end users, such as preferences, environments etc. Customization 
rules specify when and how to perform customization actions in terms of conditions 
and actions. The customization framework is developed, which provides 
comprehensive support for the specification of customization requirements in 
particular customization rules at design time and for the delivering of customized 
views for individual users at run time. It will be explained in chapter 6. 
4.3.2 Architecture 
Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of the OntoWeaver framework. It accepts a domain 
ontology as input and produces a customized data-intensive web site for individual 
users. A typical design process in OntoWeaver proceeds by iterating the following 
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steps: i) designing the domain ontology; ii) specifying navigation structures and 
composing user interfaces; iii) defining layouts and presentation styles, and iv) 
expressing customization requirements. 
Figure 4.2 The architecture of the Onto Weaver &ame\kurk 
As shown in figure 4.2, OntoWeaver provides a set of tools to support the design 
activities and the generation of customized data-intensive web sites. Specifically, the 
Ontology Editor allows developers to create and edit the ontologies associated with 
the target web site. The Site Designer supports the design tasks needed for specifying 
a data-intensive web site. The Site Mapper produces a default specification for the 
target web site and is responsible for re-engineering the web site specification after 
the domain ontology has been modified. As shown in the figure, tools Site Designer 
and Site Mapper accept the specified domain ontology and the site view ontology as 
input and produce declarative specifications describing site views and their 
presentation instructions for the target web site. The Site Builder validates the site 
specifications and compiles site specifications into web site implementations. The 
Site Customizer supports the activity of specifying customization requirements. The 
Customization Engine performs inferences upon the site specifications and produces 
customized site specifications. The Online Page Builder generates customized web 
pages on the fly from the customized site specifications. The OntoWeaver tool suite 
will be described in detail in chapter 7. 
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The OntoWeaver approach uses a semantic web standard, the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF) [W3C, 1999], to represent all aspects of web sites. RDF provides 
a foundation for processing metadata, which enables interoperability between 
applications that exchange machine-understandable information on the Web. RDF 
Schema (RDFS) [W3C, 2000a] provides a basic mechanism to define particular 
vocabularies for RDF documents, by means of classes, properties and a set of 
constraints. OntoWeaver employs RDF Schema to represent domain ontologies and 
the site ontologies. 
4.4 Research boundaries 
In this section, we clarify research boundaries of this work. We begin by describing 
the assumptions we have made in this research. We then discuss the restrictions of 
our approach and potential solutions to these restrictions. 
4.4.1 Work assumptions 
One major assumption we have made in this research is that the underlying 
heterogeneous data sources of a web site are integrated together in an agreed global 
schema by technologies such as mediated integration [Wiederhold, 1992] or data 
warehousing [Hammer et al., 1995]. While mediated data integration approaches 
perform integration at run time by e. g. querying data sources by means of the 
provided global schema, data warehousing approaches integrate data in advance of 
quenes. 
As will be clarified later in chapter 5, the OntoWeaver approach relies on the 
conceptual links between site views and the underlying domain data model (i. e. the 
agreed global schema) to realize dynamic access to domain data for web sites. 
Hence, as long as a global schema is provided, the OntoWeaver approach can 
provide comprehensive support for the design and development, as the target web 
site presents data sources in different representations by means of the global schema. 
However, in the case of using mediated approaches for data integration, minimal 
programming efforts are required to set up the connection between the OntoWeaver 
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data services (e. g. data retrieving, querying, and acquisition) with the mediation (e. g. 
querying) functions developed in data integration technologies, thus allowing the 
integration functionality taking place at run time. On the other hand, when using data 
warehousing approaches for integrating data, no such requirements are required. 
Another assumption we have made is that the domain data models are represented in 
terms of ontologies and in particular in RDF Schema. Thus, each entity defined in a 
domain model can be referenced by means of its Universal Resource Identifier 
(URI). As a result, dynamic access to underlying domain data can be specified at the 
conceptual level by means of defining conceptual links in site view components. 
The third assumption we have made in this research is that user profiles are gathered 
by external tools which are specialized for user information acquisition and they are 
represented in terms of the pre-defined user ontology. Thus, our approach, 
OntoWeaver, focuses on the specification of customization requirements at design 
time and the support of customization at run time. 
4.4.2 Restrictions of the OntoWeaver approach 
One restriction of this research is that the functionalities of the target data-intensive 
web sites of OntoWeaver are restricted to generic functionalities, such as data 
presentation, data acquisition, and data querying. Due to the fact that the approach is 
not specialized in the design and development of functionalities or services, domain 
specific functionalities can only be achieved in an expensive way by means of 
programming. This can be solved by re-using web services developed by third 
parties, which allow the sharing of functionalities across the Internet. In this context, 
an OntoWeaver extension called OntoWeaver-S is built in this research, which 
provides high level support for the integration of web services into data-intensive 
web sites. This component will be explained in chapter 7. 
Another restriction of this research is that the OntoWeaver extension OntoWeaver-S 
is web service platform dependent. This is mainly because i) there was no standard 
language available at the time when we carried out this research, which supports high 
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level specification of web services, and ii) there was only one fully implemented web 
service platform, IRS-II [Motta et al., 2003], which allows us to test our idea of 
integrating web services into data-intensive web sites. Hence, we chose IRS-II as the 
web service platform to support the specification, discovery, and the invocation of 
web services. Nevertheless, the limitation caused by this restriction will be addressed 
in future research by means of integrating other web service languages into 
OntoWeaver-S in terms of the IRS-II web service specification framework. 
4.5 Major contributions 
This research produces OntoWeaver, which uses ontologies to drive the design and 
development of data-intensive web sites. OntoWeaver overcomes the problems of 
current approaches by providing a site view ontology, a presentation ontology, and a 
customization framework. Specifically, the site view ontology provides fine-grained 
modelling support for the creation of complex user interfaces and navigation 
structures. The presentation ontology captures the features of layouts and 
presentation styles of user interface elements. These two explicit meta-models allow 
the target web site to be represented in a declarative and re-usable format, thus 
enabling high level support for design, maintenance, and customization. The 
customization framework exploits this advantage and provides comprehensive 
customization support for the target web site at design as well as run time. 
Furthermore, a tool suite is produced in this research, which supports the design and 
development of data-intensive web sites upon the basis of the OntoWeaver approach. 
In addition, as will be described in chapter 7, the tool suite also provides facilities for 
site design critiquing, maintenance, and customization. Finally, OntoWeaver-S is 
produced, which provides high level support for the integration of web services into 
data-intensive web sites. This component will be explained in chapter 8. 
4.6 Summing up 
While current conceptual web modelling approaches do provide comprehensive 
methodological support for the design of data-intensive web sites, they suffer from a 
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number of limitations, e. g., the lack of appropriate support for the creation of 
complex user interfaces, for the specification of layouts and presentation styles, and 
for customization. The aim of this research is to apply the notion of ontology to 
model all aspects of data-intensive web sites and address these limitations. 
As mentioned earlier, we have made several assumptions in order to put our focus on 
the limitations associated with current web modelling approaches. These 
assumptions include i) the underlying domain data of target web sites have been 
integrated together in terms of the specified domain ontology, ii) domain data and 
their structures are represented by means of RDF and RDF Schema, thus all entities 
can be reached from outside, and iii) user profiles are gathered by means of external 
tools. 
There are two limitations associated with this research. One is that the functionalities 
of the target data-intensive web sites of this work are limited to the access and 
manipulation of the underlying domain data objects. This limitation has been 
partially addressed by the work on OntoWeaver-S which supports the integration of 
web services with data-intensive web sites. The other limitation of this research is 
that the web service integration that OntoWeaver-S supports is IRS-II dependent. 
How to develop a more generic method for web service integration will be our future 
work. 
The major contributions of this research include the OntoWeaver site ontologies 
which support the specification of all aspects of data-intensive web sites, the 
customization framework which provides customization support, the OntoWeaver 
tool suite which facilitates the design and development web sites, and OntoWeaver-S 
which supports the integration of web services into web sites. 
Chapter 5: Modelling data-intensive weh sites 
As clarified in chapter 4, the OntoWeaver solution to the limitations of current weh 
modelling approaches is providing- a comprehensive set of' site ontologies and a 
customization framework to capture features of data-intensive weh sites. In this 
chapter we focus on the site ontologies. We begin by describing a data-intensive weh 
site scenario which will be used for illustrating the site ontolooies throughout the 
chapter. We then describe one component of the site ontolo`gies - the site view 
ontology, which characterizes navigational structures and user interfaces of' data- 
intensive weh sites. In particular, we explain why the site view ontology can provide 
comprehensive support for the specification of complex site views. Thereafter, we 
illustrate the other component of the site ontologies - the presentation ontology, 
which abstracts the look and feel of site views. Next, we describe the generation of' 
weh site implementations from ontologies. Finally, we describe related work and 
restate the major contributions of the site ontologies. 
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5.1 A data-intensive web site example 
For the Impose of illustrating the OntoWeavcr approach to modelling data-intensive 
weh sites, we specify a new web portal for the Knowledge Media Institute (KMi) at 
the UK's Open University. This web portal presents inlormation about the KMi 
organization, e. g.. new, c i'e i! , research p roject. s. pUNK-atiori. s, and f)ersollS, which 
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is formalized in terms of' the KMi domain ontology. Figure 5.1 shows the main 
classes of' the domain ontology. The weh portal allows general users to browse and 
query the underlying domain data and allows advanced users to add ne data entries. 
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The site structure of the KMi Weh Portal 
Figure 5. ' shows the site structure of the KMi weh portal (for general users). Each 
weh page has its own purpose for publishing particular infornmation; each link 
facilitates navigation from one weh page to another. In particular, there are two link 
patterns. One is contextual links, which carries contextual information from the 
source weh page to the destination weh page. For example, the link between the 
project web page and the people' ureh 1)(1g e is contextual, as it allows navigation from 
the brief information about project members to detailed information. The other is 
nonn-cuntr_mnr/ liniks, which does not require any information to he carried on when 
navigating from the source to the target weh page. In the following sections, we will 
use the KMi weh portal as the test case to clarify the modelling constructs provided 
by the OntoWeaver site ontolopes. In particular, we focus on the specification of 
complex navigation structures, user interfaces, and presentation instructions. In 
chapter 7. we will come hack to this example and describe how to construct this weh 
portal using OntoWcaver and its tool suite. 
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5.2 The site view ontology 
The site view ontology ahstracts navigational structures and user interlaces of' data- 
intensive weh sites. Figure 5.3 shows an overview of' the site view ontology. It 
models a weh site as a collection of looical resources. Logical resources are 
abstracted as compositions of' resource components. Resource components are 
further described as compositions of a number of user interface elements, e. g., output 
elements, input elements, command elements, and sub resource components. 
" Site 
" SiteResource 
MetaData "I 
" 
ResourceCoinponent 
DynamicOutput "" Command 
Output "" Input 
1 
" 
Linkltern 
Figure 5.3 An overview of the site view ontology 
Table 5.1 describes the major constructs of the site view ontology, which can he 
classified into three main categories. They are navigational constructs, utomir user 
in tei, /ace coil',! ructs, and composite rrscr rlttelfirce constructs. The navigational 
constructs characterize complex navigation structures, including contextual links and 
non-contextual ones. The atomic user interface constructs describe those iite view 
elements that can not be further decomposed. The composite user interface 
constructs express those site view elements that are typically composed by a number 
of sub elements. Apart from these three categories of' constructs, there are also other 
constructs which support the specification of these main constructs, as shown in table 
5.1. 
('h; ipic, 5 ý1 xlcllin Bala intcnsiyc web silcs 
i'ahIc 'S 1 The major co n,, tructs of the site v irvk ontology 
lýl 
Constructs Sub-Constructs Slots Ucscriptiuns 
Navigational Constructs 
Linkltcm " I)ynamicLinkltcm " hasAsscxiatcdResourcrURt Modelling link relationships. 
" (r+ntcxtuall. Ink Item 
I)ynamicl. inkltcm " has('IassEntity Modelling, link items that come from 
" hasSlotEntity the undcrlyIne knowledge bases. 
('untextuall. inkltrm " hasAssociatcdRcsourcrt'Rl Describing link items that are 
" haslnstance('onstraint ýe, ntrýtual 
Atomic User Interface Constructs 
Input " has('IassEntity Expressing interface elements that 
" hasSlotEntity allow end users entering meaningful 
information to interact with web 
applications. 
Output " I)ynamicOutput " 
hasOutputValucType Abstracting elements that present a 
" hasOutputValue piece of information, either being 
" hasLinkltem static/Jynanlll'. ICCI/Illlata". plain or 
having links associated with it. 
Uyn: lmicOutput " 
has('IassEntity Presenting dynamic value for the 
" hasSlotEntity specified slot of the asrxiatrJ class 
cntit_\ 
Command " ha, TasE interface elements that 
" hasAssociatcdRcsourectlRI e enablee end users to invoke the enable 
" has('ommandTrxl specified task 
('ompusite" ('sir IrrterJcn e ("onstrue"ts 
Site " haslndexRewurcc Modelling web sites as it collection of 
" hasResourcl' web resources. 
SitrKcsuurcc " has('omponcnt Modelling web resources. 
" hasMetal)ata 
Rcsuurcc('e+mponcnt " 
KA('umponent 
' 
" has('ompr+nent Mo delhng user interface elements that 
" I)ata( omponent 
' 
" hasOutput compose weh pages. 
" Scarch( r mpuncnt " haslnput 
" Input('umpemcnt " has('ommand 
" Out ut('um xmrnt 
KA("r+mpuncnl " has('IassEntity Model brig components that allow 
" haslnput(bmponcnt users tu input facts tee the underlying 
" has('ummand databases 
I)at'lComhunrnt " has('IassEntity 
' 
%lrxlrlling component. that present 
onstrlint . has Instance( 
' 
data coming from the underlying 
ump+ ncnt " haSoil tput( know ledge bases. 
Srarch("+mrp+mcnl " has(' lassEintity 
' 
I)rscrihirtg components that allow 
ompunrnt " haslnput( user-, to make queries over the 
" has(bmmand underlying knowledge bases. 
(>utput('++mprmrnl " 
h: uOutput Describing site view components that 
" hasl)ynamicOutput present dynamic domain data content 
retries cc] from a specified slot of a 
specified domain class entity. 
Input('r+mpuncnt " mast)utput Describing site view components that 
" hasinput gather input from end users for a 
particular slot of the specified class 
rntita 
Others 
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Metal)ata " hasl'ageTitle Describing meta information for page 
" has Introduction nodes. The meta information can be 
" hasAssociatedClassEntity used to describe rough information for 
" hasAuthor pages and facilitate querying about 
" hasDescription web 'es. pages 
" hasMetaString 
Task " hasTaskDescription Expressing tasks associated with site 
view components. OntoWeaver 
defines a number of task primitives 
which are associated with knowledge 
acquisition components and search 
components, including NEW-DATA- 
ENTRY, DATA-QUERYING and 
DATA-UPDATING. 
InstanceConslraint " hasConstrainedClassEntity Formalizing constraints that can be 
" hasConstrainedSlotEntity placed upon instances 
" hasConstrainedRelation 
" hasConstrainedValue 
" hasLo ic0 erator 
RelalionOperalor Describing relation operators. 
OntoWeaver defines a number of 
operator primitives, including 
EQUAL, NOT-EQUAL, GREATER- 
THAN, NO-LESS-THAN, LESS- 
THAN, NO-GREATER-THAN, and 
PART-OF 
LogicOperator Defining logic operators. Three 
primitives are defined, which supports 
the specification of logic operators. 
They include NOT, AND, and OR. 
In addition to the support for the specification of navigation structures and the 
composition of user interfaces, these site view constructs also support the 
specification of i) static site view elements whose content is pre-defined at design 
time, ii) dynamic site view elements whose content is retrieved from the underlying 
domain ontology, and iii) interactive site view elements, which allow interactions of 
end users with web sites, such as supplying information or invoking specific 
services. In the following sub sections, we will illustrate these constructs. 
5.2.1 Navigational constructs 
Links play a crucial role in web sites as they are the major components supporting 
navigation. To specify links, URLs of the associated linked web pages are required, 
which can be pre-defined (i. e. static links) or retrieved from the underlying domain 
data layer (i. e. dynamic links). In the case of contextual links, contextual information 
needs to be specified to ensure correct information flow from the source pages to the 
linked web pages. The site view ontology distinguishes these three types of links and 
provides the following constructs to describe them: 
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" The construct Linkltem which abstracts static links in terms of 
hasAssociatedResourceURI specifying the URL of the linked web resource. 
" The construct DynamicLinkltem which relies on slots hasClassEntity and 
hasSlotEntity to specify the source of the URL of the linked web resource. The 
following RDF code, defines a dynamic link in which the URL of the linked web 
resources is retrieved from the slot web-address of the class Project. The site view 
ontology references entities defined in the domain ontology by means of their 
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) [Berners-Lee et al., 1998]. In this example, the 
string "&do; Project" specifies that the associated class is the class Project defined 
in the specified domain ontology. The string "&do; web-address" indicates that the 
associated resource URI of the link in question is retrieved from the slot 
web-address of the specified class (Please note that to enable readability the URIs 
shown in this chapter are simplified). 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/protect-url-link" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resoi. rce="&svo; DynamicLinkItem"/> 
<svo: hasClassEntity rdf: resource="&do; Project" i> 
<svo: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource=^&do; web_address" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
" The construct ContextualLinkltem which relies on a slot called 
haslnstanceConstraint to describe the associated contextual information 
constraining the data content presented in the linked web page in terms of the class 
InstanceConstraint. A contextual link example in the KMi web portal is the link in 
the project web page, which allows navigation to the web page to present the 
detailed information about the specified person. This link can be associated with 
different user interface elements which present the names of people relevant to 
each project instance, e. g., leaders or members. The following code illustrates the 
specification of this contextual link. The contextual information constrains the 
instances of the class Person, using the person name that an end user clicks on as 
the filter of the slot person_nanre. The filtering value is specified as "parent. value", 
The prefix 'svo' refers to the namespace of the site view ontology: 
xmins: svo=http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/siteviewontology#. The prefix 'do' refers to the 
namespace of the underlying domain ontology of the target web site. 
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which means the value of the output element which visualizes the contextual link. 
As will be described in the following section, links rely on output elements to 
realize their visualization. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="_/project-member-contextual link' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Contextua1LinkItem" /> 
<svo: hasAssociatedResourceURl>_. /personpage. jsp</svo: hasAssociatedResourceURl> 
<svo: haslnstanceConstraint rdf: resource="#person-name constraint" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="_. /personname-constraint" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; InstanceConstrai. nt" /> 
<svo: hasConstrainedClassEntity rdf: resource="&do; Ferson" /> 
<svo: hasConstrainedSlotEntity rdf: resource="&do; person_name" /> 
<svo: hasConstrainedRelation rdf: resource="&svo; EQUAL"/> 
<svo: hasConstrainedValue>parent. value</svo: hasConstrainedValue> 
</rdf: Description> 
5.2.2 The atomic user interface constructs 
OntoWeaver distinguishes three types of atomic user interface elements. They are 
output elements which present static or dynamic information pieces, input elements 
which allow end users to input information, and command elements which allow end 
users to invoke the associated services. Input elements and command elements are 
typically used in knowledge acquisition and data querying forms. OntoWeaver 
provides the following constructs to address these basic elements: 
" The construct Output which models the output elements that present static 
information. It relies on slots hasOutputValueType and hasOutputValue to specify 
the presented information which can be a piece of text, an image, a video clip, or an 
audio clip. The presented information can be associated with links. Such 
association is described by means of the slot hasLinklteni. 
" The construct DynamicOutput which expresses those output elements that present 
values of the specified slot of the associated class entity. It is a sub-class of the 
construct Output. It employs slots hasClassEntrty and hasSlotEntity to indicate the 
source of the dynamic data that will be presented. 
" The construct Input which describes input fields. Like the construct 
DynarnicOutput, this construct employs slots hasClassEntity and hasSlotEntity to 
specify the concept that the information gathered from the input element 
corresponds to. 
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1 Static output element (presenting images) 
Current Projects r lt : Description r. tf:. rbuut=^... /project/bannr"r > 
: "1t : type rdf : rrsour, "e="&svo; Output" /> 
hasoutputValueType>image</svo: hasOut put 7, r 1". iý'Iypa> 
hasOutputValur-. _'pro 
jectbanner. gi 
; svo: hasOutputValuv- 
/rdf: Description, 
ART 
2. Static output element (presenting texts) 
<rdf: Description rdf:, ibout='... 'static outputy' > 
The AkTprojecteumstodenelop <rd I type rdf: r. r.: ourc ="4svo; Out put /> 
oiyamialon knowledge manag <<vu: hasOutputVa l ueType> t crxt, i c; %- >: hasOut put Va 1 ueType> 
Ir r»ac qunngand mamtammgk <svO: hasOutputValue>Part icipara s< ova hu_oucputValue> 
Ihn; e ctosely related issues in a-/ rýi t: Descript ion> 
ifliiicial intelligence, psycholugy 
-nsoAwm comprises fne iJH 
context of the InterdisciohnarnX 
i nMI rMS: nm. i M: '! a John Dc morgue, Simon Bu 
L., ntuni Eerlimd So, eno LThana Cabral 
Co. A ct fa hothes YMrumdmn: Enrico Motta, KM, Dire 
u1LL: Fi 
3 Dynamic Output element 
if Description rdf: di toutput' > 
- r. 
if: type rdf: resource="&svo; DynamicOutput" /> 
.. %o: 
hasClassEntity rdf: resource-'&do; Project' 
.. v,,: 
hasSlotEntity rdf: resource-'&do; web_addr. ".::: ' 
r; vu: hasLinkItem rdf: resource-"Mproject url link" 
reit : Description- 
4 Input element 
New Seminar - r, if: Description rdf: about ="... /s, mtnar title input 
:, lf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Input" /> 
--:: vo: hasC1assentity rdf: resource="&do; Seminar" i> 
-:. vo: hasS1otEntity r. if: re,; ource="&do; has-title'/> 
"/r, it: Description> 
; peak r 
5 Command element 
r I! : Description rdE: about='... /add semin&r-com: n, ir.,! ° - 
". r, lf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Command" /> 
-vo: hasTasY. rdf: resource='ANEW DATA-ENTRY" 
ýu6mit 
- : "., ý: hasCommandText>submit: ýs vo: h_ýsCoýmnandTýxt 
cIt : Description> 
Figure 5.4 lixamples of atomic user interface elements and their specifications 
" The construct Command which abstracts command elements by means of' slots 
he sTtisk, lru. cfl. tiscýciutc (/Rc . ýutrrc c URI, and hcrsColmna, 
/lest. The slot 1ºcrsTcrsk 
defines the associated task. OntoWeaver provides it set of' built-in services for 
target web sites, such as data retrieving, data querying, and data acquisition to 
allow the access of the data layer. The slot lºu., ý1. c. cc, c icºtec/Rr. ýcýrrree(JRl specifies 
the weh resource which will he presented after the invocation of the associated 
task. This associated weh resource typically presents the results of the associated 
task. The slot hu. VCOººwºcurc/"Text indicates the text that will appear in the command 
clement. 
Figure 5.4 illustrates some examples of atomic user interi'ace elements. Specifically, 
the first two examples illustrate how to specify elements tin presenting.; static 
intorniation (e. g. texts and images). The third example describes an element which 
presents values of the slot %t'd)_thIdress for instances of the class Project. This 
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element is associated with a dynamic link in which the URL of the linked web page 
is retrieved from the value of the slot web address. This link has been illustrated in 
the section above. The input element example allows end users typing information 
for the slot has-title to enable information gathering for a new data entry for the class 
Seminar. The command element is associated with one of the pre-defined tasks, the 
task NEW-DATA-ENTRY. As mentioned earlier, the site view ontology relies on the 
use of URI to reference entities defined in the domain ontology. 
5.2.3 The composite user interface constructs 
The composite user interface constructs model those site view elements which are 
composed of a number of sub elements. They include: 
" The construct Site which models a web site as a composition of web pages. 
" The construct SiteResource which models web pages as compositions of 
components. 
" The construct ResourceComponent which models content of web pages as 
compositions of atomic user interface elements and sub components. 
"A set of component primitives which model typical dynamic user interfaces of web 
pages. OntoWeaver distinguishes three kinds of typical user interfaces in data- 
intensive web sites which include user interfaces for data presentation, data 
acquisition, and data querying. OntoWeaver provides constructs Data Coniponent, 
KAComponent, and Search Component to address them accordingly. Specifically, 
the construct Data Component relies on the slot hasClassEntity to specify the 
domain class and the slot haslnstanceConstraint to specify constraints to filter 
instances of the associated class. The construct KAComponent models user 
interface elements which allow the acquisition of data facts from end users for the 
specified domain class. The construct SearchComponent abstracts user interface 
elements which allow the querying of the domain data. Both of these two latter 
constructs rely on the slot hasClassEntity to indicate the associated domain class. 
As shown in table 5.1, they both contain a set of input components which allow the 
typing of information from end users and a command element which supports the 
gathering of information and the invocation of the associated services. The major 
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0ý 
difference between them is that they are associated with different tasks. The 
knowledge acquisition components arc associated with the knowledge acquisition 
task NEW-DATA-ENTRY, while the search components are associated with the dato 
querying task DATA-QUERYING. 
DataComponent 
C, F: T <rd f: Descr It ion rdt:, II" r' r i, u tc lie, n. "n t" 
use AKT proleci arms is oen 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&ývo; Da ýaCý, mp anent" /> 
.. an. zauonal knowledge ma <svo: 
hasClass Entity rdf: resource='&do; Project" 
I ,r squiring and -l . <svo : hasOutputComponent 
-se closely related issues rdf: resource="-/Ourputcomponent/project_name'/> 
, r. Lc iai ýntelliyence. psychol 
-omum comprises fire ht </ rdf : Descript ion> 
comeet of the Interdrurpgnar 
vnmcrpmwa: Enrico ii John DommqueSimon eu <rdf: 
Description rdf: about="_/outputcomponent/project_name' > 
Lannom, Benrand Sereno, Lmana CaMal <rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; OutputComponent" /> 
<svo: hasDynamicOutput rdf: resource=". _/dynamic/project_name"/>1 Ce for Wther Nomindlon, Ennco Molts KMr Dee </rdf: Description> 
uFtL 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="_. /dynamic/project_name' > 
</rdf: Description, 
KAComponent 
New Seminar Idt: t)ocoCrýptýýýn ýdt:, h, rc : r; r:. t: -.., ' , rdf: type rdf: resource="&cvo; KACompunent" /> 
svo: hasClassEntity rdf: resource="&do; Seminar" /> 
<svo: hasInputComponent 
: peeler F- rdf: resource="... /inputcomponent/title"! > 
<svo: hasCommand rdf: resource="_. /add -seminar- command'/> 
abstract </ rdf : Desc r ipt i on> 
U. -- - <rdf: Description rdf: about="_/inputcomponent/title" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; InputComponent" /> Submit <svo: haslnput rdf: resource="... /similar-title-input" /> 
<svo: hasOutput rdf: resource="... /similar-title-output" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
Figure 5.5 Examples of composite user interface elements and their specifications 
Figure 5.5 shows samples of user interfaces for data presentation and acs{uisition and 
their specifications in terms of the constructs provided in the site view ontology. The 
data component presents instances of the class Project. It relics on the constructs 
DOt«Cot, rhone/tt, OurtptutConnhonent, D neuni'kOuthut, and Output to Specify its 
compositional structure of the content. The knowledge acquisition component allows 
the acquisition of new facts of the class Seminar from end users. As shown in the 
figure, constructs Kf1Co1npmnent, /n/, rutCoMI)O11 0nt, Input, anti COMIMIntcl are used tu 
specify this user interlace. 
5.2.4 Other constructs 
To support the specification of the main constructs described above. OntoWcaver 
provides it number of support constructs. Examples include the construct Alctu! )aIrr 
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which abstracts meta-data for web resources, the construct Task which allows the 
specification of associated tasks for site view elements, the construct 
Instance Constraint which supports the specification of instance constraints for 
classes, the construct RelationOperator which supports the specification of relation 
operators, and the construct LogicOperator which allows the specification of logic 
operators. Furthermore, as shown in table 5.1, a number of primitives are defined for 
the constructs Task (describing built-in tasks), Relation Operator (expressing relation 
operators), and LogicOperator (describing logic operators). 
5.2.5 User interface composition 
The site view ontology relies on the composite constructs (e. g., SiteResource and 
Resource Component) and the atomic user interface constructs to realize a 
mechanism which allows the composition of complex user interfaces. Specifically, 
the user interfaces of web pages are composed of a number of resource components. 
Each resource component further contains atomic user interface elements and sub 
resource components. Thus, a complex user interface can be composed. In the 
following, we will use a number of examples to illustrate the user interface 
composition mechanism. 
Example 1: Specifying site structures 
A site structure in OntoWeaver comprises an index page node which defines an entry 
point for the web site and a number of page nodes which form the navigation space. 
OntoWeaver relies on the construct Site to describe the composition of web sites, the 
construct SiteResource to specify each page node, and the construct Linkltem to 
express link relations between page nodes. The following RDF code fragment 
illustrates the composition of the site structure of the KMi web portal. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /kmi portal"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Site" /> 
<svo: indexResource rdf: resource="... /homepage"/> 
<svo: siteResource> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="... /project-page 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="... /lani_member-page "/> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="... /grants "/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
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</svo: siteResource> 
</rdf: llcscription> 
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Figure 5.6 A screenshut of the project web page which presents instances of the class Project 
Each page node in the site structure is defined as an instance of the construct 
SiteResource. At the coarse-grained level, the purpose of each page node is captured 
by means of the construct MetaDclta. The link relations between page nodes are 
defined within the specification of page nodes in terms of the navigational constructs. 
In addition to meta-data and navigational links (which can be placed in one 
component or scattered in a number of components), page nodes also comprise 
components which form other contents apart from navigation paths. Figure 5.6 shows 
a page node example which presents instances of the class Project. The following 
RDF code fragment illustrates the specification of this page node. The detailed 
composition of user interfaces will be illustrated in the next example. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /projectpage" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; SiteResource"/> 
<svo: hasMetadata rdf: resource=="... /project-page/metadata" /> 
<svo: hasComponent> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="... /navigationcomponent"/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</svo: hasComponent> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description about="... /project-page/metadata" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; MetaData"/> 
<svo: hasPageTitle>Projects in the Knowledge Media Institute (KMi)</svo: pageTitle> 
<svo: hasAssociatedClassEntity rdf: resource="&do; Project"/> 
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Figure 5.7 The composition of the project web page 
Example 2: composing user inter ices" for web pages 
As illustrated in figure 5.7, the user interface of the project web page is composed of 
three components: a "(I"igaticºn component which presents hyperlinks, a bctrnner 
component which displays a banner for the web page, and a data component which 
presents instances of the class Project. Each component is further made up of a 
number of sub-elements. Specifically, the navigation component is composed of a 
number of sub components. Each sub component further contains a number of output 
elements which are associated with links to other web pages. The banner component 
comprises one output element which presents a banner picture for the web page. The 
data component is composed of a number of sub elements as illustrated in figure 5.5. 
As studied in chapter 2, current approaches are only able to express a fixed number 
of typical user interfaces in terms of the provided primitives. Composing site views 
is not supported. Hence, they can not provide appropriate support for the 
specification of the example user interface described above at the conceptual level. 
OntoWeaver on the other hand provides comprehensive support. Firstly, 
OntoWeaver provides atomic user interface constructs to capture those elements 
which can not be decomposed, such as output elements, input elements, and 
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command elements. Secondly, it provides composite constructs which allow the 
assembling of user interface elements. Thirdly, it provides primitive constructs which 
support the specification of typical user interface elements and most importantly as 
will be illustrated in the following example such user interfaces can be easily 
adjusted. The following code illustrates the composition of the sample user interface. 
<! -- the user interface of the web page is composed of a set of components --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/project-page" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; SiteResource" /> 
<svo: hasMetadata rdf: resource= "_/project-page /metadata" /> 
<svo: hasComponent> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="... /navigationcomponent"/> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="_/projectibannercomponent"/> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="_/project/datacomponent"/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</svo: hasComponent> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- the navigation component comprises a number of sub components --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="_/navigationcomponent" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; ResourceComponent" /> 
<svo: hasComponent> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="_/Newscomponent"/> 
<rdf: li rdf: resource="_/Aboutuscomponent"/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</svo: hasComponent> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- the news component is composed of a number of output elements --> <rdf: Description rdf: about="_/Newscomponent" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource='&svo; ResourceComponent" /> 
<svo: hasOutput> 
</svo: hasOutput> 
</rdf: Descriptions 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/project/bannercomponent" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource=^&svo; Resourcecomponent" i> 
<svo: hasOutput rdf: resource="=". _/project/banner" /> </rdf: Description> 
Example 3: adapting typical user interfaces of data-intensive web sites 
As studied earlier in chapter 2, current approaches do not support the adaptation of 
typical user interfaces, due to the lack of expressive user interface models. Now we 
investigate how OntoWeaver addresses this problem. We use the user interface of 
data components as an example. As shown in part (a) of figure 5.8, the default user 
interface of a data component is composed of a number of dynamic output elements 
presenting values of slots for instances of the specified class and a number of static 
output elements presenting explanations about the dynamic values. Each sub element 
is specified declaratively and available for modification. Furthermore, new elements 
can be easily added into the user interface, as the construct DataComponent supports 
the flexible assembling of user interface elements. Part (b) of figure 5.8 shows an 
adapted user interface example: the static output elements for presenting 
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explanations about the values of slots project name, picture, and description have 
been removed, as their explanations can be indicated by their content or presentation 
styles. The output type of the dynamic output picture has been changed from text to 
image. Apart from the content, the presentation styles and layouts have also been 
adapted. This will be explained in the following section. 
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Figure 5.8 An example of adapting typical user interfaces. Part (a) shows the default user 
interface of the project data component. Part (b) shows the adapted user interface. 
5.3 The presentation ontology 
The presentation ontology provides explicit vocabularies to allow the specification of 
presentation instructions for the target web site. As shown in figure 5.9, the 
presentation ontology describes a presentation instruction of the target web site as a 
collection of templates, presentation objects, and layout objects. Templates describe 
presentation styles e. g. backgrounds. colours, and fonts. Presentation objects specify 
templates for user interface elements. Layout objects express organization 
instructions. The reference of user interface elements in the presentation model is 
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realized by means of their Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs). Table 5.2 describes 
the major constructs of the presentation ontology. 
Table 5.2 The major constructs of the presentation ontology 
Construct Slots Description 
Presentation Constructs 
SituPresentation . 
hasSiteURI Describing a web site presentation model as a 
" hasLayout collection of template specifications, presentation 
" hasPrescntation specifications, and layout specifications. 
" hasTem late 
PresentationTemplate " 
hasBackgroundlmagc Modelling generic presentation styles. 
" hasliackgroundColor 
" hasForeColor 
" hasFont 
WidgetPresentationTemplate " 
hasWidgctType Modelling presentation styles for user interface 
elements, which require widgets to be rendered, 
e. g. dynamic output elements, input elements. 
and command elements. 
DataComponentPresentationTemplate 
hasColumnCount " Dedicating to the presentation styles of data 
" hasRowsl col age components, which publish instances of the 
specified domain entities. 
Presentation " hasTcmplatcURI Specifying templates for user interface elements. 
" hasSiteEntitytiRl 
Font " hasFontC'olor Describing font styles for site view elements 
" hasFontFamily 
" hasFontSize 
" hasFontSt Ie 
Layout Constructs 
ComponentLayout " hasSitcEntityllRI Defining layout for composite user interface 
" hasTopAreaLayout elements, by organizing the sub-elements of the 
" hast ftAreaLayout specified component into five sub areas, which 
" hasMiddleAreaLiyout are top. left, middle, right and bottom. 
" has Right Area tayout 
" hasßottomArcal_aout 
TextLayout " hasAlignment Specifying alignment for atomic user interface 
element. 
ComponcntAreaLayout " hasSiteEntityURl Modelling layout for the specified area in the 
" hasLayoutDirection composite component. 
" hasAreaSizc 
AreaSize " hasSizcTypc Defining size for a particular area which is 
" hasWidth typically contained in composite user interface 
" hasHeight elements. 
Others 
FontStyle Expressing styles of fonts, e. g. bold, italic, etc. 
WidgetType Specifying types of widgets for rendering site 
view elements. A number of primitives are 
defined, including NONE-WIDGET. TEXT- 
FIELD, TEXT-AREA, BUTTON, and IMAGE. 
TextAlignment Describing the alignment of text. e. g., left, center, 
right, etc. 
Areaf. ayoutDirection Expressing the direction (e. g., horizon or vertical) 
of placing site view elements in a sub-area of 
composite site view elements. Two primitives are 
defined for this construct. They arc 
HORIZONTAL-DIRECTION, and VERTICAL- 
DIRECTION. 
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Defining the type of the specified si/c. Two 
AreaSÜ. eType primitives are defined, including RELATIVE and 
ABSOLUTE. 
Site Presentation 
Template Layout 
Presentation 
I 
AreaLayout 
Figure 5.9 An overview of the presentation ontology 
By using templates, presentation styles can be specified once and re-used as many 
times as possible. Furthermore, it allows consistent presentation instructions to be 
specified for specific site view elements. As will be described later in section 5.5.3, 
the cascading stylesheets (CSS) approach and the extensible style sheet language 
(XSL) have their own specific targets. They can not be re-used in Onto Weaver. 
OntoWeaver distinguishes three types of presentation styles and provides 
corresponding template constructs to describe them. They include the construct 
GenericPresentationTemplate which describes generic presentation styles shared in 
most user interface elements (e. g., background, colours, and fonts), the construct 
WidgetPreseiitcrtiunTefnplute which describes presentation styles for user interface 
elements where widgets are involved (e. g., dynamic output elements, input elements, 
and command elements), and the construct DutaComlponneiitPresentutiornTemhlcrte 
which specifies presentation styles for data components presenting dynamic data 
content. In order to allow the attachment of templates to site view elements, 
OntoWeaver provides a construct called Presentation which relies on the slot 
liasSite EntitvURI to reference the working site view element and the slot 
hasTeinpiate(IRI to specify a tcmplate object. 
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Two layout constructs are provided to model organizations of site view elements. 
The construct TextLayout models the layout of atomic site view elements in terms of 
alignment, specifying the alignment of a user interface element within the component 
that contains this element. The construct ComponentLayout abstracts the 
organization features of composite site view elements by dividing the layout of a 
composite site view elements into five sub areas (i. e. top, left, middle, right, and 
bottom) and allowing the position of the sub-elements into different areas. Each area 
can display a number of elements in a specified layout direction, i. e. horizontal 
direction or vertical direction. OntoWeaver relies on the construct AreaLayout to 
describe such organization of each area. 
Now we investigate how the presentation ontology facilitates the specification of 
presentation instructions for the target web site. We use the sample user interfaces 
shown in figure 5.6 as a study case. A number of templates have been defined for 
rendering the user interface elements. For example, a template has been defined for 
the dynamic output element that presents values of the slot project_name, which 
renders the values of project titles in a bold font with a slightly large size with no 
widget involved. The following RDF code2 illustrates how to specify such a template 
and to attach it with the user interface element. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=°... /templatel" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; WidgetPresentationTemplate" /> 
<spo: hasWidgetType rdf: resource='&sco; NONE-WIDGET' /> 
<spo: hasFont rdf: resource="... /templatel/font" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /templatel/font" 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; Font" /> 
<spo: hasFontStyle rdf: resource="&spo; BOLD" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=^... /presentationl' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; Presentation" /> 
<spo: hasTemplateURl> ... /templatel </spo: 
hasTemplateURI> 
<spo: hassiteEntityURI>... dynamic/project_name</spo: hasSiteEntityURI> 
</rdf: Description> 
Regarding the layout of the sample user interface, the sub component project-name 
is placed at the top; the sub component picture is arranged at the left, the sub 
2 The prefix `spo' refers to the namespace of the site presentation ontology: 
xmins: spo=http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/sitepresentationontology# 
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component description is put at the middle; and other sub-components are organized 
at the bottom vertically. This layout can be easily specified by means of the 
OntoWeaver layout constructs. The following fragment of RDF code illustrates the 
layout specification of the data component which only arranges the top-level sub- 
components. Each sub component can have its own layout design. Thus, a complex 
layout can be specified for a user interface element. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/componentlayoutl^ > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; ComponentLayout" /> 
<spo: hasSiteEntityURl>... /project/datacomponent</spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<spo: hasTopAreaLayout rdf: resource="#componentlayoutl_toparea" /> 
<spo: hasLeftAreaLayout rdf: resource=^#componentlayoutl_leftarea" /> 
<spo: hasMiddleAreaLayout rdf: resource="#componentlayoutl middlearea" /> 
<spo: hasBottomAreaLayout rdf: resource="#componentlayoutl_bottomarea" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- The component project name is placed in the top area. --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about='_. /componentlayoutl_titlearea' 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; AreaLayout"/> 
<spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li>. _/project/datacomponent/project_name</rdf: li> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- The component picture is placed in the left area. --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /componentlayoutl_leftarea" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; AreaLayout"/> 
<spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li>_/project/datacomponent/picture</rdf: li> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- The component description is placed in the middle area. --> <rdf: Description rdf: about=^... /componentlayoutl_middlearea. > 
<rdf: type rdf: resoirce="&spo; AreaLayout"/> 
<spo: hasSiteEntityURI> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li>. _/project/datacomponent/description</rdf: li> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- The components project_member and contact are placed in the bottom area vertically. --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /componentlayoutl_bottomarea" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&spo; AreaLayout"/> 
<spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li>... /project/datacomponent/project_member</rdf: li> 
<rdf: li>_/project/datacomponent/contact</rdf: li> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</spo: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<spo: hasLayoutDirection rdf: resource="&spo; VERTICAL-DIRECTION' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
5.4 Generating web site implementations from site ontologies 
The OntoWeaver approach relies on the site ontologies to allow the declarative 
representation of data-intensive web sites. It makes possible for the design and 
development to be carried out at the conceptual level, in particular without having to 
rely on ad hoc approaches in the creation of complex user interfaces and visual 
appearances. In this section, we demonstrate that conceptual specifications of web 
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sites in terms of the OntoWeaver site ontologies can be compiled into 
implementations without the need of human intervention. 
As described earlier in chapter 4, the OntoWeaver tool suite provides a tool called 
Site Builder to support this task. Figure 5.10 shows the process of the site generation. 
The Site Builder comprises an implementation code library which contains a set of 
implementation code templates for each construct of the site ontologies. It generates 
web site implementations by using the specifications of site views and presentations 
to instantiate the implementation code templates. The compiling process starts with 
scanning the site structure specified in terms of the construct Site and finding out all 
the page nodes contained in the target web site. It then works on compiling each page 
node into web page implementations. During the compiling process, the presentation 
instruction specification is also investigated if there is one specified. Otherwise, a 
default presentation instruction will be applied. 
Site View Ontology 
Site view specifications 
Web site implernentations 
/ýIý 
jlý 
Figure 5.10 The process of generating web site implementations from ontologies 
In the tool Site Builder, we use the Java Server Page (JSP) technology as the web site 
implementation technology. Thus, a set of JSP code templates have been defined. 
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Table 5.3 illustrates some examples of these code templates. The identifiers which 
begin with `&' are variables. Their values come from the attributes of the user 
interface elements or from the computation result. The sign of "<%" and "%>" 
indicates that the wrapped code is server side code, which is executed by web servers 
at run time. 
Table 5.3 Examples of JSP cade templates for site view constructs 
Construct Slots JSP code templates 
Output 
hast ttputTypc Four templates have been defined in the Site Builder fo the Construct 
" hasOutputValue Output according to their different specifications. The first one 
" hasLinkltcm applies when the presented information type is text. The second type 
applies when the presented information is an image. The third and 
fourth types are in use when the presented information is associated 
with links. 
------------------------------------------ 
I. &hasOutputValuc 
2. <image src=&hasOutputValue> 
3. <a: href=&hasLin k Item. hasAssociatedResourcell R I> 
&hasOutputValue 
</a> 
4. <a: href=&hasLiakItem. has AssociatedResourcet RI> 
<image src=&outputtJRL> 
</a> 
Dynamicoutput has('IassEntity Like the construct Output the Site Builder defines four templates for 
" hasSlotEntity the constructs UynamicOutput, which present dynamic values for the 
" hasLinkItem specified slot of the associated class. 
---------------- -------------------------- 
I. <% =bean. get(&hasSlotEnIity) 
%> 
2. <image src=<%k%=hcan. get(&hasSlotEntity) %> > 
3. <a: href=&hasLi nk Item. hasAssociatedResourcellRl> 
<%=bean. get(&hasSlotEntity) `7, > 
</a> 
4. <a: href=&hasLinkItem. hasAssociatedResource t'RI> 
<image src= <%=bean. get(&hasSlotEntity) rI» 
</a> 
DataCompunent " has('IassEntity This template code comprises four parts: i) gets an instance of the 
" haAnstance( onstraint run-time tool Database Connector. ii) maps the specified instance 
" output components constraint to a string which can be used as parameter to retrieve data 
objects. iii) retrieves data objects for the associated class entity 
according to the specified instance constraint, and iv) repeatedly 
presents the data objects. 
------------------------------------------ 
//part I- getting an instance of the run-time tool 
//Database Connector 
DatabaseConnector bean=session., et(--databasebcan"): 
//Part II - mapping the specification of the instance constraint to a 
strin stored in the variable parameterString. 
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String parameterSting= 
&haslnstanceConstraint. hasConstrainedSlot+ 
&has InstanceConstrai nt. hasConstrainedOperator+ 
&haslnstanceConstraint. hasConstrainedValue 
// part III- retrieving instances 
bean. filter( 
&hasClassEntity, parameterString); 
I part IV - presenting instances 
while (bean. hasnextü) 
//display data repeatedly 
KAComponent " hasClassEntity This template code contains two parts. The first part presents a form 
" haslnputComponent which allows the gathering of input data. The second part gathers " hasCommad input data from the specified input fields and inserts the newly 
created instance into the populated domain database. 
----------------------- ------------------- 
// Part I- an HTML form 
<form action="ka. jsp"> 
<! -- input form --> 
</form> 
Part 11- code for gathering input data from the HTML 
form and invoking the task NEW-DATA-ENTRY of the 
run time tool Database Connector 
//collecting information from the input form 
//invoking the specified service 
SearchComponent " hasClassEntity Like the template code of the construct KAComponent, this template 
" haslnputComponent code comprises two parts. The major difference is that the second 
" hasCommand part gathers input from end users and formulates a querying string 
and queries the underlying domain databases. 
------------------------------------------ 
<form action= 
"searchresultpage. jsp"> 
<! -- input form --> 
</form> 
searchresultpage. jsp 
<^lo 
//collecting information from the input form 
//invoking the query service of the run-time tool 
Input 
hasClassEntity The Site Builder defines two template codes for the construct Input, 
" hasSlotEntity which present input widgets to end users according to the 
specification of the corresponding presentation styles. One widget 
template is for typing short text and the other one is for typing long 
text. 
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I. <Input type=&haslnputType name=&haslnputURl> 
2. <TextArea type=&haslnputType name=&haslnputURl> 
</TextArea> 
Command " hasAssociatedResourceURI The construct Command is mapped to the action part of a form and a " hasTask 
" hasCommandText 
built-in service, such as creating new instances or data querying. 
------------------------------------------ 
<form action=&hasAssociatedResourceURl> 
<! -- input form --> 
<INPUT type="submit" name=&commandURl 
value=&hasCommandText > 
</form> 
SiteResource " hasMetaData 
" hasComponent 
This template code assembles the codes of all the sub component of 
the web page together. 
----------------- ------------------------- 
<html> 
<title>&hasMetaData. hasPageTitle</title> 
<meta name="description" 
content=&hasMetaData. hasDescription /> 
// codes generated from component I 
//codes generated from component n 
</html> 
5.4.1 Compiling site view specifications 
As shown in the table, the site view elements rely on the run-time tool Database 
Connector to allow the access and manipulation of the underlying domain database. 
The composite site view constructs which further comprises a set of sub elements do 
not have strict templates. This is true even for the component primitives: data 
components, knowledge acquisition components, and search components. This is 
because of the flexibility of their content. Web site developers can specify and edit 
the content of these components according to their particular requirements. 
Nevertheless, dynamic page codes can be generated by means of assembling the 
instantiated template code of each sub user interface element together. The process is 
however complex as some dynamic aspects can only be determined at compile time. 
For example, a knowledge acquisition component can have a variable number of 
input fields, and this cannot be dealt with simply through a simple form with a fixed 
number of entries. Server-side code for gathering information from the input fields 
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correctly and meaningfully is required. The OntoWeaver Site Builder generates a 
unique piece of JSP code file for each knowledge acquisition component to solve this 
problem. 
Figure 5.11 shows an example of the generation of implementation code from the 
specification of the project data component (which presents instances of the class 
Project and has been explained in earlier in section 5.3). To enable readability, the 
implementation code has been simplified. The generated code retrieves the instances 
of the specified class and iterates the values of the retrieved instances. Only the 
values of those slots which have been chosen to appear in the data component will be 
iterated and presented in the data component. 
DatabaseConnector bean=session. get("databasebean"); 
String classEntity="Project"; 
//there is no instance constraint defined. 
String parameterString="'; 
//retrieve the instances of the class Project 
bean. filter(classEntity, parameterString); 
//repeatedly presenting the instances of the class Project 
while (bean. hasNext()) 
<table> 
<% =bean. get("title") %> 
<image src=<% =bean. get("picture")%> > 
participants: <% =bean. get("project_name") %> 
Figure 5.11 A fragment of JSP code generated from the specification of the project 
data component 
5.4.2 Compiling presentation specifications 
Apart from compiling the specified site view model, the Site Builder also 
investigates the specified presentation instructions and augments them into weh site 
implementations. Different presentation style constructs have different code 
templates. For example, the generic presentation styles are mapped to the object Style 
of HTML; the data component presentation styles specified by the construct 
DataCoºººpoiºentPrce. tientutiariTeeºnpplutee are realized through the OntoWeaver run-time 
tool Database Connector; and the component layout organization is implemented by 
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relying on the HTML table object to position components in different areas 
according to the definitions. The following HTML code shows the template of the 
construct ComponentLayout, which makes use of table objects to divide five areas to 
place sub components of the associated composite site view component. In each area, 
the code generated for the specified components is placed according to the specified 
layout direction. 
<table> 
<tr> 
//top area 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<table> 
<tr> 
<td> 
//left area 
</td> 
<td> 
//middle area 
</td> 
<td> 
//right area 
</td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
//bottom area 
</tr> 
</table> 
5.5 Related work 
In this section, we first compare our work to the closely related web modelling 
approaches with respect to support for the creation of complex views for data- 
intensive web sites. We then relate it to existing approaches on user interface 
modelling, presentation modelling, using ontologies to drive web site generation, and 
reference models. 
5.5.1 Related work on conceptual web modelling 
As described in chapter 2, a number of web modelling approaches have been 
developed to offer high level support for the design and development of data- 
intensive web sites. Examples include RMM [Isakowitz et al., 1995], OOHDM 
[Schwabe & Rossi, 1998], ARANEUS [Atzeni et al., 1998], HDM-lite [Fraternali & 
Paolini, 1998], Strudel [Fernandez et al., 1998], WSDM [De Troyer & Leune, 1998], 
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UWE [Hennicker & Koch, 2000], 00-H [Gomez et al., 2000], WebML [Ceri et at., 
2000], OntoWebber [Jin et al., 2001], and Hera [Frasincar et al., 2002]. Despite the 
fact that these approaches share a common goal of supporting the activities required 
for web applications design, each approach has its own special focus. For example, 
RMM focuses on the design of domain data models and the design of navigational 
structures; Strudel concentrates on representing the underlying data structures as data 
graphs and on specifying site structures by means of queries over the data graphs. In 
this section we briefly compare OntoWeaver to current web modelling approaches 
with respect to conceptual level support for the specification of data-intensive web 
sites. We use the architecture clarified in chapter 4 to carry out the comparison. The 
architecture describes data-intensive web sites as a composition of a data layer, a site 
view layer, a presentation layer, and a customization layer. For details about this 
architecture, please refer to chapter 4. 
Support for the design of the data layer 
Current approaches support the abstraction of domain data structures and the 
specification of user interfaces for accessing the underlying domain data. Most 
approaches employ the Entity-Relationship (E-R) model and its variants to describe 
the data layer of data-intensive web sites. Some approaches, e. g., Strudel and 
OntoWebber, provide facilities to support the presentation of the underlying 
heterogeneous data coming from diverse data sources. Our work on the other hand 
focuses on developing ontologies to model the other layers of data-intensive web 
sites. It does not provide facilities to support the integration of data sources. But this 
will be our work in the future. 
Support for the design of the site view layer 
As studied in chapter 2, earlier approaches like HDM, RMM, OOHDM, HDM-lite, 
WSDM, and UWE only provide methodological support for the specification, due to 
the lack of explicit formal meta-models. Although recent approaches like WebML, 
OntoWebber, and Hera have overcome this problem, only coarse-grained primitives 
are provided to model typical user interface elements of web pages, such as elements 
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for data presentation, data querying, and data acquisition. As a consequence, web 
developers are only able to express a fixed number of typical user interfaces in terms 
of the provided primitives. The creation of complex user interface is out of reach at 
the conceptual level. 
OntoWeaver addresses this problem by means of the site view ontology which 
provides fine-grained modelling support for user interfaces and navigation structures 
of data-intensive web sites. In particular, the site view ontology addresses the 
specification of atomic user interface elements, generic composite user interface 
elements, as well as typical user interface elements. It realizes a composition 
mechanism and allows web developers to express complex user interfaces according 
to their own requirements. 
Support for the design of the presentation layer 
With the partial exception of OntoWebber, none of the current approaches mentioned 
earlier have provide high level support for the design of this layer. OntoWebber 
provides a set of style elements (e. g., font and colour) for specifying presentation 
styles for site view elements and a set of layout primitives (e. g., grid layout and flow 
layout) for specifying the layout of cards in web pages. However, the layout 
primitives can only be used to describe a fixed number of typical layouts. 
OntoWeaver addresses this problem by providing an explicit presentation ontology 
to abstract the presentation styles and layouts of site view elements. In particular, the 
presentation ontology provides comprehensive constructs to allow the specification 
of complex layouts at the conceptual level. 
Support for the design of the customization layer 
As described in chapter 2, current web modelling approaches can only provide 
limited customization support for their target web sites. This is mainly caused by the 
lack of expressive meta-models for describing the target web site. OntoWeaver 
addresses this problem by means of the site ontologies. All aspects of web sites can 
be represented declaratively and are thus available for customization. Hence, the 
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scope of customization is not limited in OntoWeaver as it does in other approaches. 
Furthermore, as will be described in chapter 6, OntoWeaver separates the 
specification of customization from other aspects of the target web site and provides 
specific support for the specification of customization requirements. 
5.5.2 Related work on user interface modelling 
Substantial efforts have been spend in user interface modelling [Szekely et al., 1995] 
[Puerta, 1997] [Szekely, 1996] [da Silva, 2000], which try to reduce the amount of 
code that programmers need to produce when creating a user interface. The User 
Interface Markup Language (UIML) [Abrams et al., 1999] and the eXtensible 
Interface Markup Language (XIML) [Puerta & Eisenstein, 2002] are recent proposals 
which address the problem of authoring user interfaces for multiple platforms. These 
two languages are declarative, appliance-independent, and generic. However, they 
are very different from OntoWeaver. They do not target data-driven applications, and 
thus do not separate domain data, application logic, and user interfaces. 
The XML User Interface Language (XUL)3 is an approach proposed for describing 
user interfaces for web applications. It models graphic user interfaces into user 
interface widgets, such as window, box, menu, tool bar, checkbox, button, scrollbar, 
etc. While XUL provides more choices of widgets than OntoWeaver for rendering 
site view elements of web pages, XUL remains at a low level as it requires low-level 
programming in order to assemble graphic user interface widgets together as a 
meaningful user interface. 
5.5.3 Related work on presentation modelling 
The Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and the eXtensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) 
are close approaches to our work on presentation modelling. Both of them provide 
3 The XML User Interface Language (XUL), available from: http//xulplanet. com/tutorials/xultu/ 
(Accessed 24 June 2005). 
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comprehensive means to support the specification of presentation instructions. While 
they are domain independent, they have their own specific targets. CSS targets 
HTML presentation objects, such as tables and hyperlinks. Hence it is appliance 
dependent and thus remains at a lower level than the OntoWeaver presentation 
ontology. XSL on the other hand focuses on the presentation of the source data 
stored in the specified XML document. It is in the same level with the presentation 
ontology. However, it only concerns the presentation instructions of those site view 
elements which present data objects retrieved from the source data. Other site view 
elements, such as elements for data acquisition and querying, are beyond its 
consideration. Hence, XSL is very different from our presentation ontology. 
5.5.4 Related work on using ontologies to drive the generation of web sites 
The use of ontologies to drive the generation of software tools has been demonstrated 
in the research fields of knowledge acquisition and semantic weh portals, where a 
number of tools have been developed which use domain ontologies to drive the 
generation of knowledge acquisition tools (e. g., Protege series [Eriksson et at., 1994] 
[Grosso et al., 1999] and Knote [Motta et at., 2000]) and semantic web portals (e. g., 
SEAL [Stojanovic et al., 2001], ODESeW [Corcho et al., 2003], and KAON [Volz et 
al., 2003]). These tools are very different from OntoWeaver, as their primary goal is 
to generate software tools from domain ontologies. They do not apply ontologies to 
model their target applications, thus lack conceptual level support for the design and 
development. 
OntoWebber is an ontology-based web modelling approach, which shares a similar 
goal with OntoWeaver. It models web sites by means of a site ontology and thus 
provide high level support for the design and development of web sites. However, as 
studied in chapter 2, the OntoWebber approach can only provide limited support for 
the creation of complex user interfaces, due to the lack of fine-grained modelling 
support. OntoWebber also suffers from limited customization support. 
Apart from the conceptual web modelling approaches OntoWebber and Hera, 
XWMF [Klapsing et al., 2001] and RSS [Beged-Dov et al., 2000] also use RDF- 
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based languages to describe web sites, like OntoWeaver does. XWMF aims to create 
a machine-understandable web site through exploiting RDF to model web 
application and its content. It provides a generic web engineering schemata as the 
basic vocabulary to model a web application. XWMF does not provide explicit site 
models, and is thus quite different from OntoWeaver. 
RSS, which stands for RDF (or Rich) Site Summary, is a lightweight metadata 
description and syndication format. It provides a vocabulary to describe a "channel" 
consisting of URL-retrievable items. Each item consists of a title, link, and brief 
description. It models web sites in a very simple way. 
5.5.5 Related work on reference models 
In the research area of hypertext design and development, a number of models have 
already been developed to describe architectures of hypertext and hypermedia 
systems. The Dexter Reference Model [Halasz & Schewartz, 1994] is one of the 
main approaches. It divides a hypertext application into three layers: a within- 
component layer which covers the domain content, a storage layer which describes 
navigation structures, and a runtime layer which describes mechanisms supporting 
user interactions. This three-layer architecture has been extended in other models, 
such as the Munich Reference Model [Koch, 2001] and the Adaptive Hypermedia 
Application Model (AHAM) [De Bra et al., 1999b] by adding an adaptive layer for 
describing adaptive hypertext and adaptive hypermedia systems. These models 
however exclusively focus on the presentation of static hypertext, which can be 
defined at design time. They cannot be used to specify data-intensive web sites, 
where data content is typically stored in the back-end databases. 
5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented one major component of the OntoWeaver 
approach, the site ontologies, which overcomes the problems associated with current 
approach, including i) limited support for the creation of complex site views, ii) 
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limited support for the specification of presentation instructions, and iii) limited 
support for customization. 
The site view ontology addresses the first issue by providing fine-grained modelling 
support for user interfaces and navigation structures of the target web site. On the 
one hand, it provides comprehensive support for the specification of navigation 
structures. In particular, the site view ontology addresses static navigation patterns 
where no additional information is involved in navigation as well as dynamic 
navigation patterns where contextual information flow is required. On the other hand, 
unlike current approaches which only address typical user interface elements of web 
pages, the site view ontology also addresses atomic user interface elements (e. g., 
input fields and command elements) which can not be further decomposed into sub 
elements, and composite user interface elements (e. g., web pages and generic 
components) which are typically composed of a number of sub elements. Thus, the 
site view ontology realizes a composition mechanism and allows web developers to 
express complex user interfaces. At the same time, the site view ontology covers all 
site view elements found in data-intensive web sites. It supports the specification of 
static user interface elements whose content is defined at design time, dynamic user 
interface elements whose content is retrieved from back-end data sources at iun time, 
and interactive user interface elements which allow end users to type in information 
and invoke the associated services. 
The presentation ontology addresses the second open issue by providing high level 
support for the specification of layouts and presentation styles for user interface 
elements. It allows web developers expressing complex layouts and presentation 
styles at the conceptual level. Web developers no longer need to encode the 
specification into web page implementations, like they have to in other approaches. 
The site view ontology and the presentation ontology allow the target web site to be 
represented declaratively. In particular, all user interface elements and their 
presentation instructions are described declaratively and as a result available for 
customization. The customization framework, another component of the 
OntoWeaver approach, exploits this advantage and provides comprehensive 
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customization support for the target web site at design as well as run time. This will 
be described in the following chapter. 
Apart from comprehensive support for customization, the site ontologies can also 
benefit the design and development of web sites by supporting i) automatic site 
specification generation which produces default site specifications by means of using 
the domain ontology to instantiate the site view ontology, ii) semi-automatic site 
maintenance which supports the maintenance of conceptual links between site 
specifications and the underlying ontology, and iii) web site design critiquing which 
make use of a set of rules to assess the web site design result by reasoning upon the 
declarative site specifications and makes correction or improvement 
recommendations. We will describe these benefits in more detail in chapter 7. 
As indicated in chapter 4, OntoWeaver focuses exclusively on data presentation, like 
other approaches do. The development of specific functionalities is still achieved 
through low-level programming. Web service technology [W3C, 2000b] [W3C, 
2001a] enables access to remote content and application functionalities, 
independently of specific implementations or data formats. We believe there is a 
strong need for integrating web service technology into high level web site design 
frameworks to facilitate the specification of data-intensive web sites which not only 
allow access to the back-end data sources but also allow access to remote web 
services. In chapter 8, we will describe our work on the integration of (semantic) web 
services into OntoWeaver. The resulting architecture, OntoWeaver-S, supports rapid 
prototyping of web service centred web applications, customizable for different user 
profiles. 
Chapter 6: Design of customized web sites 
In chapter 5 we have described one major component of the OntoWeaver approach, 
which is the site ontologies. In this chapter we focus on another major component, 
the customization framework, which addresses the limitation of current web 
modelling approaches on customization support. We begin by briefly describing the 
research background of customization design of web sites. We then present an 
overview of the OntoWeaver approach to customization design and describe the 
major components of the OntoWeaver customization framework. Thereafter, we 
present a concrete example to illustrate how the OntoWeaver customization 
framework facilitates the design of customized web sites. In particular, we present a 
number of examples with respect to user group specification customization and rule- 
based customization. We also investigate the support that the OntoWeaver 
customization framework provides for the specification of data access permissions 
for user groups and individuals. Finally, we describe the related work and draw 
conclusions. 
6.1 Introduction 
As described in chapter 3, customization design for web sites has been addressed in a 
number of research directions. A number of customization techniques have been 
developed which facilitate user modelling, user information acquisition, and 
adaptation. Furthermore, a number of authoring tools have been developed, which 
address the design and development of adaptive hypermedia applications 
[Brusilovsky, 1996] [Kobsa et al, 2001]. These tools typically employ a user model 
to describe user profiles, a domain model to describe domain applications, and an 
adaptive engine to present adaptive interfaces to users. However, as studied in 
chapter 3, they do not offer high level support either for the specification of adaptive 
rules or for the design of web applications. 
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In the community of conceptual web modelling, a number of approaches have 
explicitly addressed the customization design issue. Two methods have been 
developed. They include composition-level customization (e. g., the approaches used 
in WSDM and 00-H) which allows the creation of different site views for different 
user groups and individuals and derivation-level customization (e. g., the approaches 
used in UWE, HERA, WUML, and the extended OOHDM [Rossi et al., 2001]) 
which derives customized views for individuals. However, as clarified in chapter 2, 
these customization solutions can only provide limited customization support. 
Firstly, the compositional-level customization can not scale up. Secondly, the scope 
of the derivation-level customization support is limited, as not all aspects of web 
sites are available for customization, due to the lack of expressive meta-models for 
describing the target web site. Furthermore, no specific support is available for the 
specification of customization requirements in derivation-level customization. 
OntoWeaver approaches the design of customized data-intensive web sites by means 
of a set of site ontologies and a customization framework. As already described in 
chapter 5, the site ontologies enable all aspects of data-intensive web sites (including 
navigation structures, user interfaces, and their presentation instructions) to be 
represented declaratively. The customization framework makes use of this advantage 
and employs i) a user ontology which captures features of the information about end 
users, ii) a customization rule model which allows the specification of customization 
rules at design time, and iii) a customization engine to enable comprehensive support 
for customization at run time. 
6.2 An overview of the OntoWeaver customization framework 
OntoWeaver strictly separates the domain data model, the site view model, and the 
presentation model. The modular approach per se already supports user group 
specified customization by allowing the creation of different site models (i. e. site 
view models and presentation models) for different user groups. However, the 
dynamic (i. e. run-time) customization requirements of individual users can not be 
supported simply by this modular architecture. The customization should take place 
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dynamically according to the contextual information of each user individual. To this 
purpose, OntoWeaver proposes a generic customization framework to support 
individualization of the target web applications. 
ý( Customization rule model 
Customization 
Engine o0 
Customized View `ý 
Apply 
C)SO o)'o ono User ontology Site view ontology Presentation ontology 
Figure 6.1 The Onto Weaver customization framework 
Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the OntoWcaver customization framework which 
relies on customization rules to describe when and how to perform certain 
customization actions, user profiles to capture user information, and a set of user 
group specific site models to describe the target web site. The framework references 
site view elements specified in site models by means of their uniform resource 
identifiers, thus realizing the separation of customization specification from other 
aspects of the target web site. A customization engine is employed, which applies 
rules to reason upon user group specific site specifications to derive customized 
views for individuals according to facts stored in their profiles. These major 
components will be described in detail in the following section. 
A typical design process for customized web sites in OntoWeaver proceeds by 
iterating the following two major activities: designing a general web site for general 
users and specifying customization requirements. Customization design further 
involves i) specifying a user ontology which describes information about end users, 
ii) creating different site views and presentations for different user roles, and iii) 
specifying customization rules for the individualization. 
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As described in chapter 4, OntoWeaver provides a suite of tools to allow developers 
to carry out these design activities at the conceptual level. In particular with respect 
to customization design and customization support, The OntoWeaver tool suite 
provides a Site Customizer which allows developers or web administrators to carry 
out customization design at a conceptual level, a customization engine which applies 
customization rules to generate customized site models, and an Online Page Builder 
which generates customized web pages on the fly according to the inference results 
of the customization engine. These tools will be described in detail in the following 
chapter. 
6.3 The major components of the OntoWeaver customization 
framework 
As already shown in figure 6.1, the major components of the OntoWeaver 
customization framework comprise the user ontology which supports the 
representation of user profiles, the customization rule model which allows the 
specification of customization rules, and the customization engine which performs 
customization at run time. In this section, we describe these components. 
6.3.1 User ontology 
A user ontology provides a vocabulary to represent information about end users. In 
most cases, user ontologies are domain dependent. In other words, the user ontology 
should be defined in a way that exactly reflects the key features of end users in a 
specific domain. OntoWeaver provides a generic user ontology to describe general 
information about end users. The user ontology contains two class entities: the class 
User, which describes user information in terms of hasUseriD, hasPassword, 
hasUserGroup, hasDevice, and haslnterest, and the class UserGroup, which relies 
on slots hasSiteViewURL and hasSitePresentationURL to specify the user group 
specific site view model and the presentation model of the target web site. This 
ontology provides a basic support mechanism to allow end users to log into the target 
web application and to assign particular site views and presentations according to the 
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roles that end users belong to. This basic user ontology can be easily extended to 
abstract user information in the context of the problem domain. 
The user ontology plays an important role in supporting customization. It makes 
possible for customization conditions to be defined on the basis of the user 
information at the conceptual level. Its instantiations, user profiles, are used to 
evaluate conditions of customization rules and decide whether the corresponding 
customization rules are to be fired or not. Each customization action takes place only 
when the dynamic context of end users meets a certain condition. For example, 
device-dependent customization takes place when the user device meets certain 
conditions. 
6.3.2 The customization rule model 
Customization rules define when and how to perform certain customization actions 
in terms of conditions and actions. The condition part describes a condition that has 
to be satisfied for the associated customization actions to take place. The action part 
describes the adaptation actions, e. g. adding/hiding/modifying site view elements, or 
setting presentation styles or layouts for them. To provide specific support for the 
construction of customization rules, OntoWeaver proposes a customization rule 
model. Figure 6.2 shows an overview of this rule model, whose major constructs are 
described in table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 The major constructs of the customization rule model 
Construct Slots Description 
('ustontizationRutc " 
has Customization Condition l)escrihine customization rules 
" hasCustomizationAction 
CustomizationCondition has('ondition Describing conditions that should be satisfied for certain 
actions to be performed. 
Customization Action " hasSitcEntityURl Expressing how to perform adaptation actions. The slot 
" has( listomicationActionType Ita. vSit'ErntihvURI indicates the site view clement that the 
" hasSitcEntityTypc adaptation works on. The slot /iax(us/orniýýu onfl tionI pe 
" hasp arentSiteEntitytiRl specifies the customization type (e. g., creating a new site 
" hasModification view component, modifying the specified aspect of the 
associated site view element, hiding the specified site view 
element, or setting presentation instructions). The slot 
IriISiteE, ttitvI'vpe specifics the type of the site view element 
in terms of the site view ontology classes The slot 
haxParent Site Entity URl expresses the site view element that 
holds the working site view clement. Both of the latter slots 
are used when a new site view component is created in 
customization. 
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Modification " hasSlotEntity Describing the details of how to customize the specified site 
" hasNcýkValue view element. The slot 1mySlotLiuitr expresses the 
adaptation aspect of the specified site view element in terms 
of the site ontologics. The slot havNewlalue specifies the 
new value. 
Condition " hasClassEntity Formalizing conditions. 
" hasSlotEntity 
" hasRelationOpcrator 
" hasSpecifiedValue 
" hasLogicO erator 
CustomizationRule 
CustomizationCondition CustomizationActior 
i 
Condition M 
M2Mý ý `Y 
Figure 6.2 An overview of the customization rule model 
A customization condition can be atomic, which comprises only one condition, or 
composite, which is composed of a list of conditions by means of logical operators 
such as AND, OR, or NO'! '. Each condition is formulated by means of the construct 
Condition, which relies on slots hasClassE,, tity and hasS(otEntity to specify the user 
data which are (going to be evaluated, and slots hasRe(ationOperator and 
hasSpecijiedVuliue to define the way to evaluate the condition, and the slot 
husLogicOperator to specify how to connect this condition with the next one. As 
described in chapter 5, the site view ontology provides a number of primitives to 
support the specification of relation operators and logic operators. Examples include 
EQUAL, NOT-EQUAL, GREATER-TITAN, NO-LESS-TITAN, LESS-T11AN, NO- 
GREATER-THAN, NOT, AND, and OR. 
The specification of a customization action typically comprises three components: 
the slot liasSiteEntihvURI which indicates the site view element that the action works 
on, the slot IºasCºrstorni,. utiwiActionTvpe which specifics the customization type 
(e. g., creating a new site view component, modifying the specified aspect of the 
associated site view element, hiding the specified site view element, or setting 
presentation instructions), and the slot hnsModiticution which expresses 
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customization details. Specifically, the slot hasModification relies on the class 
Modification to describe the customization details in terms of hasSlotEntirv - 
hasNewValue pairs. The slot hasSlotEntity indicates the aspect that customization 
intends to work on in terms of the site ontologies, while the slot hasNewValue 
specifies the customized value. For example, when customizing content of a site 
view element, the slot hasSlotEntity refers to a certain slot entity defined for the site 
view element in the site view ontology. In the case of creating new site view 
elements in customization, slots hasSiteEntilyType and hasParentSiteEntity URI are 
used to facilitate the specification of the type of the new site view element and the 
parent component that is to hold this element. 
To support the specification of customization action types, the customization rule 
model provides four primitives to model typical customization actions found in web 
sites. They are i) the primitive MODIFY, which indicates that the customization 
action will modify certain aspects of the specified site view element, ii) the primitive 
NEW, which specifies that a new site view element will be created in the 
customization, iii) the primitive HIDE, which expresses that the customization action 
will hide the specified site view element, and iv) the primitive PRESENTATION, 
which indicates that the customization action works on the presentation styles or 
layouts of the specified site view element. 
To illustrate how this rule model facilitates the specification of customization 
requirements, we now investigate an example which customizes the project web page 
of the KMi web portal (as illustrated in chapter 5) for presenting only those projects 
that match the interest of end users. This web page relies on the project data 
component which is an instance of the construct DataComponent to present instances 
of the class Project. As described in chapter 5, constraints can be specified on a data 
component to filter instances which are to appear in terms of the slot 
haslnstanceConstraint and the construct Instance Constraint. Hence, this 
customization can be achieved by using the interests of an end user as a constraint to 
filter those irrelevant papers. 
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This customization requirement can be expressed by one customization rule. The 
condition part specifies that the value of the slot haslnsterest of an end user should 
not be empty. The action part comprises two actions: i) creating an instance 
constraint which uses the interest of end users as constraints of the slot addresses- 
research-area to filter instances of the class Project, and ii) associating the newly 
generated instance constraint with the project data component. The following 
fragment of RDF code' defines this customization rule. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/customization-ru1e1' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationRule" /> 
<sco: hasCustomizationCondition rdf: resource="_. /customization-ru1e1/condition"/> 
<sco: hasCustomizationAction rdf: resource="_/customization-ru1e1/actionl' /> 
<sco: hasCustomizationAction rdf: resource='_/customization-ru1e1/action2" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /customization-ru1e1/condition" > 
<sco: hasCondition rdf: resource="_/conditionl" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /conditionl" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource='&sco; Condition" /> 
<sco: hasClassEntity rdf: resource="&uo; User" /> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&uo; haslnterest' /> 
<sco: hasRelationOperator rdf: resource="&svo; NOT-EQUAL" /> 
<sco: hasSpecifiedValue rdf: resource="&svo; NULL" Is 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- The first customization action: creating a new instance constraint --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about='... /customization-rulel/actionl' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationAction" /> 
<sco: hasCustomizationActionType rdf: Resource="&sco; NEW' /> 
<sco: hasSiteEntityURl>... /project/datacomponent/instanceconstraint 
</sco: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<sco: hasParentSiteEntityURI>... /project/datacomponent</sco: hasParentSiteEntityURI> 
<sco: hasSiteEntityType rdf: resource='&svo; InstanceConstraint" /> 
<sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&svo; hasConstrainedClassEntity" /> 
<sco: hasNewValue rdf: resource='&do; Project"/> 
</sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&svo; hasConstrainedSlotEntity' /> 
<sco: hasNewValue>"&do; addresses-research-area"</sco: hasNewValue> 
</sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasModificaticn> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&svo; hasConstrainedRelation" /> 
<sco: hasNewValue rdf: resource='&svo; EQUAL" /> 
</sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&svo; hasConstrainedValue" /> 
<sco: hasNewValue>"auo; User. hasInterest"</sco: hasNewValue> 
</sco: hasModification> 
</rdf: Description> 
The prefix sco' refers to the namespace of the customization rule model: 
xmins: sco=http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/sitecustomizationontology#. The prefix 'uo' refers to 
the namespace of the user ontology. 
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<! -- the second customization action: associating the instance constraint with the project data 
component --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about= "... /customization-ru1e1/action2" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationAction" /> 
<sco: hasSiteEntityURl>... project/datacomponent </sco: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<sco: hasCustomizationActionType rdf: Resource="&scc; MODIFY' /> 
<sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource='&svo; hasInstanceConstraint' /> 
<sco: hasNewValue rdf: resource="_. /project/datacomponent/instanceconstraint"/> 
</sco: hasModification> 
</rdf: Description> 
In this rule example, the first customization action defines how to create an instance 
constraint by specifying i) the type of the newly created site view element in terms of 
hasSiteEntityType, ii) where to put the newly created element in terms of 
hasParentSiteEntity URI, and iii) how to create the site view element in terms of the 
construct Modification, in which specifies the details of the constraint. The second 
customization action indicates i) the working site view element, which is the project 
data component and ii) how to customize the component, which is to set value for the 
slot haslnstanceConstraint. 
6.3.3 The declarative site model 
Only limited support for customizing web applications can be provided if the 
specifications of web applications are hidden from the customization engine. For 
example, as studied in chapter 3, the WUML approach can only provide limited 
customization support for web applications even though it provides comprehensive 
support for the capture of customization context for web sites, as the specifications of 
web applications are not available. It relies on web developers to define adaptation 
hooks in web site specifications to achieve customization support. The OntoWeaver 
approach overcomes this problem by considering customization modelling together 
with web application modelling. As a result, the entire site model is available to the 
customization engine. The declarative site model serves as the foundation to 
facilitate customization: 
" The declarative site specifications and their underlying ontologies make it possible 
to specify customization actions precisely at the conceptual level. OntoWeaver 
employs RDF models to represent specifications. As a result, each item possesses a 
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to identify itself. Moreover, its underlying 
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ontology definition allows the precise specification of the modifications that the 
action will perform. For example, if we want to customize a particular output 
element to a particular user context, we need to be able to identify this output item 
using its URI, and specify the modification information about its content, e. g. 
changing the output style, and associating/removing hyperlinks with/from it, 
according to the definition of the construct Output in the site view ontology. 
" The declarative site model provides facts to be reasoned upon to generate 
customized site models. 
6.3.4 The customization engine 
The customization engine applies the relevant customization rules to perform 
inferences upon the declarative site specifications and thus produces personalized 
web sites for individual users. It employs the Jesse inference engine to perform the 
inferences. Jess is a Java expert system shell, which provides a scripting language to 
define facts and rules and offers an inference engine to reason about the facts. 
To enable the deployment of the Jess inference engine, we have developed an RDF- 
to-Jess compiler, which compiles OntoWeaver ontologies, site specifications, user 
profiles and customization rules into Jess templates, facts and rules. Specifically, the 
site ontologies and the user ontology are compiled into Jess templates. The site 
specifications (i. e. the manipulated site ontologies) and user profiles are compiled 
into Jess facts. Regarding the customization rules, the condition part is compiled into 
the left-hand-side part of the Jess rules, and the customization action part is 
converted into the right-hand-side. A rule in Jess looks like: LHS => RHS, where 
LHS is a conjunction of conditions and RHS is a conjunction of actions. The 
following Jess rules are translated from the declarative specification of the rule 
example discussed above. The first Jess rule creates a new instance constraint when 
the condition is satisfied. The second rule associates the instance constraint with the 
project data component. 
Z http: //herzberg. ca. sandia. Rov/iess/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
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(defrule customization ruleO 
(user (hasInsterest ? x)) 
(test(<> ?x "")) 
(assert(InstanceConstraint(siteentityuri 
"... /project/datacomponent/instanceconstrainc") 
(hasConstrainedClassEntity "&do; Project") 
(hasConstrainedSlotEntity "&do; addresses-research-area") 
(hasConstrainedRelation "&svo; equal") 
(hasConstrainedValue ? x))) 
(defrule customization_rulel 
(user (hasInsterest ? x)) 
(test(<> ?x "")) 
? se <- (DataComponent (siteentityuri "_/project/datacomponent")) 
(modify ? se (hasIntanceConstraint "_/project/datacomponent/instanceconstrainc"))) 
The customization process starts when an end user logs into the OntoWeaver- 
generated web site and makes a page request. The tool Online Page Builder receives 
a page request from the end user, gets user-group specified site model (i. e. site view 
URL and presentation URL), invokes the customization engine to apply the specified 
rules to perform inferences upon the specified site model, gets the inference result 
from the customization engine, and builds the customized web page and delivers it to 
the end user. 
Regarding customization rules controlling, the customization framework groups 
customization actions into one rule when their customization conditions are the 
same. Thus, when one specific condition is satisfied, only one rule will be fired. 
However, there are still situations where more than one rule could be applied. In such 
circumstances, the customization engine relies on the physical order of customization 
rules stored to decide their priority. This strategy is far from comprehensive. In 
future work, we will investigate several possibilities to acquire rules priorities, e. g., 
automatic or semi-automatic discovery or manual acquisition. 
6.4 Example application: building a conference paper review system 
In this section, we illustrate the capability of the OntoWeaver approach to the design 
and development of customized web applications by building a conference paper 
review system. The goal of the conference paper review system is to provide support 
for the management of conferences during their life cycle. In particular, the 
conference paper review system offers support for the process of conference set up, 
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paper submission, paper review, and paper selection. In the life-cycle of a 
conference, there are typically four types of user roles involved in: chairs, authors, 
program committees, and reviewers. Conference chairs set up conferences by 
submitting information (e. g., conference descriptions and calls) to the paper review 
system. Authors submit papers to the conferences. The conference chairs and 
program committees assign papers for reviewers. Reviewers review the specified 
papers and send review results to the conferences. Chairs notify authors about the 
acceptances of their papers. 
" Root 
Conference_Event Call 
/"" 
Call_for_Paper 
Tutorial " Track "" Topic 
" 
"" Paper " Person Review " Call_ 
"for_Tutorial 
Conference 
Workshop " Chair Call _for_Workshop 
Author 
Program Committee 
Reviewer 
Figure 6.3 The domain ontology of the conference paper review system 
6.4.1 The domain ontology 
The design process in OntoWeaver starts with the definition of the domain ontology 
which abstracts data structures of the problem domain. As shown in figure 6.3, the 
domain ontology of the paper review system comprises the following class entities: 
the class Conference_Event which abstracts events such as conferences, workshops 
and tutorials; the class Call which models the calls for papers, workshops, and so on; 
the classes Topic and Track which describe the topics and tracks of the conference; 
the class Paper which abstracts the submitted papers; the class Review which 
expresses the review information about papers, and the class Person which models 
people involved in the paper review system. An instantiation of this domain ontology 
forms a specific conference. 
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6.4.2 A generic view of the paper review system 
In this section, we specify a view for general end users, who can browse the 
conference information and submit papers to the conference. This general view 
comprises a number of page nodes, which are organized in three categories: 
" The Calls category comprises a call-for-paper page, a call-for-workshop page, and 
a call-for-tutorial page. Through browsing information in this category, end users 
can get information about the specified conference; 
" The Submission category comprises pages that allow end users to submit papers, 
tutorials, and workshop proposals; 
" The category of about the conferences consists of web pages presenting important 
dates, program committees, and contact information. 
®ý 
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Figure 6.4 The simplified navigational structure of the general paper review system 
Figure 6.4 shows the simplified navigational structure of the general paper review 
system, which allows the navigation from the index page to other pages. Each web 
page is connected with other pages through the same navigation pattern. Please note 
that OntoWeaver provides a tool called Site Designer to support web developers 
achieving the task of specifying navigational structures, composing user interface 
and defining presentation styles and layouts for web pages. The OntoWeaver Site 
Designer will be described in chapter 7. Figure 6.5 shows the index page of the 
conference paper review system, which is designed by means of the OntoWeaver 
Site Designer. 
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The paper review system invotres three kinds of user roles: authors, reviewers, and program committees Each 
user is concerned with different information. Authors pay visit to the web site for browsing the conference 
information and submitting papers, reviewers get assigned papers from and submit review articles to the 
conference. Program Committees (PCs) should be able to upload information about calls for papers, 
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Figure 6.5 A screenshot of the home page of the conference paper review system 
6.4.3 User group specific customization design 
Two kinds of customization are involved in the conference paper review system. 
They are user group specific customization which presents different site views to 
different user roles (i. e. user groups), and rule-based customization which takes the 
contextual information of end users into consideration and personalizes weh pages 
for individual users. Although we discuss these two kinds of customization 
separately, it should be noted that both types are combined together to support 
customization. In particular, the rule-based customization in OntoWeaver is based 
upon user group specific customization, as it reasons upon user group specific site 
models. In this section we describe the user group specific customization design in 
the paper review system. The rule-based customization design will be described in 
the following section. 
As mentioned earlier, the paper review system involves four types of user roles: 
authors, reviewers, program cnnunittees, and chairs. Each user group has different 
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tasks and thus requires a particular site view. Table 6.2 lists the requirements of site 
views for each user group: 
Table 6.2 The requirements of 'site views for user groups in the conference paper review system 
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Figure 6.6 A screenshot of the user group customization design pane. Mhich is contained in the 
OntoWeaver Site Customizer. 
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Like other approaches, the OntoWeaver strategy to user group specific customization 
is creating different site models for different user groups. Web developers can use 
the generic site model as the basis to create user group oriented site models. This task 
can be easily achieved by means of the OntoWeaver Site Customizer, which provides 
a user group customization design pane to facilitate the creation and management of 
user groups, and the derivation of site models for user groups. In fact, the process of 
editing user group specified site models remains the same with editing generic site 
models. Figure 6.6 shows a screenshot of the OntoWeaver user group customization 
design panel. The left pane lists the user groups and users who have been assigned to 
user groups initially at design time. It offers facilities for managing user groups and 
users. The right top pane displays user group information or user information 
depending on the item selected on the left pane. It allows developers to specify user 
group information, including specifying site models for user groups. It also facilitates 
developers to assign initial information for particular users. The right bottom pane is 
a site design panel, which facilitates the adapting of the specified site view model 
towards the specified user group. 
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Figure 6.7 and figure 6.8 show the customized index page and the review submission 
page for paper reviewers. Two extra links are created for paper reviewers, which 
allow them to get assigned papers and submit review comments. At the same time, a 
new web page is generated, which contains a form to allow the submission of review 
comments. 
6.4.4 Rule-based customization 
As discussed earlier, rule-based customization produces personalized web pages 
according to the specified customization rules and user profiles. From the view of 
what may be customized in the information space that end users perceive, as 
discussed in chapter 3, there are mainly two types of customization actions: link 
customization, which works on the link topology, and content customization, which 
tailors contents of web pages according to individual's requirements. From the 
presentation instructions point of view, there is another customization, called 
presentation customization, which customizes presentation styles or layouts for 
individual users. Although there are mainly these three customization actions, the 
personalization context could be any, e. g. time dependent, location dependent, device 
dependent, user interest dependent, and so on. The so-called dynamic customization 
personalizes the links or content of web pages according to the contextual 
information of end users which is typically determined at run time. In this section, 
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we will use a number of examples to illustrate the OntoWeaver approach to dynamic 
customization. 
Before we can present rule examples, we need to define a user ontology to provide a 
vocabulary to allow the recording of user profiles. In the conference paper review 
system, we extend the generic user ontology provided by the OntoWeaver 
customization framework by adding three slots to the class User. They are the slot 
time which describes time that end users access to the paper review system, the slot 
interestedTopic which captures research topics that users feel interested in, and the 
slot favoriatePage which expresses the most frequently visited web pages. 
Please note that the tool Site Customizer provided by the OntoWeaver tool suite 
provides a rule-based customization design pane (which will be described in chapter 
7) to support the specification and management of customization rules. Thus, there is 
no need for web developers to deal with the raw data of rule specifications. 
Link customization 
Link customization involves improving the original navigation spaces by reducing or 
improving the relationships between page nodes. It provides links that are more 
relevant to individual users. This customization strategy is popular in E-Commence 
web sites, which recommends items based on the client buying history or on the 
clients who have similar ratings and opinions [Rossi et al., 2001]. For example, 
Amazon. com3 recommends new products to individual users according to their 
interests. This type of customization involves generating links based on the 
underlying domain data content with appropriate constraints. For instance, in the 
Amazon. com scenario, the new products links are generated on the instances of new 
products using user's interests as filters to constrain the new products content. In the 
context of the conference paper review system, this customization strategy can be 
used to improve the usability of the system, for example: i) recommending related 
http: //www. amazon. com (accessed 18 October 2004) 
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papers to program committees, ii) presenting favourite links for end users, and iii) 
hiding submission links after the deadlines of the submissions have been passed. In 
the following, we will illustrate how we use the Onto Weaver approach to achieve the 
goal of these customizations. Please note that there is no need for web developers to 
deal with the raw data of customization rules, the tool Site Custnmicar offers visual 
facilities to support the specification. This tool will be discussed in the following 
chapter. 
Example 1: Recommending related papers. In this example, the related papers are 
recommended upon the interest of program committees which is recorded in their 
user profiles in terms of interestedTopic. Figure 6.9 shows an informal description of 
this customization rule. This rule creates a data component which presents the titles 
of the papers whose topics match with the interestedTopic of program committees. 
The condition part specifies that only when the user is one of the members of 
program committees and his or her interested topic is not empty the customization 
can take place. The action part comprises three sub-actions to create the required data 
component: i) creating a data component which presents titles of papers, ii) creating 
an instance constraint which filters related paper instances for the data component, 
and iii) creating a link item which is associated with the dynamic output element that 
presents paper titles to allow the navigation to the web page presenting detailed 
information about the related paper. As in section 6.3.2 we have illustrated how to 
specify customization actions which create new elements for the site view model, we 
will not describe the code here. 
Customization rule name: paper_recommendation_rule 
Condition: the role of an end user is "PC member" and the interestedTopic is not empty 
Action: (1) create a data component presenting titles of the instances of the class Paper 
(2) create an instance constraint which filter instances of the class Paper 
(3) create a link item for the dynamic output element of presenting paper titles. 
Figure 6.9 An informal description of the paper recommendation rule 
Customization rule name: favourite link rule 
Condition: the favourite page of an end user is not null 
Action: (1) create a favourite link component 
(2) create an output item which is associated with a link leading to each favourite page 
Figure 6.10 An informal description of the favourite link generation rule 
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Example 2: recommending favourite links. The provision of favourite links in web 
pages can provide shortcuts for users browsing their favourite web pages. In this rule 
example, the customization condition part describes that a user should have favourite 
web pages to enable the presentation of these web pages, the action part describes 
creating a component in the navigation component and creating a list of output 
elements, which are associated link items leading to the favourite web pages. Figure 
6.10 shows an informal definition of this customization rule. 
Example 3: Time-dependent customization. The view of the paper review system 
should be time dependent. For example, before the paper submission deadline, the 
paper submission link is valid and allows users to submit papers to the system. After 
the deadline, the link should be removed from the system. Likewise, the notification 
time is a crucial time for publishing information about accepted papers. In these 
circumstances, customization happens when time changes and meets particular 
conditions. The following RDF fragment specifies the customization rule which 
hides the paper submission link item when the paper submission deadline has passed. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /deadline-rule-for-paper" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationRule" /> 
<sco: hasCustomizationCondition rdf: resource=". _/deadline-rule-for-paper/condition"/> 
<sco: hasCustom-zationAction rdf: resource="_/deadline-rule-for-paper"/action' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about=". _/deadline-rule-for-paper/condition"> 
<sco: hasCondition rdf: resource="_. /conditionl' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /conditionl' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; Condition" /> 
<sco: hasClassEntity rdf: resource="&uo; User" /> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: resource="&uo; time" /> 
<sco: hasRelationOperator rdf: resource="&svo; GREATER-THAN" /> 
<. sco: hasSpecif: edValue rdf: resource="&do; Paper. deadline" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="... /deadline-rule-for-paper"/action" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationAction" /> 
<sco: hasSiteEntityURI>... /link-for-submit-papers </sco: hasSiteEntityURl> 
<sco: hasCustomizationActionType rdf: resource="&sco; HIDE' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
Page content customization 
The difference between content customization and link customization is subtle, as 
when links are customized page content can be seen customized as well. 
Nevertheless, here we are talking about personalizing general content, i. e. general 
information presented on web pages. 
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Example 1: Customizing domain data content. Domain data content customization 
involves customizing data content according to different requirements of end users. 
In the conference paper review system, program committees might only want to 
browse details about those papers that match their preferences. The weh page relies 
on a data component element to present paper details. We can achieve this 
customization by using the preferences of an end user as a parameter to filter those 
irrelevant papers. The customization condition is exactly the same as the condition 
for presenting related papers for program committees. The modification part of the 
customization action specifies an instance constraint for the specified data 
component. Suppose John is a member of the program committee; his preference for 
papers is about customization. When he logs onto the conference paper review 
system as a member of program committees, he gets papers which are related to the 
topic of customization. This rule is very similar with the rule example which has 
been illustrated in section 6.3.2. The customization action part comprises two 
actions: i) creating a new instance constraint and ii) associating the new instance 
constraint with the data component which presents domain data content of the 
specified class entity. 
Example 2: Device-dependent customization. Device-dependent customization 
computes content of web pages according to the devices that an end user employs to 
access the web site. We can specify rules according to the different requirements of 
different devices. For example, when the screen size of the device that an end user 
employs to access the target web site is smaller than a certain size, the content of site 
view elements that present large pieces of text should be briefed. Figure 6.11 shows 
an informal specification of a customization rule which briefs the introduction text of 
the index page of the conference paper review system. 
Customization rule name: device-dependent-rule-example 
Condition: the screen size of the device that an end user users is smaller than a certain size 
Action: tailoring the content of the output element which presents introduction for the index 
page 
Figure 6.1 1 An example of a device-dependent customization rule 
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Presentation customization 
Presentation customization involves in customizing the visual appearance or layout 
of site view elements according to the requirements or preferences of the end users. It 
defines particular visual appearances or layouts for the specified site view elements 
(i. e. navigational elements and user interface elements). The following specification 
example defines a customization action, which customizes the fore colour of the 
specified site view element. 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="presentation_action_example" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&sco; CustomizationAction"/> 
<sco: hasCustomizationActionType rdf: resource="&sco; PiESENTATION"> 
<sco: hasSiteEntityURl>_/indexpage/introductionComponent</sco: hasSiteEntitytJRl> 
<sco: hasModification> 
<sco: hasSlotEntity rdf: Resource='&spo; hasForeColor'/> 
<sco: hasNewValue>"#668866^</sco: hasNewValue> 
</sco: hasModification> 
</rdf: Description> 
6.4.5 Data access permission as customization 
Now we illustrate the support that the customization framework provides for the 
specification of data access (i. e. browsing and writing) restrictions for user groups 
and individuals. While data browsing restrictions restrain end users from browsing 
sensitive information, e. g., particular instances of a class concept or values of 
particular slots, writing restrictions specify whether an end user is granted permission 
to insert new facts to the underlying database of the target web site or not. 
As described in chapter 5, OntoWeaver relies on the constructs DataComponent and 
KAComponent to describe site views for data browsing and knowledge acquisition. 
Thus, data access permission can be realized by creating or deriving different views 
for data components and knowledge acquisition components for user groups or 
individuals. In particular, data access restrictions can be specified by means of user 
group specific customization when they target groups of end users or by rule-based 
customization when the restrictions work on the basis of individuals. 
In the conference paper review system, confidential review comments are only 
available to conference chairs. Authors do not have access to such data. This can be 
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achieved by means of creating different views for the data component which present 
the instances of the class Review for conference chairs and authors. Specifically, the 
data component comprises all the elements needed for presenting values of all slots 
of the class for conference chairs, while in the site view of authors the element which 
presents values for the slot confidential-comments is not included in the data 
component. 
More complex permission works on the basis of individual users. Suppose John is a 
member of program committees. In addition to the general data access rights 
specified for program committees, John is also granted permission to view 
confidential comments from reviewers. Such data access permission for individuals 
can be specified by a customization rule in OntoWeaver. In this example, the 
condition part specifies that the end user should be John. The action part indicates 
that a new dynamic output element should be added to the review data component 
contained in the site view of program committees for presenting values for the slot 
confidential-comments. 
6.5 Related work 
In this section, we compare our work to those closely related customization 
approaches developed in different research directions. 
6.5.1 Related work on conceptual web modelling for customization 
WebML, OOHDM, and HERA are examples of web modelling approaches, which 
consider customization issues within the design phase of web applications. Like 
OntoWeaver, they support user group specified customization by allowing the 
definition of different site models for different user groups. Regarding support for 
run-time customization, the overall mechanisms of these approaches are very 
different from OntoWeaver. They annotate the site model and make use of the 
annotations to determine the visibility or the values of components. The problem of 
these approaches is that they do not offer high level support for the annotation. 
Moreover, given the limitations on site view modelling (as dicussed in chapter 2), the 
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customization scope of these approaches is limited to dynamic data content and 
partial web content. 
WUML is an approach which exclusively focuses on customization modelling. It 
proposes a generic customization model to support the capture of user profiles and 
customization requirements. However, as the WUML approach does not support 
modelling of weh applications, it requires web developers to slice the target weh 
applications into a stable part, comprising context-independent structure, and a 
variable context-dependent part, which is the subject of the adaptations. Furthermore, 
it requires web applications to provide adaptation hooks to enable customization. 
Thus, it greatly limits the possibility for customization by forcing site developers to 
anticipate what may be customized (i. e. annotate the weh site model by defining 
extra adaptation hooks). Table 6.3 describes the OntoWeaver approach and other 
related conceptual web modelling approaches on how they support user group 
specific and user individual specific customization. 
Table 6.3 A comparison of the OntoWeaver customiration approach to other related conceptual web modelling 
approaches on how they support user group specific and user individual specific customisation 
Approach User group specific customization User specified customization 
Ontuýý'c: ncr 
treating dillerent site views for " Creating rules lot custimmüation 
different user groups. . Relying on the customüation engine and the online page builder 
. Generating weh pages on the fly to generate indicidualiied web pages. 
according to the corresponding site 
models for end users. 
WchML " Creating different site views for user " Designing a derived domain model on the basis of the user- 
groups. independent structural model. 
" Translating different site views into " Extending the generic site view model by defining contents of 
different page templates. the derived concepts in terms of the profile data of individual 
" Mapping users to groups users. 
" Mapping groups to different site 
views. 
OOHDM " Creating different navigational " Adding additional descriptions to the components of the site 
model and user interface model for view model for computing user dependent information for weh 
different user groups. pages. 
HERA Not explicit " 
Adding conditions to the components (i. e. slices) of the site view 
model to compute the visibilitics of the components. 
" The conditions are expressed using the user profile information. 
WUML 
I 
Not explicit " 
Customüation requirements are specified in the format of rules 
in terms eventcondition/action. 
6.5.2 Related work on customization tools 
As described in chapter 3, a number of customization tools have been developed, 
which aim at i) tailoring the applications' interactive behaviour to knowledge, skills, 
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tasks, and preferences of end users, ii) providing personalized recommendations or 
personalized assistant, or iii) customizing systems towards the access context 
indicated by the ubiquity of web applications. These customization tools focus on 
providing customization support for end users when they interact with web 
applications. They provide comprehensive support for user modelling and user 
information acquisition. OntoWeaver on the other hand concentrates on the 
specification of customized web applications. In particular, it provides an explicit 
rule model to support the specification of customization rules. At the same time, 
OntoWeaver assumes that user profiles are gathered by external tools and thus does 
not provide means to address the gathering of user information. Hence, OntoWeaver 
is very different from these customization tools. Nevertheless, the comprehensive 
techniques developed in these tools can be integrated into OntoWeaver, thus 
enabling more comprehensive customization support. This will be our future work. 
6.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have presented the OntoWeaver customization framework which 
addresses the limitations of current web modelling approaches on customization 
support. In particular, we have illustrated how the customization framework 
facilitates the design and development of customized web sites by building an 
example customized web application - the paper review system. We have also 
investigated the support that the OntoWeaver customization framework provides for 
the specification of data access permissions for user groups and individuals. 
An important advantage of the OntoWeaver customization approach is that the entire 
site model is available to customization, and thus the subjects of customization are 
not limited. Another important advantage is that the OntoWeaver approach offers 
explicit high level support for customization design: customization rules can be 
specified at the conceptual level due to the fact that OntoWeaver exploits ontologies 
as the backbone to approach web site design and offers an explicit customization rule 
model to facilitate rule specification. Furthermore, the customization engine provides 
comprehensive customization support at run time for the target web site by applying 
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the specified rules to reason upon web site specifications according to the facts stored 
in user profiles. 
The OntoWeaver customization approach offers the capability to provide meta-level 
customization support for the target web applications, as it supports web applications 
exploiting various techniques to collect user specified information, as long as user 
profiles are recorded as instances of the specified user ontology. OntoWeaver can 
make use of the user profiles to get contextual information from the end user, and 
exploit the customization engine to reason about site specifications to present 
customized web pages. Finally, as mentioned earlier, OntoWeaver provides a suite of 
tools to support the design and development of customized web applications which 
will be described in the following chapter. 
One limitation of the OntoWeaver customization framework is that it does not 
provide comprehensive support for the handling of rules' priorities. As mentioned 
earlier, the customization engine makes use of two methods to address this issue. The 
first is grouping of customization actions with the same customization condition into 
one rule. Thus, whenever one specific condition is satisfied, only the corresponding 
rule will be fired. The second is making use of the physical order of customization 
rules stored to determine their priorities. These methods are far from comprehensive. 
In future work, we will investigate several possibilities to capture rules priorities, 
e. g., automatic or semi-automatic discovery or manual acquisition. 
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Building a data-intensive web site is a complex task which involves not only 
technical issues, but also organizational, managerial and artistic issues [Morville 
& Rosenfeld, 1998]. Different roles are thus involved in the design process. For 
example, domain experts design models that can abstract data of a specific problem 
domain. Information architects structure, organize, and label information. Site 
designers put the design into practice. Layout designers make decisions on 
presentation styles and layouts. Web administrators manage and maintain the web 
site. The OntoWeaver tool suite is built upon the OntoWeaver modelling approach. 
In this chapter we explain how the OntoWeaver tool suite supports different roles 
involved in the design process to achieve their tasks. We begin by describing the 
facilities provided by the tool suite. We then illustrate how these facilities support 
different design roles by building an example data-intensive web site. Thereafter, we 
illustrate the benefits gained by using site ontologies to represent web site 
specifications, including automatic site specification generation and web site 
maintenance. Next, we compare the facilities provided by OntoWeaver to the 
facilities provided by other closely related conceptual web modelling approaches, 
with respect to the support for web site specification, customization design, web site 
design critiquing, and web site maintenance. Finally, we draw conclusions about the 
OntoWeaver tool suite. 
7.1 The implementation of the OntoWeaver tool suite 
As shown in figure 7.1, the OntoWeaver tool suite comprises the following major 
components: 
"A knowledge warehouse, which hosts the ontologies, domain knowledge bases, site 
specifications, user profiles, and customization rules. 
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Figure 7.1 The architecture of the OntoWeaver tool suite 
1 IS 
" Server-side components, which provide services for i) the design-time tools and the 
run-time tools to access and manipulate the ontologies and their data sets stored in 
the knowledge warehouse and ii) performing customization inferences at run time. 
" An OntoWeaver . senver, which connects the 
OntoWeaver tools and the server-side 
components. 
" Design-time tools, which provide a fast prototyping environment to support the 
design of data-intensive web sites. They comprise an Ontology Editor, which 
allows domain experts to create and edit the ontologies relevant to the web site, u 
Site Designer, which supports the design tasks needed for specifying a data- 
intensive web site, a Site Mapper, which supports automatic site generation and 
weh site re-engineering, u Site Builder, which performs site design critiquing and 
compiles site specifications into web site implementations, and u Site Custoiºnizc'r, 
which supports the customization design. 
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" Run-time tools, which support data-intensive web sites at run time. They include 
the Online Page Builder which generates customized web pages on the fly 
according to the result of the customization engine and the Database Connector 
which realizes the built-in services to allow the access and manipulation of the 
underlying domain knowledge base. 
The prototype of the OntoWeaver tool suite is implemented in Java. As mentioned in 
chapter 5, the site generation tools in OntoWeaver (including the Site Builder and the 
Online Page Builder) compile web site specifications into Java server pages (JSP). In 
the following sub-sections, we will briefly describe the functionalities of each tool 
contained in the tool suite. 
7.1.1 The Ontology Editor 
The Ontology Editor supports the creation of ontologies in both OCML [Motta, 
19991 and RDF Schema [W3C, 2000a]. Figure 7.2 shows a screenshot of the 
Ontology Editor. While the left pane visualizes the hierarchy structure of the domain 
concepts by means of the Java tree technique and allows the selection of the working 
concept, the right pane provides a corresponding form which allows the specification 
of the working concept. The form can be either a class definition form or a property 
definition form, which depends on the type of the working concept. Furthermore, 
both forms support the specification of the association relations between class 
entities and property entities. 
In the Ontology Editor, the creation of ontologies can be carried out either from 
scratch or from existing ontologies. The latter facility is realized by being able to 
read ontologies represented in textual documents located in local as well as in remote 
web servers. As shown in figure 7.1, the Ontology Editor relies on a set of server- 
side components to access and update ontologies. Specifically, an OCML Reader and 
an RDF Schema Reader are provided to read ontologies from the specified 
documents. At the same time, an OCML Writer and an RDF Schema Writer are 
provided to update ontologies. 
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Figure 7.2 A screenshot of the Ontology Editor. The left pane visualizes the hierarchy structure of 
domain entities and allows the selection of the working concept. The right pane supports the 
specification of the specified working concept. In this screenshot, the working concept selected in 
the left pane is a class entity. The right pane thus presents a class definition form which allows the 
specification of this class. The form also supports the association of existing properties with the 
class in question. 
7.1.2 The Site Designer 
As mentioned earlier, the tool Site Designer supports the design tasks of specifying 
site structures. composing web pages, and defining visual appearances. It comprises 
a Site Structure Designer, a Pci, ge Content Designer, a Presentation Designer, and a 
Layout Designer. Figure 7.3 shows a screenshot of the Site Designer and illustrates 
its major components. 
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Presentation design pane 
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Figure 7.3 A screenshot of the Site Designer. 'I he left pane is the site structure designer pane, 
which supports the creation and management of site structures and allows the selection of the 
working page node. The middle pane is the page compositional structure pane, which visualizes 
and manages the compositional structure of the specified page node. The pane also provides a 
preview facility and an implementation code viewing facility for page nodes. The right pane 
comprises three tools: a declarative content pane, which allows the editing of the declarative 
content of the selected user interface element, a presentation pane, which supports the specification 
of presentation styles for site view elements, and a layout pane. which allows the specification of 
the organization of the selected user interface elements. 
The Site Structure Designer 
The Site Structure Designer supports the design of site structures. As illustrated in 
figure 7.3, the Site Structure Designer relies on the site structure designer pane to 
achieve its task. Site structures are visualized in a graphic layout: each web page is 
represented as a node: and each link is visualized as a line with a particular direction. 
The Site Structure Designer supports the management of page nodes and their link 
relations. Furthermore, it allows the selection of the working page node from the site 
structure. 
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Figure 7.4 Screenshots of the declarative content panes for static output elements and dynamic 
output elements. Part (a) shows the declarative content pane for static output elements, through 
which web developers can specify the type and the content of the information which needs to be 
presented. Part (b) shows the content pane for dynamic output elements. Developers can specify 
the source of dynamic data content as well as information type. 
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Figure 7.5 Screenshots of the declarative content panes for data components and knowledge 
acquisition components. Part (a) shows the content pane for data components. Part (b) shows the 
content pane for knowledge acquisition components. Web developers can choose slots whose 
values will be presented in the data component or whose value can be gathered from end users 
in the knowledge acquisition form for the associated class. 
The Page Content Designer 
The Page Content Designer allows the specification of detailed content for site view 
elements. As shown in the middle pane and the right pane of figure 7.3, the Page 
Content Designer relies on i) the page compositional structure pane to visualize and 
manage the compositional structures of web pages and ii) the declarative content 
pane to support the editing of the declarative content of each site view element 
contained in a page node. A number of clcclarative content panes are provided to 
allow the specification of different site view elements according to the constructs 
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defined in the site view ontology. Figure 7.4 and figure 7.5 show some examples: 
figure 7.4 shows the declarative content panes for output elements and dynamic 
output elements; and figure 7.5 shows the declarative content pane for data 
components and knowledge acquisition components. As shown in figure 7.5, web 
developers can choose slots whose values will be presented in the data component or 
whose value can be gathered from end users in the knowledge acquisition form. 
The Presentation Designer 
The Presentation Designer supports the specification of presentation styles for site 
view elements. As shown in figure 7.6, it relies on the site structure designer pane to 
choose the working page node, the page compositional structure pane to select the 
working site view element. The major component is the right pane, which allows the 
definition of templates and the association of templates to site view elements. It 
comprises a template list pane which allows the selection of a template from 
available one, a template definition pane which allows the browsing and 
specification of templates, and a template saving pane which allows the saving of 
templates. 
As different types of templates have different features, the template specification 
pane varies accordingly. The right pane of figure 7.6 shows the specification pane for 
generic presentation styles. Figure 7.7 shows another two template specification 
panes, which are dedicated for the specification of presentation styles for site view 
elements with particular presentation requirements. Specifically, part (a) shows the 
specification pane for output elements which can be rendered using widgets. Part (b) 
shows the specification pane for data components which present dynamic data 
content retrieved from the underlying database for the specified class. 
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h :A . rrccnshot of the Presentation Designer. It relies on the site structure designer pane 
to choose the working page node, the page compositional structure pane to select the working 
site view element. The major component is the right pane, which supports the specification of 
presentation styles. In this screenshot, the right pane shows the template specification pane for 
generic presentation styles. 
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Figure 7.7 The screenshots of the template specification panes for output elements and data 
components. Part (a) shows the specification pane for output elements. It allows the 
specification of a widget type for rendering an output element. Part (b) shows the specification 
pane for data components. which allows the specification of how to present dynamic data 
content. 
1 he Layout Designer 
The Layout Designer facilitates the specification of layouts for site view elements 
contained in web pages. Figure 7.8 shows a screenshot of the Layout Designer. Like 
the Prrsentation Designer. the Layout Designer relies on the site structure designer 
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pane to choose the working page node, the page compositional structure pane to 
select the working site view element. The major component is the right pane, which 
provides a layout specification pane for the definition of layouts for site view 
elements. As described in chapter 5, there are two layout constructs defined in the 
presentation ontology, specifying layout for atomic site view elements and composite 
site view elements respectively. Hence, the layout specification pane varies 
according to the features of the specified site view element. 
Figure 7.8 A screenshot of the Layout Designer. It relies on the site structure designer pane to 
choose the working page node, the page compositional structure pane to select the working site 
view element. The major component is the right pane, which allows the specification of layouts 
for the specified site view element. In this screenshot, the right pane shows the layout 
specification pane for a composite site view element, which allows web developers to position 
the sub elements contained in the working site view element into five sub-areas (i. e., top, left, 
middle, right, and bottom) and supports the specification of layout for each sub-area, e. g., width, 
height, and layout direction. In the case of specifying height or width as -1, which means no 
specific value is needed and a default value will apply in rendering. 
The layout specification pane shown in figure 7.8 is for composite site view 
elements. According to the definition of the construct ComponentLuvout specified in 
the presentation ontology, this layout specification pane provides five sub-panes 
which correspond to the five sub-areas of the construct and allow developers to 
positiv the sub-components contained in the working composite site view clement 
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into appropriate sub-areas. For each sub area, the layout specification pane supports 
the further specification of layout, e. g., area size in terms of width and height and the 
direction of arranging the contained elements in terms of horizontal direction or 
vertical direction. In the case of using the number -1 as width or height, no specific 
value is specified; the system relies on the web browser to render the size. Regarding 
atomic site view elements, the presentation ontology relies on the construct 
TextLavout to specify its layout in terms of alignment. Figure 7.9 shows the layout 
specification pane for atomic site view elements. 
Text t awut Option - 
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Figure 7.9 A screenshot of the layout specification pane for atomic site view element which 
supports the specification of how to arrange the specified site view element in terms of 
alignment. 
7.1.3 The Site Builder 
The tool Site Builder compiles the declarative specification of a web site into an 
implementation which can be accessed by end users. As described in chapter 4, the 
Site Builder employs a set of JSP code templates to render web site specifications. 
Figure 7.10 shows the compiling process which comprises three major steps: i) 
associating presentation specifications to site view elements, ii) applying design 
critiquing rules to validate both site view and presentation specifications, and iii) 
generating JSP code for each page node contained in the site structure according to 
site specifications and the pre-defined JSP code templates. Please refer to chapter 5 
for the detailed description about the mechanism of generating implementation code 
from site ontologies. 
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Figure 7.10 The process of compiling site specifications into implementations in the 
tool Site Builder 
Now we look at the web site design critiquing facility. This is possible only when the 
design of the target web site is represented declaratively and can be reasoned upon. 
Critiquing rules thus can be applied to reason upon the site model to produce 
correction suggestions and recommendations for weh site designers to improve their 
design. At the moment, a set of simple critiquing rules are embedded within the Site 
Builder. which check broken links, isolated web pages, and un-appropriate 
presentation instructions (e. g., illegible fonts). In future, further facilities will he 
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explored to allow web developers to define their own critiquing rules, thus offering 
customized critiquing services for web developers. 
7.1.4 The Site Mapper 
The tool Site Mapper provides two facilities. One facility is the semi-automatic site 
re-engineering, which maintains the conceptual relations between the site view 
components and the underlying domain ontology. As will be illustrated in section 
7.3, the Site Mapper modifies the site view specifications according to the changes 
which have taken place in the underlying domain ontology, without losing the 
information specified by web site developers during the design process. Specifically, 
the tool adds new components associated with newly added domain entities, removes 
components associated with the domain entities which have been removed in the 
domain ontology, or doing both when domain entities have been modified. Other 
components remain unchanged. 
The second facility that the tool Site Mapper provides is the automatic site 
specification generation, which produces a default site specification by instantiating 
the site view ontology using the domain ontology. As will be described in section 
7.4, the automatic generation process starts from scanning the hierarchy structure of 
the domain ontology and produces a default site structure for the target web site. It 
then maps each class to a set of page nodes which include a page for data 
presentation, a page for data acquisition, and a page for data querying. 
7.1.5 The Site Customizer 
The OntoWeaver Site Customizer allows web developers and web administrators to 
carry out customization design. As discussed in chapter 6, the Site Customizer 
comprises two major components. One is the user group customization pane, which 
supports the creation and management of user groups and user group specific site 
models. The other is the rule-based customization pane, which facilitates the 
specification of customization rules. These components will be illustrated later in 
section 7.2. 
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7.1.6 The OntoWeaver server and server-side components 
As mentioned earlier, the server-side components of the OntoWeaver tool suite 
provide services for accessing and manipulating ontologies stored in the hack-end 
knowledge warehouse. These services are implemented as web services, which can 
be invoked locally as well as remotely. Front-end tools rely on these services to 
access and manipulate the specified ontology. For example, the Ontology Editor 
relies on the services provided by ontology readers and writers to access and 
manipulate the back-end domain ontologies. Likewise, the Site Designer relies on a 
set of specification readers and writers to access and manipulate the site view 
specifications. 
The services have a unique accessing interface, which is using a service Manie to 
identify the name of the service component in question and a parameter object to 
describe the parameters needed for the service. They are invoked by means of the 
OntoWeaver server with the specification of the intended service name and a valid 
parameter object. Figure 7.11 illustrates a service example, which gets the site view 
model from the specified URL of a site view specification document represented in 
RDF. The result of this service is a Java object, which represents the model of the 
site view specifications. The OntoWeaver applications can get a site view model 
from a remote RDF document by calling this service. 
_ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
serviceName: getSiteViewModelFromRDF 
parameter: the URL of a site view specification document (in RDF) 
result: a site view model 
................... .......................... ............ ....................... ........................ .......................................................................... ............................................... ........: 
Figure 7.11 The service interface for getting a site view model from the URL of a site view 
specification document represented in RDF. 
The architecture makes the infrastructure of the tool suite flexible. The server-side 
services are re-usable, and thus provide support for more than one application. 
Furthermore, it makes possible for the OntoWeaver visual tools the Ontology 
Editor, the Site Designer. and the Site Customizer) to become available online in the 
future, as it separates visualization from the management of the underlying data 
sources. 
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7.1.7 The Online Page Builder 
The Online Page Builder generates a customized web page dynamically on the fly 
when a user makes a web page request. It relies on the server-side components to 
retrieve the user group specified site model which is designed particularly for the 
user group that the user falls in. It then invokes the customization engine to generate 
a customized site model. Thereafter, the Online Page Builder calls the Site Builder to 
generate a customized web page on the fly by compiling the customized specification 
of the page node in question into web page implementations. 
7.2 An example: building the KMi web portal 
'The KMi web portal is a data-intensive web site example, which has been illustrated 
in chapter 5. The essential requirements of the web portal comprise: i) presenting 
information about the Knowledge Media Institute, such as research projects, events, 
publications, and people, and ii) presenting customized views to end users according 
to their user groups and profiles. A typical process of building a data-intensive web 
site in OntoWeaver involves the following steps: 
" Requirements collection and analysis identify the objectives of the target web sites, 
data characteristics, user categories, user requirements, and so on. 
" Domain ontology design develops a data model to abstract the problem domain. 
" Site structure design defines the site structure for the target web site. 
" Page content design produces detailed content for each page node defined in the 
site structure. 
" Presentation design specifies presentation styles and layouts for site view elements 
in the site view model. 
" Customization design identifies and specifies customization requirements in terms 
of user ontology and customization rules. 
In this section, we will illustrate how the OntoWeaver tool suite can be used to 
support these design activities. 
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7.2.1 The domain ontology design 
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, domain experts are responsible for the 
design of domain ontologies. The domain expert of the KMi weh portal first analyses 
the information requirements of the problem domain and draws a hierarchy structure 
of the main concepts of the domain ontology which has been shown in chapter 5. He 
then uses the Ontology Editor to create the domain ontology. As mentioned earlier, 
there are two ways of creating ontologies in the Ontology Editor: i) creating 
ontologies from scratch, and ii) importing an existing ontology and adapting it to 
meet particular requirements involved with the problem domain. In the context of the 
KMi web portal, the domain expert chooses the latter option. Figure 7.12 shows the 
user interface that allows the import of pre-existing ontologies (in RDF Schema). 
Creating class entities and property entities 
Now suppose the domain expert is creating a class entity called Sojttivare, which 
abstracts the software products that KMi produces. Three existing properties need to 
be associated with the class. They are title, description, and it'eh_uuldress". As the 
class Software has no super class in the domain ontology, the domain expert clicks 
the root of the class tree and presses the button "New Child" on the right pane. A 
class specification form is presented. The domain expert defines the class Software 
and associates the appropriate properties with it by means of the property list pane 
contained in the form. Figure 7.13 (a) shows the screenshot of the class specification 
form. Figure 7.13 (b) shows the dialog that allows the association of the selected 
properties with the class entity in question. The process of creating property entities 
is similar to that of the creation of class entities in the Ontology Editor. 
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Figure 7.12 The user interface that allows the importation of an online 
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Figure 7.13 The user interfaces for creating a new class entity or editing an existing one. Part (a) 
shows the class specification form. Apart from the specification of the associated class entity, this 
form also allows domain experts managing super classes and the associated properties. Part (h) 
presents the dialog that allows the management of the associated properties for the class entity in 
question. 
7.2.2 Designing a general view for the KMi web portal 
In the context of the KMi web portal, there are three categories of potential 
audiences, including i) general users who visit the web portal to get the knowledge 
of the KMi organization and its research, ii) connniunity users who are members of 
the KMi research community and can take part in community by contributing 
relevant news (e. g., news on seminars, workshops, and conferences), and iii) internal 
users who can add new facts to the web portal. In order to design appropriate site 
views for different user categories, the site designer takes two major steps to achieve 
the task: i) designing a general view of the M web portal and ii) specifying 
customization requirements. In this section, we explain the first step. The second step 
will be explained in section 7.2.4. 
Creating the site structure 
Creating site structures can be achieved by using the Site Structure Designer. During 
the site structure design process, the site designer of the KMi wcb portal first 
specifies the KMi domain ontology as the underlying data model using the provided 
menu item "Specifying the elomuin ontoiogv" contained in the menu group /i/e of the 
Site Designer. He then uses the site structure designer pane (as shown in figure 7.3) 
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to create page nodes and links. Specifically, he presses the index page button 21 
contained in the tool bar of the site structure design pane to create the index page 
node of the web portal. A page node dialog pops up, which allows the specification 
of the page node, including meta-data and links. As discussed in chapter 5, the meta- 
data define the initial purpose of the page node; the links define the navigation from 
the page node to other page nodes. 
The site designer defines the meta-data for the index page node by means of the user 
interface shown in figure 7.14(a). He then defines the link structure between the 
index page node and all other page nodes which intends to present instances of 
specific domain class entities. This is achieved by specifying conceptual links with 
domain class entities. Figure 7.14 (b) and figure 7.14 (c) show the user interfaces for 
the specification. By specifying a conceptual link, a web page which intends to 
present instances of the specified class is created. At the same time, a link is created 
which allows navigation from the page node in question, which is the index page 
node in this context, to this newly created page node. 
When all the conceptual links have been defined for the index page node, the site 
designer gets a graphic visualization of the initial site structure in the site structure 
designer pane. All page nodes that intend to present instances of specific domain 
class entities are created after the specification of conceptual links. But other page 
nodes that present static information have not been created yet, e. g., the page node 
which presents the major contacts of the KMi research institute. The static page 
nodes can be created by pressing the button LA The page node specification 
procedure remains the same as the process of the index page node discussed above. 
The link relations between the index page node and the newly created page nodes 
can be added by editing the index page node. Figure 7.15 shows a screenshot of the 
site structure of the KMi web portal. 
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IFigure 7.11 Screen shots of the user interfaces %%h ich support the sped I cation of the associated 
page node, including specifying meta-data and links. Part (a) shows the pane that allows the 
specification of meta-data. Part (b) shows the pane that allows the definition of links between 
the current page node and page nodes which either already exist or he generated from the 
specified class entity. Part (c) shows a dialog that allows the selection of a class entity. Along 
with the selection, a new page node is created, which intends to present instances of' this class 
entity and a link is created which allows navigation from the page node in question to this newly 
created page node. 
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Figure 7.15 A screenshot of the visualized site structure of the KMi web portal in the site 
structure designer pane. As shown in the figure, the site designer pane provides right-click 
menu which allows designers to remove or edit the specified page node. 
As shown in figure 7.15, in addition to the buttons which allow the creation of new 
page nodes and the graphic visualization facility for site structures, the site structure 
design pane also provides right-click menu to allow the removing and editing of page 
nodes. Thus, the site structure design pane provides comprehensive support for the 
specification of site structures. 
Organizing links into different categories 
At the site structure design stage, links are specified at a coarse grained level. As 
described in chapter 5, each page node has a default navigation component which 
holds links to other page nodes defined in the site structure design process. Figure 
7.16 shows the compositional structure of the navigation component of the index 
page node. As each page node shares the same navigation pattern, the navigation 
component is shared within page nodes. 
Now the site designer works on organizing them into six categories: Newv. s, People, 
Projects, Publications, Software, and About KMi. The strategy is to create one sub- 
component for each category within the navigation component (Milch is the original 
component that contains the links) and then to move the links from the navigation 
component to the corresponding components. Figure 7.17 illustrates the buttons 
which allow the manipulation (adding/removing) of compositional structures of site 
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view elements. To create a new component, the site designer presses the button 
and a form appears as shown in figure 7.18 (a) which allows the specification of the 
type of a site view element. There are three ways to add it site view element: i) 
creating a new one, ii) re-using an existing one, and iii) moving an existing one from 
its original parent component to the component in question. To create a new 
component, the first option should be selected. At the same time, the type of the new 
site view element should be selected as ResourceComponeiit. Thus a pane for 
defining a component pops up as shown in figure 7.18 (b). Developers can specify a 
title, conceptual links with classes, and physical links with web pages for the 
component. Using these facilities, the site designer creates one sub component for 
each link category within the navigation component. 
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Figure 7.16 The compositional structure of the navigation component created in the site 
structure design phase 
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Figure 7.17 An illustration of buttons contained in the page compositional structure pane. They 
allow the manipulation of the compositional structures of site view elements. 
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Figure 7.18 Screenshots of the user interfaces which allow the adding and creation of new 
components. Part (a) shows the option that should be selected for creating a new resource 
component. Part (c) shows the form for defining information for components. 
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Figure 7.19 A screenshot of the user interface ývhich supports moving the specified output 
element to the component in question. The moving entity type is specified as output; the 
adding option is moving an item to the current component; and the selected site entity is the 
output element which is labeled as "Seminars/pageNode". 
Now the site designer works on moving the links from the navigation component to 
the sub-components which represent their categories. As discussed above, this can be 
achieved by using the facility of adding site view elements. In particular, in the 
"adding option" pane (as shown in figure 7.18 (a)), the site designer chooses the 
option of adding an existing item, the user interface of "adding option" pane changes 
to the user interface as shown in figure 7.19. The site designer ticks the check box 
which allows him to remove the item. He then selects the link which needs to he 
moved. Thus, the site designer is able to associated links to their corresponding 
categories. Figure 7.20 (a) shows the resulting organization of the navigation 
component. Figure 7.20 (b) shows the preview of the weh pages. 
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Figure 7.20 The resulting structure of the navigation component. Part (a) shows the 
compositional structure of the navigation component after which has been re-organized. Part 
(b) shows the preview of the navigation component. Each link category has a title and contains 
a number of links. 
Modifying links 
As shown in figure 6.20(b), the texts of links are created automatically according to 
the specification of the link structure at the site structure design stage. They can be 
modified by means of the declarative content pane of output elements, which 
visualizes links. This pane appears automatically as shown in figure 6.4 (a) when 
developers choose an output element in the compositional structure pine. 
Addi, ig dynamic content to web hues 
Dynamic content is required in the KMi web portal in order to present instances of 
domain class entities in web pages. Adding such dynamic content can be achieved by 
means of adding data components. Suppose the site designer is working on adding 
dynamic content to the project web page. He selects the web page from the site 
structure graph, and presses the button 0 on the tool bar of the page compositional 
structure pane which has been illustrated in figure 7.17. A dialog then pops up, which 
contains a declarative pane (as shown in figure 7.5 (a)) to allow the definition of the 
new data component. In particular, the site designer can specify a list of slots whose 
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values are going to be displayed. After the specification process, the data component 
is created and added to the specified web page. 
After the user interfaces of the data components are created automatically according 
to the specification of the associated slots, they may need adjustments or extensions 
to meet particular requirements. For example in the data component presenting 
instances of the class Project, the default prompt messages for the slots 
project-name, description, and picture may have to be modified to make the 
information more readable. Moreover, a graphic image is required in the data 
component to separate the presentation of different instances. As described in chapter 
5, these adjustments can be easily achieved as all components are specified 
declaratively and are thus available for modification. The OntoWeaver Site Design 
supports this task. For example, unnecessary output elements can be removed by 
using the button - for removing site view elements. New output elements can be 
added by using the facility for adding site view elements discussed above. Figure 
7.21 shows the screenshot of the project web page after the adjustments. 
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Figure 7.21 A screenshot of the project weh page 
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7.2.3 The layout design 
The layout designer takes three steps to design presentation styles and layouts: i) 
creating a set of templates which describe the presentation styles for weh pages and 
their components, ii) attaching templates to site view elements, and iii) specifying 
organizations for site view elements. 
Specifying presentation styles 
As described in chapter 5, OntoWeaver distinguishes three kinds of presentation 
templates: Presentation Template, which abstracts visual appearances of weh pages, 
resource components, and output elements, WidgetPresentcrtionTempplate, which 
models visual appearances for user interface elements that are involved with widgets, 
and DataConipoileritPresentationTemplate, which describes presentation styles for 
components that publish dynamic data content. In the context of the KMi weh portal, 
the layout designer defines a set of presentation templates for site view elements. 
Table 7.1 lists some examples: 
Table 7.1 The template examples of the K; 'vti Weh Portal 
Presentation Template Name Template Feature Target Site View Elements 
Vschla_eIemplltc Rack; _rnunil image- All vs eh lace, KNli background 
-, if 
LinkltemTemplate " Font colour: black All links in the weh portal 
" Font family: Aria) 
" Font süc: 9 
HeadLineTemplate " Font colour: black Output elements for presenting headlines 
" Font family: Arial of web pages Font sue: 24 
" Font style BOl. l). ITALIC 
Norma lDynamicBlackTextTempIate " Font color black Dynamic output elements 
" Font Family: Ari:. l 
" Font site: 10 
" Widget tv e: none 
DataTemplate " The number of data records displayed Data components that publish dynamic 
per page: 10 data content in more than one column and 
" The number of c rlumns: ? more than one page 
As already shown earlier in figure 7.6, the OntoWeaver Presentation Designer allows 
the definition of templates and the attachment of templates with site view elements. 
The left pane allows the selection of the working site view element. The right pane 
facilitates the specification of presentation styles. 
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Figure 7.22 A screenshots of the project web page after the specification of presentation styles 
i ; ý, 
Imagine the layout designer is now working on creating a presentation template for 
output elements. He selects one of the output elements that the template works on, 
defines the template in the template definition pane, and saves the specification. 
Thereafter, this template is ready for other output elements. Attaching a template 
with a site view element can be easily achieved by clicking on the site view element 
in the left pane of the Presentation Designer and selecting the template from the list 
of available ones contained in the right pane. In this way, the layout designer 
achieves the tasks of defining presentation styles for the web portal. Figure 7.22 
shows the screenshot of the new version of the project web page. 
Specifying layouts 
Now the layout designer focuses on re-organizing the layout of web pages. This is 
supported by the tool Layout Designer. As described earlier in section 7.1 ?, the left 
pane of the Layout Designer allows the selection of the working site view element. 
The right pane allows the specification of a layout for the working site view element. 
Imagine the layout designer is working on re-organizing the Project data componrnrt 
which presents the instances of the class Project. As described in chapter 5. the 
OntoWeaver presentation ontology divides in area of a composite site vicvý 
component into five sub-areas and thus can position its sub elements into different 
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areas according to requirements. The layout of each sub-area can he specified. 
Furthermore, the layout of each sub-element can be further specified in the same 
way. Hence, complex layouts can be specified for web pages. The tool Layout 
Designer supports this specification method. 
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Figure 7.23 A layout of the project data component 
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24 A screenshot of the project page after the layout design 
As shown in figure 7.22, the default layout of this component is to present all suh- 
components in one area in a vertical sequence. The layout designer designs a tic %% 
layout, which is illustrated in figure 7.23. To specify this layout, the layout designer 
moves the component that presents content of the slot project-na ne to the top area 
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by pressing the adding button of the top area and chooses the component. In this way 
he moves the component picture to the left area and the components 
project-member, contact_in/ormation, web address, and the picture of separation 
bulletin to the bottom area. Thereafter, he adjusts the sequence of the site view 
elements positioned in the bottom area according to the requirements and specifies 
size for each sub area. Next, the layout design specifies a layout for its suh- 
components. Finally, the complex layout specification is done. Figure 7.24 shows the 
screenshot of the project page after the layout has been specified. 
As the layout is specified at the conceptual level and represented declaratively, 
developers can easily maintain it without having to do low-level reconstruction. For 
example, we can easily re-arrange the layout of the project data component by 
placing sub-elements into different areas. Figure 7.25 illustrates how to position sub 
elements into five sub-areas of a component to form another layout for the project 
data component. 
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five sub-areas to form another layout. 
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7.2.4 User group specific customization design 
As clarified in chapter 6, OntoWeaver supports user group specific customization 
design by allowing the creation of different site views for different user groups and 
user individual specific customization design by allowing the specification of 
customization rules which define when and how to perform customization. In this 
section, we focus on the user group specific customization design for the KMi weh 
portal. The user individual specific customization design will he explained in the 
following section. 
As mentioned earlier, there are three groups of potential users in the KMi weh portal. 
They are general users, community users, and internal users. The general view of the 
web portal which targets the first user category has been specified through the steps 
discussed above. Views for the other user groups can be created upon the basis of the 
general site model. Table 7.2 shows the requirements foc deriving particular views 
for the other two user groups. 
Table 7.2 The requirements of deriving customized views of the KMi web portal for community users and 
internal users 
User Group Customization 
Comnwnity u crs " 
Adding a %s eh page, which allows the submission of-news 
" Adding a link to the news web pages 
Internal users " 
Adding a set of weh pages. which allow the creation of new (acts, cg Projects and 
Publications 
" Adding relevant links into the relevant weh pages to allow the navigation to the newly 
created web pages. 
Customization design is supported by the tool Site Customi: er which as mentioned 
earlier comprises two major components: the user group specific customization 
design pane and the rule-based customization design pane. As shown in figure 7 . 
26, 
the user group customization pane comprises three major components: i) u user 
management pane (located in the left side), which supports the management of user 
groups and individual users, ii) u site model assignment pane (located in top Of the 
right side), which allows the specification of site models fur the user group in 
question, and iii) a site designer pane (located in the bottom of the right side), which 
allows the browsing and editing of the specified site models. Now we illustrate how 
to create user group and user group specific site views. 
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Creating user groups and specifying site models 
To create the user group community users, the site designer chooses the root of the 
user group tree shown in the left pane in figure 7.26 and clicks the button -i. A form 
then pops up as shown in figure 7.27 (a), which allows the definition of the new user 
group. In particular, this form allows the specification of the user group specified site 
view model and presentation model. Figure 7.27 (h) shows the dialog that allows 
developers making use of the pre-defined site specifications to specify site models 
for the user group in question. The site designer uses the general site view model, 
which is stored in the file kmiportal. rdf, as the starting point of the group specified 
site view model, and saves it in another file. In this way, the group specified site 
view model is based on the general view model and the modification on the model 
will not affect the original site view model. 
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Figure 7.26 A screenshot of the user group customization pane which comprises three major 
components: i) a user maiia, Senie, it pane (located in the left side) supports the management of 
user groups and individual users, ii) a site model assignment pane (located in top of the right 
side) allows the specification of site models for the user group in question, and iii) a site 
designer pane (located in the bottom of the right side) facilitates the browsing and editing of the 
cnerified cite mndelc 
As described in chapter 6, OntoWeaver employs a class called (L crGrnup to 
describe user groups. Along with the creation of new user groups, instances of the 
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class UserGroup are created and stored in a domain specific Jess facts document, 
which is used to store user group information and user profiles. The user group 
information will be loaded into the customization engine to allow the retrieving of 
the user group specific site view model and site presentation models for end users. 
Customizing site views fi)r user groups 
Now the site designer works on adapting the specified site views towards the group 
of cointnunity users: i) creating new web pages allowing the submission of news 
stories; and ii) adding links in other web pages, which allow the navigation to these 
web pages. These tasks can be achieved by means of the site designer pane which is 
located on the bottom of the right pane in figure 7.26. As this site designer pane is 
the same with the design pane contained in the OntoWeaver Site Designer, the 
process of editing user group specified site models correspond to the process of 
editing site models. 
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27 Screenshots of the user interfaces which support the creation of user groups and the 
specification of site models for the user group in question. Part (a) shows the form that allow for 
the definition of a user group. Part (b) shows the dialog that allows the specification of a site 
view model for the user group in question. 
As explained in chapter 6. user group specific customization is realized by i) the 
OntoWeaver customization engine which finds the corresponding site models for the 
user in question (who has logged in the target web site) and applies the specified 
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customization rules (if there are any) to get customized models and ii) the Online 
Page Builder which generates customized web page for the end user. 
Figure 7.28 shows the customized seminar web page for Comniunity Users, who can 
submit the news of seminars to the web portal. A link has been added to the weh 
page. Moreover, a new web page (as shown in figure 7.29) is created to allow the 
submission of Seminar news. These web pages are generated on the fly at run-time 
by the Onto Weaver online page builder. 
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Figure 7.28 A screenshot of the customized Seminar web page for ccunniunrty users. A new link 
has been added to the web page, which allows the submission of new seminars. 
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29 A screenshot of the web page which is generated allýýýý in ýummunity users toi 
submit new Seminar facts to the KMi web portal 
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7.2.5 User individual specific customization design 
As described in chapter 6, user individual specific customization is based upon the 
specification of customization rules which defines when and how to perform 
customization. Such customization design in OntoWeaver involves i) building an 
appropriate user ontology which abstracts user information in a way that can reflect 
the individual requirements of users and ii) specifying customization rules. In the 
context of the KMi web portal, web pages should be personalized according to 
interest, preferences, and access devices of individual users. For example, web pages 
that present News stories should be tailored according to the interest of end users; the 
content of web pages should be personalized according to the screen size of devices 
that end users employ; and finally the visual appearance of web pages should be 
individualized according to the feature of user devices and user preferences. To this 
purpose, the site designer extends the OntoWeaver basic user ontology by adding a 
number of properties to the class User. For example, a property interestedNewsTopic 
is added to describe the topics that a user is interested in. 
Customization rules can be specified by means of the customization rule design pane 
which is another major component of the design-time tool Site Customizer. As shown 
in figure 7.30, the customization rule design pane comprises i) a rule management 
pane which supports the management of customization rules, ii) a customization 
condition pane which allows the specification of customization conditions, and iii) a 
customization action design pane which supports the definition of customization 
actions. 
Imagine the site designer of the KMi web portal is creating the customization rule 
which adapts the content of the output element presenting the introduction of the 
index page. He clicks on the button of creating a new customization rule. The right 
pane presents two empty forms to allow the definition of the customization condition 
part and the customization action part of the new customization rule. In the 
customization condition form, he defines two conditions which are connected to 
compose a complex condition by means of the logic operator "AND". In the 
customization action pane, he defines one customization action, which modifies the 
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value of the output element presenting the introduction of' the index page as "This is 
created by OntoWeaver". Please note that more than one action can he defined in the 
customization action part. 
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Figure 7.30 A screenshot of the customization rule design pane. The pane comprises i) a rule 
management pane which supports the management of customization rules, ii) a custuniiZatiurr 
condition pane which allows the specification of customization conditions, and iii) a 
customization action design pane which supports the definition of customization actions. 
7.3 Web site maintenance 
Site maintenance is a key task in the life cycle of a weh site. OntoWeaver supports 
this task in two ways. Firstly, the tool Site Designer allows the site views and 
presentations to be modified manually. In particular, the harrier to access and 
maintaining these specifications is very low, as the entire presentation layer and the 
site view layer are declaratively represented and can be modified with no need for 
programming. Secondly, the tool Site Mapper supports semi-automatic web site re- 
engineering after the domain ontology has been changed without loss of the 
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information made by developers during the site editing process, thus maintaining the 
conceptual links between site view models and the underlying domain ontology. 
Here we consider a number of scenarios, where the underlying domain ontology has 
been changed after the web site has been specified and generated, to explain the 
OntoWeaver approach to re-engineering the target web site. 
" Adding a new class to the domain ontology. The re-engineering process will create 
a set of new web pages to allow the presentation, acquisition, and querying of this 
newly created class. Moreover, a new link will be added to the index page to allow 
the navigation to the data presentation page, which contains further links to the data 
acquisition page and the data querying page. 
" Reproving a class from the domain ontology. This requires the removing of the site 
view elements, which are dedicated to allow the access and manipulation of the 
instances of the specified class. Moreover, the relevant web pages and links are 
required to be removed from the site view model. 
" Adding a new property to an existing class. This affects the web pages that are 
relevant to the specified class. New output elements are required in the data 
presentation element to present the dynamic value of the new property; new Input 
elements are need in the data acquisition element to allow the acquisition of 
information about the new property. 
" Removing a property from a class. Like the scenario described above, this affects 
the web pages that are relevant to the specified class. The corresponding dynamic 
output element and its explanation element should he removed from the data 
presentation element. Likewise, the input element of the specified property should 
he removed from the knowledge acquisition element. 
" Changing the definition of properties. This is the composition of adding a new 
property and removing the old one. Thus, it can be dealt by using the methods 
described above. 
In the KMi web portal, the domain expert changes the domain ontology by creating, a 
new property project_leader and associating it with the class Project. This 
modification information is tracked in the Ontology Editor, which invokes the Site 
Mapper to maintain the conceptual relations between the domain ontology and the 
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corresponding site view specifications and invokes the Site Builder to re-`generate the 
target web site subsequently. Figure 7.31 shows the serecnshot of the project weh 
page (which presents the instances of the class Project) alter the re-engineering. A 
new component has been created for presenting values of the newly added slot. 
Moreover, the re-engineering does not lose any information designed by developers. 
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Figure 7.31 A screenshot of the project web page after web site re-engineering when a new slot 
called project-leader has been created for the class Project. 
7.4 Automatic generation of web site specifications 
The site view design process can he a completely manual process, in which weh 
developers craft site views manually at the conceptual level according to particular 
requirements as described above, or an automatic or semi-automatic process, in 
which default site specifications can he produced by using the domain ontology to 
automatically instantiate the site view ontology, as the domain ontology and the site 
view ontology are both explicitly defined and each entity defined in the domain 
ontology is available for use from outside. Site implementations can then he 
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generated from the default site specifications (i. e. automatic site design) or from the 
manually tuned site specifications (i. e. semi-automatic site design). 
The automatic generation of web site specifications starts from mapping the 
hierarchy structure of the domain ontology to a default site structure and navigation 
structure for the target web site. Each class, which needs to he instantiated at run 
time, is mapped to a set of page nodes. These page nodes include a page node for 
data presentation, a page node for data acquisition, and it page node for data 
querying. Figure 7.32 shows the default site structure which is automatically 
generated from the domain ontology of the KMi weh portal. 
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Figure 7.32 A screenshot of the default site structure which is automatically generated from the 
domain ontology of the KMi web portal 
The process of generating a web page for data presentation involves generating a 
data component form the specified class entity. It scans the slots of the specified 
class and maps each slot to a static output element which presents an explanation 
about the value of the slot, and a dynamic output element which presents the 
dynamic value of the slot. Figure 7.33 shows a screenshot of an example well page, 
which is generated from the class KMi_member. The left component is the 
navigation structure generated from the class hierarchy structure of the domain 
ontology. The right component is the default data component generated from the 
definition of the class. 
The processes of creating a knowledge-acquisition . geh page node and a data 
querying page node are similar to that of generating a data presentation page. Each 
slot of the specified class is mapped to an input element to allow users to provide 
information, and an output element to present an explanation about the input 
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element. The command elements contained in these page nodes are associated with 
built-in tasks which are NEW-DATA-ENTRY in knowledge acquisition page nodes 
and DATA-QUERYING in data querying page nodes. 
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Figure 7.33 The screenshot of a web page which is automatically gxneratrd from the : lay, 
KMi_mentber for data presentation. 
7.5 A comparison 
In chapter 5 and chapter 6, we have already related our work with conceptual Weh 
modelling approaches with respect to support for the specification of all aspects of 
data-intensive web sites, including navigation structures, user interfaces, presentation 
styles and layouts, and customization. In this section, WC further compare 
OntoWeaver to current conceptual web modelling approaches with respect to support 
for the activities involved in the design and development of data-intensive web sites, 
including web site specification, maintenance, and customization. In l)a rticular, We 
compare OntoWeaver to the most recent approaches (includingg UWE, Weh11L, 
OntoWebber, HERA, and WUML) which are closer to OntoWeaver than the earlier 
approaches. Table 7.3 illustrate the comparison. 
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Table 7.3 A comparison between OntoWeaver and its closest approaches to weh site specification, customüation 
design, site design critiquing, and web site maintenance. We used three categories to classify support, including i) 
full support ( ), ii) partial support ( ), and iii) no support at all ( 
'tools UWWE WU\tl. IIFRA Web Onto- Onto- 
Nil, 
Dimension Webber Seas er 
Web site Site view Navigation structure 
specifica- 
tion Typical Data vý" 
user presentation 
interfaces 
Data 
acquisition 
Data 
querying 
User interface 
composition 
Presenta- Presentation styles 
tion 
Layout 
Customization design Composition level 
Derivation level 
Web site maintenance Re-engineering site 
specifications 
Maintaining Conceptual 
relations between a site 
specification and the 
underlying domain 
model 
Site design critiquing 
7.5.1 Support for the specification of web sites 
As described in chapter 5, OntoWeaver provides comprehensive Support t, or the 
specification of all aspects of data-intensive web sites, including navigation 
structures, user interfaces, presentation styles, and layouts, due to the explicit set of 
site ontologies. Thus, OntoWeaver overcomes the open issues associated with 
current approach, including i) limited support for the creation of complex site views 
and ii) limited support for the specification of presentation instructions. 
Support for the specification of'site views 
As described in chapter 5, a site view of data-intensive weh site comprises navigation 
structures which allow navigation from one page to another, and user interfaces 
which allow users to access information presented in weh sites. The support for the 
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specification of site views thus comprises the support for the specification of 
navigation structures and the support for the specification of user interfaces. 
As shown in table 7.3, the comparison on support for the specification of site views 
is carried out from three major dimensions, including the support for navigation 
structures, the support for typical user interfaces, and the support for user interface 
composition. All the approaches mentioned shown in table 7.3 except WUML 
(which dedicates to customization design) provide comprehensive support for the 
specification of navigation structures. 
Typical user interfaces of data-intensive web sites allow end users to access (general 
users) and manipulate (advanced users) domain data stored in the underlying 
database. Like OntoWeaver, WebML provides comprehensive support for the 
specification of all typical user interfaces. OntoWebber and Hera only support some 
typical user interfaces: OntoWebber does not support the specification of user 
interfaces for data acquisition; and Hera also lacks the support for user interfaces 
which allow data querying. 
User interface composition allows the specification of complex user interfaces using 
the provided constructs. This has not been addressed in most approaches, including 
HERA, WebML, and OntoWebber, due to the lack of fine-grained modelling 
support. UWE is an approach, which addresses the issue. It provides a set of 
primitive user interface elements, which present texts, images, videos, and audios. At 
the same time, UWE provides a set of composite user interface elements, which 
include frameset, frame, and window. However, UWE does not provide formal meta- 
model to support the specification of these constructs. Hence, it can only provide 
methodological guidance. OntoWeaver on the other hand provides comprehensive 
support by means of i) providing atomic user interface constructs, ii) allowing the 
assembling of atomic user interface elements as composite ones, and iii) providing 
explicit meta-models to support the specification. 
Support for the specification of presentation styles and layouts 
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Most approaches do not take presentation styles and layouts into consideration. As a 
result, web developers need to rely on ad hoc approaches to realize the specification. 
OntoWebber is a partial exception, which provides constructs to describe 
presentation styles and a set of primitives to describe certain types of layouts. As 
described in chapter 2, the layout primitives can not support the specification of 
complex layouts. OntoWeaver provides comprehensive support for the specification 
of both presentation styles and layouts by means of its presentation ontology. 
7.5.2 Support for customization design 
As described in chapter 2, two solutions have been developed in current approaches 
to support the specialization of a general purpose of web site towards the profiles of 
user groups or individuals. They are the composition-level customization, which 
allows the construction of different site views at design time, and derivation-level 
customization, which allows the derivation of different site views at run time. Thus, 
we compare the support for customization design from these two levels. 
Like OntoWeaver, most approaches support composition-level customization by 
allowing the creation of different site views for different user groups. HERA and 
WUML are exceptions which dedicated themselves to derivation-level customization 
support 
Deri vation-level customization is supported by all the approaches mentioned above. 
WebML and HERA rely on the annotation of web site specifications to realize 
customization. UWE and WUML rely on customization rules to specify 
customization requirements and derive customized site views. Although these 
approaches can provide comprehensive customization support, there are a number of 
limitations. Firstly, the scope of customization is limited, as not all aspects are 
specified declaratively and available for customization. Secondly, there is no support 
available for the specification of customization requirements. For example, no 
modelling support is available for the specification of annotation and the association 
of annotation with web site specifications in WebML and HERA and for the 
specification of rules in UWE and WUML. Finally, annotation-based approaches 
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(including WebML, HERA, and WUML) force web developers to anticipate what 
can be customized at the phase of site view design, which makes web modeling 
approaches not flexible. 
OntoWeaver provides comprehensive customization support at design as well as run 
time. First, as all user interface elements and their presentation instructions are 
represented declaratively, the entire site model is available to customization. Second, 
as described in chapter 6, OntoWeaver relies on its customization framework to 
separate the specification of customization from other aspects of the target web site 
and provides specific support for the specification of customization requirements. 
7.5.3 Support for site design critiquing 
As described earlier, a set of built-in critiquing rules have been used in the 
OntoWeaver tool suite, which checks and presents basic errors of web site design, 
such as broken links and isolated web pages. Although this functionality is relatively 
simple at the moment, complex rules can be applied to provide more comprehensive 
critiquing services for web site design. Such facility is also supported in OntoWebber 
which makes use of a set of validation constraints to check the integrity of site 
specifications. 
7.5.4 Support for web site maintenance 
Site maintenance is a key task in the life cycle of a web site. Most approaches 
address this issue by allowing the modification of site specifications and the re- 
generation of web sites. This however can easily result in losing information which is 
not specified declaratively during web site design. As a consequence, without 
comprehensive meta-models, conceptual web modelling approaches can not provide 
appropriate support for web site maintenance. OntoWeaver addresses this issue by its 
comprehensive set of site ontologies. 
As described earlier, the OntoWeaver tool suite also supports the maintenance of 
conceptual links between site specifications and the underlying domain data model, 
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thus making the target web site easier to maintain. Other tools on the other hand do 
not provide such facility. Hence, web sites constructed by these tools are brittle and 
hard to maintain. 
7.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have illustrated the facilities of the OntoWeaver tool suite by 
building a data-intensive web site example, the KMi web portal, which has been 
described in chapter 5. The illustration is carried out by using a number of scenarios 
to demonstrate how the OntoWeaver tool suite can be used to support different 
activities involved in the design of data-intensive web sites at a level which abstracts 
from low-level implementation issues. Specifically, we have explained the facilities 
that i) allow domain experts to create and edit domain ontologies, ii) support 
information architects, site designers, and layout designers in the specification of site 
structures, organization of information, composition of user interfaces, and definition 
of presentation styles and layouts, iii) facilitate customization design, and iv) support 
web site maintenance. 
Furthermore, we have described the facilities that the OntoWeaver suite provides, 
which are powered by means of using site ontologies to represent web site 
specifications, including i) automatic site generation which produces default site 
specifications by means of using the domain ontology to instantiate the site view 
ontology, ii) semi-automatic site maintenance which supports the maintenance of 
conceptual links between site specifications and the underlying ontology, and iii) 
web site design critiquing which make use of a set of rules to assess the web site 
design result by reasoning upon the declarative site specifications and makes 
correction or improvement recommendations. 
Finally, we have presented a comparison between the OntoWeaver approach and 
other conceptual web modelling approaches with respect to support for web site 
specification, customization design, web site design critiquing, and web site 
maintenance. The comparison shows that OntoWeaver provides more comprehensive 
support on these dimensions than current web modelling approaches. 
Chapter 8: Integrating web services into data-intensive web 
sites 
In this chapter we describe our work on extending OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S 
which aims to provide high-level support for the design and development of web 
service powered data-intensive web sites. We begin by describing the research 
motivation. We then present how to move OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S and how 
OntoWeaver-S supports the design of data-intensive web sites which allow access to 
both the underlying domain data and the specified web services. Next, we describe 
the implementation of OntoWeaver-S. Finally, we describe related work and reiterate 
the main contributions of this work. 
8.1 Motivation 
Designing web sites is a complex task. As discussed in chapter 2, a number of 
approaches have been developed to address this problem, in particular focusing on 
the design of data-intensive web sites. However, it is still the case that the 
functionalities of the target web sites are limited to the presentation and manipulation 
of the underlying data. Access to remotely available web applications (e. g., web 
services) is typically achieved in a time-consuming and expensive way by means of 
low-level programming. This functionality is however very important for web sites 
considering the benefits in terms of information sharing and information integration, 
deriving from access to remote web applications and remote data content. 
An advantage of web services technology, compared to a generic provision of web 
applications, is that they allow access to remote content and application facilities, 
independently of specific implementations or data formats [Cabral et al., 2004] 
[Fensel & Bussler, 2002]. A number of mechanisms and platforms have been 
developed to support the specification, publication, discovery, and invocation of web 
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services [W3C, 2001] [OASIS, 2002] [W3C 2000b] [IBM, 2002] [SUN, 2003] 
[Ankolekar et al, 2002] [Fensel & Bussler, 2002] [Motta et al, 2003]. 
In this work we employ the technology of web services to address the issue of 
accessing remote web applications for data intensive web sites. We take our data- 
driven web site design framework, OntoWeaver, as a starting point and progress it to 
a service-driven web site design framework. We will call the extended architecture 
Onto Weaver-S. 
8.2 From OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S 
To bring web services to data-intensive web sites, we need to get a closer look at the 
technology of Web services and clarify the criteria required in a web site design 
framework to address the issue of integrating web services. 
8.2.1 Web services 
The key idea of the technology of web services is to use a standard protocol to allow 
applications to exchange data across the web. A web service is a software component 
which can be accessed via the internet through its exposed interface. The web service 
technology employs i) standardised registry mechanisms (e. g., in UDDI [OASIS, 
2002]) to specify the locations of a web service, ii) web service description 
languages (e. g., WSDL [W3C, 2001], DAML-S [Ankolekar et al, 2002], and the 
Task-PSM model used in IRS-II) to describe the operations which can be performed 
by a web service and express how to invoke the web service, and iii) SOAP/XML 
[W3C, 2000b] to specify how to exchange messages across the web. 
Figure 8.1 shows a usage scenario of accessing web services in a web application. 
Web service providers create their web services and publish them to a web service 
registry. Web applications as web service clients query the web service registry to 
obtain the definitions of the specified services and then invoke them according to the 
specifications. 
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Figure 8.1 A usage scenario of accessing web services in web applications. 
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8.2.2 Integrating web services into data-intensive web sites 
Figure 8 
.2 shows the extended architecture of 
data-intensive weh sites which allow 
access to remote web services. A web service layer is added, which supports the 
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integration of web services. It adds significant value to data-intensive %%eh sites, as it 
opens up possibilities with respect to broadening the capabilities of data-inten, i%e 
web sites by allowing access to remote web services as well as remote data content. 
To design such data-intensive web sites, the weh service layer should comprise tools 
to allow the specification and integration of web services. Firstly, an appropriate weh 
service platform is required, which supports the discovery and invocation of weh 
services. Secondly, the site view layer should comprise components which describe 
user interfaces to allow the access of web services and the presentation of the result 
of web services. 
Data-intensive web sites 
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A web service platform 
Web pages g, IRS-III 
(Web service client 
Passing 
Invoke Ue 
................ 
Web Service Registry 
WSDL documents describing Web Service Provider 
web services 
Figure 8.3 The architecture which explores a web service pIattürrn to facilitate the integration of 
web services with data-intensive web sites 
Figure 8.3 shows the architecture which explores a weh service platform to facilitate 
the integration of weh services with data-intensive wwch sites. To ease the integration, 
the web service platform should take care of the querying and invocation of weh 
services. Data-intensive web sites can then simply make service requests to the 
service platform and obtain the results of the execution of weh services from the 
service platform. Moreover, these processes should he made as simple as pOaihl' for 
the integration. 
In addition to an appropriate web service platform and a sere ire integration tool, the 
web site design framework should provide site v ievý constructs vv hid upport the 
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specification of user interfaces that allow access to web services. Furthermore, in 
order to allow web site developers to bring web services into the target web sites 
easily, tools should be provided to allow the specification of web services in the 
process of constructing site views at design time and to implement integration with 
web services at run time. 
8.2.3 From OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S 
As discussed in the earlier chapters, OntoWeaver employs the notion of ontology as 
the backbone to drive the design and development of data-intensive web sites. It 
provides the site view ontology and the presentation ontology to enable the 
declarative representation of data-intensive web sites. Moreover, it includes a generic 
customization framework to offer high level support for the specification of 
customization requirements at design time and to offer comprehensive customization 
support at run time. Finally, it offers a tool infrastructure to support the design and 
development of data-intensive web sites. However, like other web modelling 
approaches, OntoWeaver focuses on data presentation and does not offer high level 
support for bringing web services into web sites. 
OntoWeaver-S is an OntoWeaver extension, which supports the design of web sites 
that are powered by web services as well as the underlying domain data. In moving 
from OntoWeaver to OntoWeaver-S we have to introduce a number of changes 
according to the criteria we elaborated in the previous section: 
" Extending the site view ontology to allow the high level specification of web 
services within the site view elements of target web sites. 
" Implementing tools to support the design and development of service centred web 
sites. In particular, the Site Designer, which supports the design and development 
of data-intensive web sites in OntoWeaver, should be extended to offer support for 
the specification of web services in the target web sites. At the same time, a new 
run time tool, called Service Integrator, needs to be built for integrating weh 
services into web sites. 
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IRS-11 as the web service platform 
A number of web service platforms have been developed, which support the 
publication, discovery, and invocation of web services. Examples include the Java 
Web Services Developer Pack (JWSDP) [SUN, 2003], the IBM Web Services 
Toolkit (WSTK) [IBM, 20021, and IRS-II [Motta et al., 2003]. JWSDP and WSTK 
provide powerful programming environments to allow the creation, publication, and 
invocation of web services and the building of web applications based on web 
services. IRS-II is a platform to support the handling of semantic web services which 
are web services with semantic descriptions. 
As discussed earlier, an appropriate web service platform is required to ease the 
integration of web services with data-intensive web sites. The criteria we used to 
choose a web service platform are i) the platform should be fully implemented, ii) the 
platform should provide comprehensive support for the discovery and invocation of 
web services, and iii) it should be easy to integrate within web applications. 
Considering these criteria, we choose IRS-II as the platform to do our experiment in 
this work. IRS-II is a fully implemented infrastructure, which focuses on the 
publication, discovery, and execution of semantic web services. It hides most of the 
programming part from users (i. e. web developers) which is typically required in 
other web service platforms (e. g. JWSDP and WSTK) thus providing an easy 
interface supporting the specification and invocation of web services. 
Semantic web services augment web services with rich formal descriptions of their 
functionalities [Ankolekar et al, 2002] [Fensel & Bussler, 20021 [Motta et al, 20031. 
The following informal specification shows the semantic description of an IRS-II 
semantic web service, which answers requests for flights in accordance with the 
given user requirements. 
Task Ontology: flight-service 
Task Name: find-flights 
Input Roles: from-place (type: city) 
to-place (type: city) 
depart-time (type: time-point) 
arrival-time (type: time-point) 
budget (type: amount-of-money) 
Output Roles: flights (type: Flight) 
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To invoke this semantic web service, a user simply asks for the task to be achieved in 
terms of the task name find flights and the task ontology name lliglºt-. service. the 
IRS-II broker then selects an appropriate problem solving method (PSM) to locate 
and invoke the corresponding web set-vice - see [Motta et al., 20031 for a detailed 
description of IRS-II. In particular, the input roles carry parameters for executing the 
corresponding web service; the output roles store the service results. Ilowever, IRS- 
II currently only allows one output role. The data type of the output role ran be either 
a primitive type (e. g., string and integer) or a non-primitive: one (e. o., domain 
classes). When the data type of the output role is not primitive, IRS-11 uses V%11. to 
represent the service results. For example, IRS-Il uses XML to represent the results 
of the web service find-flights, which are instances of the class Flight. This class has 
been defined in the domain ontology of the semantic web service. 
Figure 8.4 shows the process of accessing remote weh services in an OntoWeaver-S 
generated data-intensive web site. OntoWeaver-S provides it run-time tool Called 
Service Integrator to integrate IRS-II with data-intensive weh sites. Specifically, the 
Service Integrator collects information from an OntoWeaver-S generated weh site. 
then calls the IRS-II server (by means of the IRS-Il APIs) to invoke the specified 
web service, gets the results from IRS-II, and finally passes the results hack to the 
web site. This process is completely transparent and web developers only' need 
concern themselves with the functionalities of they interest to achieve. 
An OntoWeaver-S ---- 
Onto 
Inters-S 
Generated Service Integrator IRS-II Server Web Bernces 
Data-Intensive Web Site 
Figure 8.4 The process of accessing weh services in an OntoWe: ner-S generated Nkch sirr 
Web site design process in OntoWearer-S 
The web site design process in OntoWeaver-S comprises the fol lo%ý ing slepS 
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" Requirements collection and analysis identify the objectives of the target web sites, 
data characteristics, user categories, user requirements, and so on. 
" Domain ontology design develops a data model to abstract the problem domain. 
" Web service collection identifies and gathers the web services that are needed in the 
target web site. 
" Site structure design defines the site structure for the target web site. 
" Page content design produces detailed content for each page node defined in the 
site structure. In particular, the user interfaces for accessing web services are 
specified at this stage. 
" Presentation design specifies presentation styles and layouts for site view elements 
in the site view model. 
" Customization design identifies and specifies customization requirements in terms 
of user ontology and customization rules. 
Comparing to OntoWeaver, OntoWeaver-S adds a web service collection and 
specification step to the design process. Furthermore, as will be described in the 
following section, the design of user interfaces for web pages in OntoWeaver-S 
involves not only data presentation, data acquisition, and data querying but also user 
interfaces for web service access. 
8.3 Modelling user interfaces for accessing web services 
To allow the specification of web services in the site views of data-intensive web 
sites, we have to extend the site view ontology in OntoWeaver-S. Within the 
extended site view constructs, remote web services are described in terms of tusks, 
input roles, and output roles, consistently with the semantic representation approach 
employed in IRS-II. 
8.3.1 Information provision 
Information provision is realized through knowledge acquisition forms which allow 
users to submit information to web sites. The submitted information can be records 
of the underlying databases or information on how to invoke the specified service. 
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Three constructs have been defined in OntoWeaver to allow the specification of user 
interfaces of knowledge acquisition. They are KAC'oniponc'nt, Iiijuut, and Command: 
" The construct KACompoiient models the user interfaces of the knowIed_"e 
acquisition forms in which end users can fill information and create new facts by 
submitting the required information. 
" The construct Input describes the actual input fields which allow end users to 
specify information for particular slots of the specified domain class entity. 
" The construct Command describes the user interface elements which allow end 
users to trigger the associated services. 
These constructs have been extended in OntoWeaver-S in order to describe user 
interfaces enabling information provision for web services. In particular, the 
construct KACoinponent has been extended by adding a property IrusTask to describe 
the associated task. The construct Input has been extended by adding as propcrt% 
hasTask and a property haslnputRole to describe the corresponding input rule in the 
associated task. The construct Command has been extended by adding a property 
hasTask to describe the associated task. 
From: London 
To: Paris 
Depart time: F 
Arrival time: 
budget: app 
Submit 
Figure 8.5 A sample user interface for accessing the web service find-tli,, hts 
Figure 8.5 shows a sample user interface of the KA component for accessing the 
remote web service find-flights. The user interface is made up of a number of input 
fields and a command button for allowing end users to invoke the weh service. The 
following shows a fragment of specification of this knowledge acquisition 
component. 
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<rdf: Description about="find-flights-page/kacomponent" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; KAComponent"/> 
<svo: task rdf: resource="find-flights"/> 
<svo: inputComponent> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li resource="find-flights-page/kacomponent/from-place"/> 
<rdf: li resource=" find-flights-page/kacomponent/to-place'/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</svo: inputComponent> 
<svo: coimnand rdf: resource="kacomponent/command" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- an input component example, which is composed of a static output element and an 
input element --> 
<rdf: Description about="find-flights-page/kacomponent/from-place" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; InputComponent"/> 
<svo: output resource="kacomponet/from-place/output"/> 
<svo: input resource="kacomponet/from-place/input'/> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- an input element example, which allows the typing of information for the input 
role "from-place" --> 
<rdf: Description about="kacomponent/from-place/input" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Input" /> 
<svo: task rdf: resource="find-flights'/> 
<svo: inputRole rdf: resource="find-flights/param/from-place"/> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- the definition of the command element --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="kacomponent/command"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; Command"/> 
<svo: commandText>Submit</svo: commandText> 
<svo: task rdf: resource="find-flights"/> 
<svo: resultPage rdf: resource="flights-result-page" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
8.3.2 Data presentation 
As discussed in chapter 5, OntoWeaver provides the constructs DynamicOutput and 
Data Component to allow the specification of user interfaces for data presentation, 
with the data coming from the underlying databases. OntoWeaver-S extends these 
components by adding properties to allow the specification of the associated service 
and the fields whose values are to appear: 
" The construct DynamicOutput is extended by adding the attributes hasTask and 
hasOutputRole to describe the associated task and the output field. The following 
RDF code defines one dynamic output element for publishing the dynamic content 
of the field airline which is the result of the task find flights. 
<rdf: Description about="datacomponet/dynamicoutput/airline" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; DynamicOutput" /> 
<svo: outputType>text</so: outputType> 
<svo: task rdf: resource="find-flights" /> 
<svo: outputRole rdf: resource="find-flights/airline' /> 
</rdf: Descripltion> 
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" The construct DataComponent is extended by adding the attribute hasi''(º. 'k to 
specify the associated task. Figure 8.6 shows a sample user interface for visualizing.; 
the results of the web service find flights. This user interface contains a number of 
dynamic output elements for visualizing the output values of the web service. The 
following code illustrates the composition of this data component. 
<! -- the composition of the entire data component > 
<rdf: Description about="flights-result -page/datacomponent" 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; DataComponent"/> 
<svo: task rdf: resource="find-flights"/> 
<svo: outputComponent> 
<rdf: Bag> 
<rdf: li resource="flights-result-page/datacomponent/airline'/> 
<rdf: li resource="flights-result-page/datacomponent/fromairport"/> 
</rdf: Bag> 
</svo: outputComponent> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- the composition of an output component --> 
<rdf: Description about="flights-result-nage/datacomponent/airline' > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="&svo; OutputComponent"/> 
<svo: dynamicOutput rdf: resource= 'datacomponet/dynamicoutpst/airline' 
</rdf: Description> 
Airline: Briti-h : AA. r, . ,; > 
Departure airport: London(LGW) 
Arrival airport: Paris(CDG) 
Departure 2003-11-11 13 15 
time: 
Arrival time: 2003-11-11 15'20 
Price: 71 00 
Figure 8.6 A sample user interface for presenting the results of the weh service find-flights 
8.4 Implementation of the web service integration 
In this section, we build a simple weh site for accessing the example %'. eh 
find-flights to illustrate the implementation of the web service integration. In 
particular, we create two web pages according to the following steps (please note that 
as will be described later, we adapted the OntoWeaver Site Designer to support the 
design and development of service centred data-intensive web sites): 
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" Creating a page node called find-flights-page for holding components that allm% 
end users to find flights according to their requirements. 
" Creating a knowledge acquisition component in the page node . 
/ind-/lights-j), Ic, c. 
specifying the associated web service as the web service find-flights and choosing 
appropriate input roles. 
" Creating a page node called flights-result-page for publishing the service result. 
" Creating a data component in the page node flights-result-page, associating It with 
the web service find flights and choosing appropriate output roles for the 
publication of service results. 
" Specifying the page node flights-result-page as the value for the attribute 
hasAssociatedResourceURI of the command element contained in the knowlcd, -, e 
acquisition component. 
(1) 
KA Component (3) 
(2) 
11 
(4) 
OntoWeaver-S IRS-II Service 
Service Integrator (5) Server find-flights 
Data Component (6) 
Figure 8.7 The process of accessing web services and presenting dynamic results coming 
from web services. 
8.4.1 The web service integration process 
In this section, we get a closer look at the process of accessing weh services in the 
OntoWeaver-S generated data-intensive weh sites. As illustrated in figure 8.7, the 
process of accessing web services comprises the following steps: 
(1) An end user accesses the web page 1 bicl-flights-pugc. enters his or her 
requirements for finding flights and submits the input information to the ýýeh site. 
(2) The OntoWeaver-S Service Integrator investigates the input elements, which are 
contained in the web page making a request for accessing the specified weh 
service, and gathers information from the input elements for the Corresponding 
input roles of the specified web service. 
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(3) The OntoWeaver-S Service Integrator calls the IRS-II Server to achieve the 
specified task find-flights augmented with the given constraints. 
(4) The IRS-II Server invokes the corresponding web service. 
(5) The IRS-II Server returns the results of the execution of web services to the 
OntoWeaver-S Service Integrator. 
(6) The OntoWeaver-S Service Integrator passes the results back to the web page 
flights-result-page. 
8.4.2 Implementation 
In this section, we discuss the implementation issues of the integration of semantic 
web services into web sites. It should be noted that the code described in this section 
is generated automatically by the OntoWeaver-S Site Builder during the process of 
compiling the declarative site specifications into web implementations. Developers 
do not need to cope with or worry about implementation issues. 
During the process of compiling the OntoWeaver-S site specifications into web 
pages, each knowledge acquisition component is mapped to an HTML form. The 
command element contained within the component is mapped to a submit button to 
enable the submission of input information and the invocation of the specified 
semantic web service. To enable readability, the following HTML code represents a 
simplified JSP form, which is generated from the knowledge acquisition component 
example discussed earlier. The action attribute of the form is generated from the 
command element to indicate that the processing page for the form submission is 
flights-result-page. jsp. The input fields are created from the input elements. 
<form action="flights-result-page. jsp" method="POST"> 
<INPUT TYPE="text" name="kacomponent/from-place/input" > 
<INPUT TYPE="text" name="kacomponent/to-place/input" > 
</form> 
Each data component is mapped to an HTML table to present dynamic content 
coming from the associated semantic web service. Moreover, additional server-side 
code is generated at the same time to enable the access of the specified web service 
and the publication of the service results. The following code shows the simplified 
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JSP code generated from the definition of the data component example illustrated 
earlier. Please note that the sign of "<%" and "%>" indicates that the wrapped code 
is server-side code, which is executed by the web server at run time. 
<! - Part I: instantiating a Service Integrator -- > 
<jsp: useBean id="function-find-flights' 
scope="session" class="ontoweaverbean. ServiceIntegrator"/> 
<jsp: setProperty name="function-find-flights" 
property="taskName" value="find-flights" /> 
<-isp: setProperty name="web site 
property="taskOntologyName" value="flight-service"/> 
<% //Part II: adding input roles for the specified task 
function_find_flights. addlnputRole("from-place", 
request. getParameter("kacomponent/from-place/input'); 
function_find_flights. addInputRole("to-place", 
request. getParameter("kacomponent/to-place/input'); 
Part III: achieving the specified task 
function_find_flights. achieveTask(); %> 
<! -part IV: presenting results of the web service --> 
<%while (function_find_flights. hasNextResultOutput()) 
{ %> 
<table> 
<tr><td> <%=function_find_flights. get("airline') %> </td></tr> 
<tr><td><%=function_find_flights. get("fromairport')%></td></tr> 
</table> 
The code comprises four parts: i) the first part instantiates a service integrator using 
the specified task name and the task ontology name according to the specification of 
the associated semantic web service, ii) the second part gathers input information 
from the corresponding input elements and passes the information to the 
corresponding input roles according to the specification of the corresponding 
knowledge acquisition component, iii) the third part achieves the specified task by 
calling the IRS-II Server, and iv) the fourth part presents the service results in a table. 
The following Java code shows how the Service Integrator achieves its goal of 
integrating web services. First, it calls the function achieveTask() from the IRS-II 
Server, augmenting the specified task name, task ontology name, and the values for 
the input roles. The result of this function is written in XML (this has been indicated 
by the semantic description of this web service). The OntoWeaver-S Service 
Integration then gets the result from the IRS-II Server and processes the result, and 
makes it ready for the presentation. 
public void achieveTask() 
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Striýc serv_ceRes_:: _ _ 
this. irsServer. achieveTask(this. taskName, this. taskontologyName, 
inputtRoles); 
this. processingResultOutputs(serviceResult); 
//processing results and making it ready for publication 
private void processResultOutputs(String serviceResult) 
{ 
ResultOutputReader reader=new ResultOutputReader(serviceResult); 
this. resultOutputList=reader. getResultOutputList(); 
public boolean hasNextResult() 
{ 
boolean hasNext= this. resultOutp'itList. hasNext(); 
if (hasNext) 
this. currentRowResult= this. iesultOutputList. next(); 
return hasNext; 
} 
//getting the value of the specified result field of the current row 
public String get(String outputName) 
{ 
return this. currentRowResult. get(outputName); 
} 
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Figure 8.8 A screenshot of the Web Service Importer which is a new component ot. the tool Site 
Designer. The Weh Service Importer facilitates the specification and management of semantic %vch 
services which will he integrated with the target web site. The integration is achieved when developers 
create user interfaces for accessing the specified web services. 
In addition to the provision of the tool Service Integrator, we also adapted the 
OntoWeaver Site Designer to support the design and development of service centred 
data-intensive web sites. Figure 8.8 shows a screenshot of the Web Sen'ic"e Importer 
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which is a new component of the tool Site Designer. The Weh Service Importer 
facilitates the specification and management of semantic web services which will he 
integrated with the target web site. The integration is achieved when developers 
create user interfaces for accessing the specified web services. Figure 8.9 shows a 
screenshot of the declarative content pane which facilitates the definition of site view 
elements for web service access. 
8.5 Related work 
Current approaches to vveh site design typically model data-intensive weh site,, at 
three levels: domain modelling, navigation modelling, and jpresentation ºnodelling. 
However, with the partial exception of WebML, none of these frameworks address 
the access to remote weh services at a high level of abstraction. WehMl, relies on 
explicit site models to enable the design and development of data-intensive weh 
applications. It has been extended recently by Brambillla et al. (2003) by means of a 
set of weh service hypertext primitives for communicating with weh services. 
Figure 8.9 A screenshot of the OntoWeaver-S Site Designer. The pane on the far right >ide allk)ý%N 
the specification of user interfaces for accessing web service by means of allowing the 
specification of the associated task and the input roles which need information from end users. 
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However, it is not clear how the extended framework addresses the problem of 
providing user interfaces for accessing web services. In contrast with this solution, 
OntoWeaver-S provides site view constructs to allow the explicit specification of 
web services within user interface components. Thus, OntoWeaver-S supports the 
integration of web services not only at the functional level (as WebML does) but also 
at the site view layer. 
8.6 Conclusions 
In this work we have augmented OntoWeaver, a data-driven web design framework, 
to produce OntoWeaver-S, a service driven framework which supports rapid 
prototyping of web service centred data-intensive web sites. OntoWeaver-S is 
integrated with a comprehensive web service platform, IRS-II, for the specification, 
discovery, and execution of semantic web services. Moreover, OntoWeaver-S has 
extended the site view ontology by allowing the specification of user interface for 
accessing to web services and for presenting the results from web services. 
Tools have been adapted in OntoWeaver-S in order to support service centred data- 
intensive web sites at design time as well as at run time. Specifically, The Site 
Designer has been adapted to facilitate i) the specification of web services in target 
web sites and ii) the specification of user interfaces for accessing to web services and 
for presenting the results. Furthermore, a new tool called Service Integrator has been 
prototyped to provide support for the integration of web services into data-intensive 
web sites at run time. It gathers input information from a form which is associated 
with a web service, calls the web service platform to invoke the specified web 
service, and passes the results back. 
OntoWeaver-S is the first toolkit which attempts to integrate web services into a high 
level design framework. Although we have taken OntoWeaver as our test bed to 
integrate web services, the method used in this chapter can also be used in other weh 
site design frameworks. 
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9.1 Contributions 
This work is concerned with an approach which applies the notion of ontology to 
model all aspects of data-intensive web sites. By using ontologies, web site 
specification is formalized and can be shared during the life cycle of a web site, thus 
easing the job of web site maintenance and management. Furthermore, as the entire 
site model is available for reasoning, the scope of customization is not limited. 
Recommendations can be produced for web developers to improve their design by 
applying a set of critiquing rules to reason upon the entire site model. Finally, as the 
provided explicit shared semantics, the target web sites can be picked up by 
semantic-aware agents and thus benefit from intelligent services (e. g. indexing, 
searching, and customization) provided by third parties. 
The main characteristics of OntoWeaver comprises i) using ontologies to drive the 
design and development of data-intensive web sites, ii) providing a comprehensive 
set of ontologies to support the specification of all aspects of web sites, and iii) 
providing a customization framework to support the specification of customization 
requirements at design time and the delivery of customization support at run time. 
In addition to the site ontologies and the customization framework, we have also 
developed an OntoWeaver tool suite which facilitates different tasks involved in web 
site design and an OntoWeaver extension called OntoWeaver-S which addresses the 
issue of integration of web services with data-intensive web sites. 
9.1.1 The site view ontology 
The site view ontology provides fine-grained modelling support for user interfaces 
and navigation structures of the target web site. On the one hand, it provides 
comprehensive support for the specification of navigation structures. In particular, 
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the site view ontology addresses static navigation patterns where no additional 
information is involved in navigation as well as dynamic navigation patterns where 
contextual information flow is required. On the other hand, unlike current approaches 
which only address typical user interface elements of web pages, the site view 
ontology also addresses atomic user interface elements (e. g., input fields and 
command elements) which can not be further decomposed into sub elements, and 
composite user interface elements (e. g., web pages and generic components) which 
are typically composed of a number of sub elements. Thus, the site view ontology 
realizes a composition mechanism and allows web developers to express complex 
user interfaces. At the same time, the site view ontology covers all site view elements 
found in data-intensive web sites. It supports the specification of static user interface 
elements whose content is defined at design time, dynamic user interface elements 
whose content is retrieved from back-end data sources at run time, and interactive 
user interface elements which allow end users to type in information and invoke the 
associated services. 
9.1.2 The presentation ontology 
The presentation ontology provides explicit vocabularies to support the specification 
of presentation styles and layouts for web sites. On the one hand, the presentation 
ontology distinguishes different features of presentation styles of site view elements 
and proposes correspond constructs to support the specification. Specifically, it 
provides three constructs: one for the specification of generic presentation styles 
(e. g., backgrounds, colours, and fonts), one for the specification of presentation 
styles where widgets are involved (e. g., input elements, dynamic output elements, 
and command elements), and one for the specification of how to render dynamic 
content (e. g., how many columns in one page, and how many records one page 
displays). 
On the other hand, the presentation ontology provides two main layout constructs to 
model organizations of site view elements. One is the construct TextLayout which 
models the layout of atomic site view elements in terms of alignment, specifying the 
alignment of a user interface element within the component that contains this 
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element The other is the construct ComponentLayout which abstracts the 
organization features of composite site view elements by dividing the layout of a 
composite site view elements into five sub areas (i. e. top, left, middle, right, and 
bottom) and allowing the position of the sub-elements into different areas. Each area 
can display a number of elements in a specified layout direction, i. e. horizontal 
direction or vertical direction. As composite site view components can further sub 
composite elements. The layout of each sub element can be further specified. Thus, 
the construct ComponentLayout supports the expression of complex layouts. 
The presentation specification model in OntoWeaver is completely separate from the 
site view model. The separation is achieved by using the Uniform Resource 
Identifiers (URI) to identify the site view elements upon which the presentation 
object works. The separation offers a flexible way for developers to specify different 
visual appearances for web sites for different purposes, e. g., user groups and devices. 
9.1.3 The customization framework 
The customization framework addresses the limitation of current web modelling 
approaches on customization support by means of i) exploiting the advantage of the 
declarative specification of web sites, ii) separating the specification of 
customization requirements from other aspects of web sites, and iii) providing 
support for the specification of customization requirements at design time and for the 
execution of customization at run time. Firstly, as all user interface elements and 
their presentation instructions are specified declaratively, the entire site model is 
available to customization. Secondly, the customization framework separates the 
specification of customization from other aspects of the target web site, thus enabling 
the web site design process to be more flexible. Web developers no longer have to 
anticipate what can be customized at the stage of site view design, like they have to 
in approaches (e. g., WebML, WUML, and HERA). Finally, OntoWeaver provides 
comprehensive support for the specification of customization requirements. It offers 
a customization rule model to support the construction of customization rules. Thus, 
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web developers do not have to rely on ad-hoc approaches to augment individual's 
roles into site specifications. 
9.1.4 The OntoWeaver tool suite 
Different roles are involved in the design process of data-intensive web sites. As 
illustrated in chapter 7, the OntoWeaver tool suite supports these different design 
roles to achieve their tasks based upon the OntoWeaver modelling approach. 
The architecture of the OntoWeaver tool suite comprises i) a knowledge warehouse 
which serves as an ontology repository storing all the ontologies involved in the 
design and management of web sites, ii) server-side service components which 
provide services for accessing to and manipulating data stored in the underlying 
knowledge warehouse, iii) an OntoWeaver Server which provides connections 
between front-end tools and the server-side components, iv) a set of design-time 
tools which support the design tasks (e. g., site structure design, site view design, 
presentation design, and customization design) of data-intensive web sites, and v) a 
set of run-time tools which support the target web sites at run time, including 
generating customized web pages and providing support for accessing and 
manipulating the underlying domain data. 
9.1.5 OntoWeaver-S 
OntoWeaver-S is an OntoWeaver extension, which supports rapid prototyping of 
web service centred data-intensive web sites. It is integrated with a comprehensive 
web service platform, IRS-II, for the specification, discovery, and execution of 
semantic web services. OntoWeaver-S has extended the site view ontology by 
allowing the specification of user interface for accessing to web services and for 
presenting the results from web services. 
Tools have been adapted in OntoWeaver-S in order to support service centred data- 
intensive web sites at design time as well as at run time. Specifically, The Site 
Designer has been adapted to facilitate i) the specification of web services in target 
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web sites and ii) the specification of user interfaces for accessing to web services and 
for presenting the results. Furthermore, a new tool called Service Integrator has been 
prototyped to provide support for the integration of web services into data-intensive 
web sites at run time. It gathers input information from a form which is associated 
with a web service, calls the web service platform to invoke the specified web 
service, and passes the results back. 
9.2 Open issues and future work 
The conceptual web model approach described in the thesis focuses on the 
specification of data-intensive web sites, which is only one particular problem 
involved in the design and development of web sites. As a result, without additional 
research and development, the approach discussed here will only have a very limited 
impact on web developers. Therefore, it is appropriate to begin the discussion about 
outstanding issues by focusing on the problems which need to be overcome: 
" Guidelines need to be provided, which provide methodological support on how to 
use the proposed approach to facilitate the specification of each aspect of target 
web sites. 
" The issue of data integration should be addressed in future, which allows 
OntoWeaver to support the access and manipulation of the underlying 
heterogeneous domain data. 
" More powerful critiquing facility needs to be provided, which supports the 
validation of complex site specifications and the specification of critiquing rules, 
thus offering customized critiquing service for web developers. 
" More powerful customization facility needs to be provided, which i) offers 
comprehensive rule controlling strategy to handle situations when more than one 
rule can be applied and ii) exploits a number of customization techniques to capture 
and acquire user information, thus allowing the target web site to be more 
responsive to individual users. 
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" The usability of the OntoWeaver tool suite needs to be improved in order to 
provide more comprehensive support for the construction of data-intensive web 
sites. 
9.2.1 Providing design guidelines 
As illustrated in chapter 7, web site design in OntoWeaver involves a number of 
design steps, including i) requirements collection and analysis, ii) domain ontology 
design, iii) site structure design, iv) page content design, v) presentation design, and 
vi) customization design. Although there is a tool suite which offers comprehensive 
support for developers to achieve their tasks of most steps, no methodological 
support is available on how to use the OntoWeaver approach to achieve the task of 
each design step. As a result, web developers may find it difficult to achieve their 
tasks. Web design guidelines have been explicitly addressed in approaches like 
RMM and UWE. In future, we will try to produce appropriate design guidelines 
about how to use OntoWeaver to facilitate the design and development of data- 
intensive web sites by examining guidelines developed in both the field of 
conceptual web modelling and the field of ontology building and construction. 
9.2.2 Handling heterogeneous domain data 
As indicated in chapter 4, one major assumption we have made in this research is 
that the underlying heterogeneous data sources of a web site are integrated together 
in an agreed global schema (i. e. the domain ontology). As clarified in chapter 5, the 
OntoWeaver approach relies on the conceptual links between site views and the 
underlying domain ontology to realize dynamic access to domain data for web sites. 
Hence, as long as the agreed global schema is provided, the OntoWeaver approach is 
able to provide comprehensive support for the design and development of data- 
intensive web sites which present data sources in different representations by means 
of the global schema. However, OntoWeaver requires external technologies to site 
between the domain ontology and the heterogeneous data sources and solve the data 
integration issue. In particular, OntoWeaver prefers zero extra cost solutions (i. e. no 
extra effort from OntoWeaver). 
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In principle two kinds of data integration techniques have been developed, which are 
data warehousing [Hammer et al., 1995] and mediated approaches [Wiederhold, 
1992]. While the data warehousing approaches extract and integrate data from 
diverse sources in advance, the mediated approaches perform integration at run time 
by e. g. querying data sources by means of the provided global schema. To make use 
of these techniques for providing support for data integration in OntoWeaver, we 
need to ensure i) the data presented in target web sites are always up-to-date, ii) the 
process of processing data integration is instant, and iii) minimal (zero or nearly 
zero) efforts are required from web developers. In future, we will examine data 
integration techniques and develop a solution which meets these requirements. 
9.2.3 Providing more powerful critiquing facility 
Web site design critiquing is an important functionality for web site design 
frameworks, which allows developers to gain feedback and recommendations over 
the design result and helps developers to improve the target web sites. At the 
moment, simple rules have been embedded within the OntoWeaver tools to support 
this functionality. More powerful critiquing facility could be provided by i) defining 
complex constraints to verify the validity of complex site specifications and ii) 
allowing the specification of critiquing rules which exploits the advantage of the 
declarative specification of web sites and offers customized critiquing services for 
web developers. 
9.2.4 Providing more powerful customization facility 
The customization framework in OntoWeaver has demonstrated the advantages of 
using an ontology-based approach to web site design with respect to the 
customization support. However, as described in chapter 6, one limitation of the 
OntoWeaver customization framework is that it does not provide comprehensive 
support for rule controlling. The customization framework groups customization 
actions into one rule when their customization conditions are the same. Thus, when 
one specific condition is satisfied, only one rule will be fired. However, there are 
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always situations where several conditions could be satisfied at the same time, thus 
more than one rule could be applied. In such circumstances, the customization engine 
relies on the physical order of customization rules stored to decide their priority. This 
strategy is far from comprehensive. In future work, we will investigate several 
possibilities to capture priorities for customization rules, e. g., automatic or semi- 
automatic discovery or manual acquisition. 
Another limitation of the customization framework is that it does not provide 
mechanisms to capture the contextual information of users itself nor does it provide 
mechanisms to integrate with existing tools (e. g., machine leaning, data mining) to 
do so. The OntoWeaver customization framework currently only handles user 
profiles represented in the pre-defined user ontology, which means data coming from 
other customization tools cannot be used. This greatly limits the customization 
capability. In future we will take these issues into account and extend the 
customization framework to a more powerful one by providing mechanisms which 
allow external customization techniques for user information modelling and 
acquisition to be easily plugged in, thus allowing the target web site to be more 
responsive to individuals. For example, mechanisms could be provided which allow 
web developers to specify and plug particular customization techniques into their 
target web sites according to their domain specific requirements, 
9.2.5 Improving usability 
In this work we have built two data-intensive web sites by using the OntoWeaver 
approach and the OntoWeaver tool suite. However, during the design process, we 
have also observed that the layout design in OntoWeaver is not as flexible as in other 
What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get web site design environments. Although 
OntoWeaver does not attempt to replace web site design environments, the usability 
is important to OntoWeaver as its goal is to offer comprehensive support for web 
developers constructing data-intensive web sites. Hence, we need to address this 
issue in future work, e. g. by investing the integration of OntoWeaver with other web 
site design environments. 
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9.3 Outlook: modelling web sites on the semantic web 
OntoWeaver is a conceptual web modelling approach, which applies the notion of 
ontology to model all aspects of data-intensive weh sites. It provides fine-grained as 
well as coarse-grained support for the specification of' all aspects of data-intensive 
web sites, including navigation structures, compositional structures of weh pages, 
presentation styles, and layouts. Furthermore, OntoWeaver provides comprehensive 
support for customization design as well as customization delivery for data-intensive 
web sites. 
The semantic web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001 ] is a vision of the next generation of the 
World Wide Web. It extends the current web by associating well-structured meaning 
with web resources. How to design web sites which fit in this vision is a challenge 
for web site design frameworks. A number of semantic web site initiatives, semantic 
web portals, have been built recently, which allow users enjoying the benefits gained 
from the semantic web technology on information sharing and exchanging in 
specified communities. Examples include OntoWeb portal [Spyns et al., 2(X)21 1, 
Esperonto portal 2, MindSwap3, KnowledgeWeb". and the KMi Semantic Portals. 
These semantic web portals typically employ the domain ontology as a share basis 
for information communication and information exchanging. 
As described earlier in chapter 5 (in section 5.5.4), there are a number of ontology- 
based tools developed, which address the generation of semantic weh portals. 
Examples include OntoWebber [Jin et al., 20011, SEAL [Stojanovic et al., 20011, 
ODESeW [Corcho et al., 2003], and KAON [Volt et al., 20031. These tools however 
either do not offer meta-models to support the specification (e. g., ODESeW and 
1 http: //www. ontoweb. org/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
2 http: //www. esperonto. net/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
' http: //www. niindswap. orý (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
http: //knowledgeweb. sem inticweb. ortJ (Accessed 24 June 22005) 
5 http: //semanticweb. kmi. open. ac. tik/ (Accessed 24 June 2005) 
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KAON) or their meta-models are not comprehensive enough to support the 
specification of complex semantic web sites even if they provide explicit meta- 
models (e. g., OntoWebber). Furthermore, these approaches do not support the 
integration of web services with their target web sites. 
Comparing to the tools mentioned above, OntoWeaver provides more comprehensive 
support for the design and development of semantic web sites, as it already employs 
semantic web technologies to benefit the web site design process. Specifically, it 
makes use of the semantic web standards RDF and RDF Schema as the underlying 
language to represent all aspects of the target web sites. Thus, the entire model of the 
target web application can be exploited by semantic-aware applications (e. g., 
semantic searching, index, and customization). 
Furthermore, facilities can be easily added to OntoWeaver, which support the adding 
of semantic annotations to the target web sites. Specifically, static annotations can be 
pre-defined manually at design time. On the other hand, dynamic annotations can be 
generated from the underlying databases, as demonstrated in [Handschuh et al., 
2003] and [Stojanovic et al., 2002], and be associated with web pages at run time. 
Thus, the target data-intensive web sites are semantically annotated and 
understandable by machines as well as human beings. 
Finally, semantic navigation (which has been demonstrated in tools like Magpie 
[Domingue et al., 2004]) can be added, which brings not only data but also 
knowledge and knowledge services which are typically under the surface of data to 
user. Specifically, semantic links could be generated along with the generation of 
web pages, which allow user to navigation through not only just surface data but also 
deep knowledge. For example, when user browses information about a person in an 
academic organization web site, a number of semantic links could be presented 
allowing him/her to browse relevant information about this person (e. g., publications, 
projects). Such knowledge could come from the underlying databases or from the 
associated knowledge services. 
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APPENDIX A: The site view ontology 
<? xml version="1.0"? > 
<! DOCTYPE rdf: RDF [ 
<! ENTITY rdfs "http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/rdf-schema#" > 
<! ENTITY xsd "http: //www. w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#" > 
]> 
<rdf: RDF xm1: lang="en" 
xmins = "http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/siteviewontology#" 
xmins: rdf ="http: //www. w3. org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmlns: rdfs ="http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/idf-schema#" 
xmlns: xsd = "http: //www. w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#" > 
<! -- Classes --> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Site"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>Site</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes a web site as a collection of logical resources. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="SiteResource"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&tdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>SiteResource</rdfs: label> 
<rdf s: comment> 
This construct models web pages. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="ResourceComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>resource component</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes components of web pages. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="DataComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: label>Data Component</rdfs: label> 
<rdf s: comment> 
This construct expresses those components which present dynamic data content 
that is retrieved from the underlying domain knowledge base or obtained from the 
specified web service. 
<Irdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="KAComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: label>Knowledge Acquisition Component</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes those components which allow end users to input 
information for creating a new instance for the specified class entity or for 
invoking the specified web service. 
<Irdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" SearchComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: label>Search Component</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: conment> 
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The construct defines the components which allow end users to make queries over 
the underlying knowledge base. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="InputComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: label>Input Component</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes those components which gather input from end users for 
a particular slot of the specified class entity or for a particular input role of the 
specified web service. An input component typically contains an output element 
presenting an explanation about the corresponding input field and an input element 
presenting the input field. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="OutputComponent"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#ResoureComponent"/> 
<rdfs: label>Output Component</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the components which present content for a particular 
slot of the specified class entity or for a particular output role of the specified 
web service. An output component typically contains an output element presenting an 
explanation about the dynamic values and a dynamic output element presenting dynamic 
values. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Input"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>Input</rdfs: label> 
<rdf s: comment> 
This construct describes the atomic elements which present input fields to 
allow the gathering of information from end users for a particular slot of the 
specified class entity or for a particular input role of the specified web service. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Output"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
<rdfs: label>Output</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the atomic elements which present static information. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="DynamicOutput"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
<rdfs: label>Dynamic Output</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the atomic elements which present dynamic content for 
a particular slot of the specified class entity or for a particular output role of 
the specified web service. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Command"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>Command</rdfs: label> 
<rdf s: couiment> 
This construct describes the atomic elements which enable end users to invoke 
the specified services and bring dynamic content to users. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Linkltem"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>LinkItem</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the link relationships between web pages. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="DynamicLinkltem"> 
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<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#Linkltem"/> 
<rdfs: label>dynamic link</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes dynamic links which is retrieved from the underlying 
knowledge base or obtained from the associated web service. 
</ rdf s: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="ContextualLinkItem"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#LinkItem"/> 
<rdfs: label>contextual links</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes link items through which contextual information flows 
when navigation from the source page to the linked web page. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="MetaData"> 
<rdfs: subClassüf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>meta data</rdfs: label> 
<rdf s: comment> 
This construct describes meta-data for web pages. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs"Class rdf"ID=" InstanceConstraint"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>instance constraint</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes constraints of instances. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Task"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes tasks associated with data components, knowledge 
acquisition components, and search components. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Relation0perator"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdf s: cormnent> 
This construct describes relation operators, e. g., EQUAL etc. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="LogicOperator"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfa: comment> 
This construct describes logic operators, e. g., NOT, AND, and OR. 
</rdfa: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<! -- Properties --> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Site --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasIndexResource"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Site"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#SiteResource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasResource"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Site"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#SiteResource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct SiteResource ---> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasComponent"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SiteResource"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
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</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasMetaData"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SiteResource"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct ResourceComponent --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasInput"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Input"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasOutput"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCommand"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ResourceComponent"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Command"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasInstanceConstraint"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DataComponent"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ContextualLinkItem"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasClassEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DataComponent"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#KAComponent"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SearchComponent"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DynamicOutput"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
crdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSlotEntity"> 
<rdfa: domain rdf: resource="#DynamicOutput"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DynamicLinkltem"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Input"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Output --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasOutputValueType"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasOutputValue"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasLinkItem"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Output"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Linkltem"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasAssociatedResourceURl"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Linkltem"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Command"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="kxsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCommandText"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Comrnand"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; string"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
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<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasConstrainedClassEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
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<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<Irdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasConstrainedSlotEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdt: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasConstrainedRelation"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#RelationOperator"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasConstrainedValue"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasLogicOperator"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#InstanceConstraint"/> 
<rdfa: range rdf: resource="#LogicOperator"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct MetaData --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasPageTitle"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasAssociatedClassEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasIntroduction"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasDescription"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasAuthor"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#MetaData"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Task --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasTask"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Command"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#KAComponent"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DataComponent"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="Task"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasTaskDescription"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Task"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="taskName"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Task"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="taskOntologyName"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Task"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="inputRole"> 
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<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Task"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Input"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="outputRole"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Task"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DynamicOutput"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DynamicLinkItem"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct Task (built-in functionalities) --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NEW-DATA-ENTRY" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#Task" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#DATA-QUERYING'> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#Task" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#DATA-UPDATING"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#Task" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct RelationOperator --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#EQUAL"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NOT-EQUAL"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#GREATER-THAN"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NO-LESS-THAN"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#LESS-THAN"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NO-GREATER-THAN "> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#PART-OF"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#RelationOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct LogicOpera tor --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#AND"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#LogicOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#OR"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#LogicOperator" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NOT"> 
<rdf: type rdf: resource='#LogicOperator" /> 
</rdf.: Description> 
</rdf: RDF> 
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<? xml version="1.0"? > 
<! DOCTYPE rdf: RDF [ 
<! ENTITY rdfs "http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/rdf-schema#" > 
<! ENTITY xsd "http: //www. w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#" > 
<rdf: RDF xml: lang="en" 
xmins="http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/sitepresentationontology#" 
xmins: rdf="http: //www. w3. org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmins: rdfs="http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/rdf-schema#" > 
<! -- Classes --> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="SitePresentation" > 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes presentation models for the specified site view model. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Presentation"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct defines presentation style for site view components. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Layout"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdts: comment> 
This construct defines layouts for site view components. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="TextLayout"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#Layout"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct defines layouts for atomic site view components. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="ComponentLayout"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="#Layout"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct defines layouts for composite site view components. 
</rdf s: coirment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="ComponentAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct abstracts organizations of a sub area for a composite site view 
component. 
</rdfs: Comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="TextAlignment"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdf s: coi ment> 
This construct describes the alignment of text, e. g., left, center, right, etc. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
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<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="AreaSize"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the size of a sub area for a composite site view 
component. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="AreaSizeType"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the type of the specified size. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" PresentationTemplate"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes general presentation styles of site view elements. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="WidgetPresentationTemplate"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct abstracts presentation styles for site view components which 
are involved in with widgets, e. g. dynamic output elements, command elements, and 
input elements. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" DataComponentPresentationTemplate"> 
<rdfa: subClassOf rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct abstracts presentation styles for data components which present 
dynamic data content. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Font"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct abstracts fonts. 
</rdfa: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="AreaLayoutDirection"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the direction (e. g., horizon or vertical) by which the 
associated site view elements are placed in a sub area of a composite site view 
element. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="FontStyle"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="WidgetType"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<! -- Properties --> 
<! -- Properties for the construct SitePresentation -> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSiteURl"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SitePresentation"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSiteEntityURl"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SitePresentation"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Presentation"/> 
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<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Layout"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasPresentation"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SitePresentation"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Presentation"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SitePresentation"/> 
<rdfa: range rdf: resource="#Layout"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasTemplate"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#SitePresentation"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Presentation --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasTemplateURl"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Presentation"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct PresentationTemplate --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasBackgroundColor"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasBackgroundImage"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasForeColor"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasFont"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#PresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Font"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Font --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasFontFamily"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Font"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasFontSize"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Font"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasFontStyle"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Font"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#FOntStyle"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct WidgetPresentationTemplate --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasWidgetType"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#WidgetPresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
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<! -- Properties for the construct DataComponentPresentationTemplate -> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasColumnCount"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DataComponentPresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
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This construct describes the number of columns for presenting data objects. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasRowsPerPage"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#DataComponentPresentationTemplate"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the number of rows for presenting data objects per 
web page. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct ComponentLayout --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasTopAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasLeftAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"%> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasMiddleAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasRightAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasBottomAreaLayout"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct ComponentAreaLayout --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasLayoutDirection"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#AreaLayoutDirection"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasAreaSize"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#ComponentAreaLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#AreaSize"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct AreaSize --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSizeType"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#AreaSize"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="AreaSizeType"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasWidth"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#AreaSize"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasHeight"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#AreaSize"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct TextAlignment --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasAlignment"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#TextLayout"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#TextAligment"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -Primitives --> 
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<! -- Primitives for the construct TextLayout --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#LEFT" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#CENTER" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#RIGHT" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#TOP" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#MIDDLE" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment' /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#BOTTOM" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#TextAligment" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct FontStyle --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#BOLD" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#FontStyle" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#ITALIC" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#FontStyle" /> 
<irdf: Description> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct WidgetType --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NONE-WIDGET" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#WidgetType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#TEXTFIELD" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#WidgetType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#TEXTAREA" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#WidgetType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#BUTTON" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource='#WidgetType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#IMAGE" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#WidgetType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! --- Primitives for the construct AreaSizeType --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#RELATIVE" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#AreaSizeType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#ABSOLUTE" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#AreaSizeType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct AreaLayoutDirection --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#HORIZONTAL-DIRECTION" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#AreaLayoutDirection" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#VERTICAL-DIRECTION" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#AreaLayoutDirection" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
</rdf: RDF> 
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<? xml version="1.0"? > 
<! DOCTYPE rdf: RDF [ 
<! ENTITY rdfs "http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/rdf-schema#" > 
<! ENTITY xsd "http: //www. w3. org/2001/XMLSchema#" > 
]> 
<rdf: RDF xml: lang="en" 
xmins="http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/sitecustomizationontology#" 
xmins: rdf="http: //www. w3. org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 
xmins: rdfs="http: //www. w3. org/2000/O1/rdf-schema#" 
xmins: svo="http: //kmi. open. ac. uk/people/yuangui/siteviewontology > 
<! -- Classes --> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="CustomizationRule"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct abstracts customization rules. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="CustomizationCondition"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct defines conditions for customization rules. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="CustomizationACtion"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct defines actions for customization rules. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Modification"> 
<rdfs: subClassOf rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes details of how to customize the specified site view 
elements. 
</rdfa: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="Condition"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: label>parameter clause</rdfs: label> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct allows the formalization of complex condition. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID="CustomizationActionType"> 
<rdfs: subClassof rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This construct describes the types of customization actions, e. g. modifying 
site view elements, creating new site view elements, hiding site view elements, or 
associating presentation instructions. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdfs: Class> 
<! -- Properties --> 
<! -- Properties for the construct CustomizationRule --> 
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<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCustomizationCondition"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationRule"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#CustomizationCondition"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCustomizationAction"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationRule"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource=''#CustomizationAction"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct CustomizationCondition --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCondition"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationCondition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct CustomizationAction --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID=" hasSiteEntityURl"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationAction"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasParentSiteEntityURI"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationAction"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasCustomizationActionType"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationAction"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#CustomizationActionType"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
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<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSiteEntityType"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationAction"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This property describes the type (e. g. outputs, inputs and commands) for the 
newly created site view elements in terms of the site view ontology. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasModification"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#CustomizationAction"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="#Modification"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Modification --> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSlotEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf"resource="#Modification"/> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasNewValue"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Modification"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
<rdfs: comment> 
This property describes the new value for the specified slot. 
</rdfs: comment> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Properties for the construct Condition -> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasClassEntity"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdfs; Resource"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasRelationOperator"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&svo; RelationOperator"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasSpecifiedValue"> 
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<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&xsd; String"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<rdf: Property rdf: ID="hasLogicOperator"> 
<rdfs: domain rdf: resource="#Condition"/> 
<rdfs: range rdf: resource="&svo; LogicOperator"/> 
</rdf: Property> 
<! -- Primitives --> 
<! -- Primitives for the construct CustomizationActionType --> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about='#MODIFY" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#CustomizationActionType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#NEW" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#CustomizationActionType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about="#HIDE" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#CustomizationActionType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
<rdf: Description rdf: about='#PRESENTATION" > 
<rdf: type rdf: resource="#CustomizationActionType" /> 
</rdf: Description> 
</rdf: RDF> 
